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Abstract

The control of magnetic domain walls via electric currents is of key importance for
the development of various new data storage devices, and has therefore received
much interest from the scientific community in the last decades. Much of this re-
search is focused on perpendicularly magnetized materials, which promise a high
stability against thermal disorder even for small, dense memory devices. However,
the research on the current induced domain wall motion in these materials has re-
sulted in conflicting reports of the magnitude and even the direction of this effect.
In this thesis, current induced domain wall motion in Pt/Co/Pt trilayers is exper-

imentally studied via depinning from an engineered pinning site, as a function of Pt
layer thickness, in-plane fields and current. On the basis of the results from these
experiments, we propose that a radically new mechanism is governing the domain
wall motion in these stacks: the domain wall motion is caused by a vertical spin
current that runs in the stack, induced by the spin Hall effect in the Pt layers. By
tuning the Pt layer thickness, the magnitude of the spin Hall current of the two Pt
layers can be engineered, which allows us to fully tune the magnitude and sign of
the current induced domain wall motion. Furthermore, an in-plane magnetic field,
parallel to the charge current, is shown to set the internal structure of the domain
wall, which is crucial for the direction of the domain wall motion.
The experimental results are accompanied by supporting theory, leading to a

complete micromagnetic understanding of the domain wall motion in Pt/Co/Pt.
This understanding has resulted in numerical modeling using a new 1D numerical
micromagnetic framework, that was developed as part of the thesis work. Using this
framework, we show that we can quantitatively reproduce the observed experimental
results without using any free parameters.
Finally, since the effect of the current on the magnetization via the spin Hall

effect is not dependent on the existence of magnetization gradients, the effect can
also be used to reverse the magnetization direction of uniformly magnetized layers.
By sending current pulses through the Pt/Co/Pt trilayer and applying an in-plane
field, we show that this is indeed possible, even without the use of an assisting
perpendicular magnetic field.
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1. Introduction
In the last decades, continued progress in computer technology has instigated a
digital revolution, propelling society into the so-called information age. More and
more, we have the ability to instantly access information that was hitherto difficult
or impossible to obtain. Already, the creation, distribution and integration of data
by technological means is seen as a crucial component of today’s knowledge economy.
Magnetism has been important for data storage since the first days of computer

technology, and even today, our files are safely stored in the form of magnetic do-
mains on our computer’s hard disk. The real strength of computer technology, how-
ever, follows from the logic operations that can be performed on this data, thanks
to the advent of semiconductor technology. Here, the most important aspect is the
control of charge currents carried by electrons in the semiconductor. Together, these
technologies have revolutionized the way we live. To continue this progress, faster
and smaller memory devices are needed, and new methods of interaction between
charge currents and magnetism are investigated. The subject of this thesis is po-
sitioned right in the heart of these exciting processes, since it is focused on new
methods of interaction between charge currents and magnetically stored bits.
In this first chapter, the research contributions in this work will be introduced

in the light of new memory concepts. We start with a short explanation of the
origins of hysteresis in ferromagnets, thereby motivating the use of perpendicularly
magnetized materials throughout this research. After that, the concept of a domain
wall will be introduced, and the advantages of a direct coupling between current and
magnetization will be presented. These concepts are then used to describe new data
storage techniques, which rely on current induced domain wall motion. This leads
us to the main research topic of this thesis: the observation and investigation of a
fundamentally new process of domain wall motion, governed by the spin Hall effect.
After that, a short outline of the thesis will be given, which concludes this chapter.

1.1. Anisotropy, energy barriers and data density
The retention of data via ferromagnets is achieved thanks to the fact that the state of
the ferromagnet is not only dependent on its current environment, but also on its past
environment. This hysteresis in a ferromagnet originates from the anisotropy of its
magnetization, where the magnetization has a preferential direction (the easy axis).
Magnetic anisotropy can be induced by many mechanisms, such as the ferromagnet’s
crystalline structure, shape or interfaces, and can have different functional forms.
Here, let us assume a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. In this case, the energy of the
system is lowered when the magnetization has a component along the easy axis ,
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Figure 1.1.: Energy landscape of a ferromagnetic element. The arrows represent the
magnetization. To switch the magnetization, an energy barrier of KUV needs to be
overcome.

and the magnetization will tend to align itself to this axis, where the up and down
direction have the same energy (they are degenerate). This idea is sketched in Figure
1.1, where the easy axis is the vertical direction. Of course, this twofold degeneracy
is ideal for representing digital information. For a single ferromagnetic element of
volume V with uniaxial anisotropy, the energy landscape can be expressed as [1]:

Eani = KUV sin2 θ, (1.1)

.
with θ the angle between the easy axis and the magnetization, andKU a parameter

that defines the strength of the anisotropy. Between the two stable states, an energy
barrier of KUV is present, as can also be seen in Figure 1.1.
When the magnetization is in the up or down state, it will remain there, and the

data is stored. However, thermal energy can help to overcome the energy barrier.
The likelihood of this accidental switching scales with the ratio of anisotropy energy
and the thermal energy. From this reasoning, one can understand a fundamental
problem of miniaturization of memory cells: if the volume V of the ferromagnet is
decreased, the chance of accidental switching increases because the energy barrier
is decreased. This limit is referred to as the superparamagnetic limit [2]. The
most straightforward way is to compensate the decrease of V by an increase in
the anisotropy parameter KU . This reasoning has sparked interest in materials
with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, which generally yield the desired high KU

values. In these perpendicular materials, the easy axis points normal to the plane.
Pt/Co/Pt is one of the most studied material combinations with such an effect,
and has other advantages that will become apparent in the next chapters. The
physics of the strong anisotropy will be explained in Chapter 3, but for now, one
can understand it as a coupling of the inherent broken symmetry at the interfaces
to the magnetic system by spin-orbit coupling.

/ FNA Eindhoven University of Technology



1.2 Domain walls 3
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Figure 1.2.: A nanostrip geometry. Its typical dimensions are indicated. As an
indication for the magnetization, a domain wall is sketched (red arrows). Note that
the dimensions only reflect the nanowire dimensions and not the typical domain wall
width, which is typically of the order of 10 nm. The width of the strip is indicated to be
1 µm, which is a typical value for the wires used in this research. For implementation
in memory cells, nanowires with widths of the order of 10-100 nm are used.

1.2. Domain walls
In the previous section, we have tacitly assumed a uniformly magnetized element.
However, the magnetization can change within a material, with the exchange length
as a typical length scale. Consider, for example, a nanostrip geometry, which is
depicted in Figure 1.2. Here, the nanowire is divided into two domains, were the
magnetization is uniform, and a domain wall, where the magnetization turns, sepa-
rating these uniformly magnetized regions. This domain wall is now free to move.
If it moves to the right, neighboring spins on the right turn in plane and eventual
reverse their direction. Although there is an energy cost associated with this turn-
ing toward the in-plane direction, this is compensated by other spins which start to
point along the vertical easy axis. Hence, the energy of the system does not depend
on the domain wall position.
The domain wall structure and dimensions result mainly from two competing

energy terms. The anisotropy will try to minimize the dimensions of the domain
wall, since the domain wall has components of its magnetization perpendicular to
the easy axis. The exchange interaction, the interaction that promotes the alignment
in a ferromagnet, favors a wide domain wall. These opposing interactions lead to a
characteristic domain wall width ∆ [3]:

∆ =
√

A

KU
, (1.2)

with A a parameter that defines the strength of the exchange interaction.
The total energy associated with the domain wall is [3]:

EDW = 4
√
AKU . (1.3)

Again, perpendicular materials have a clear advantage with respect to data den-
sity: its domain walls are smaller, allowing for a larger density of magnetic domains.

Department of Applied Physics / FNA
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Figure 1.3.: Domain wall in a material with regions of different magnetic anisotropy
parameter KU . When the domain wall is positioned on the left side, it has a relatively
high width and has a lower energy. On the right side, where the anisotropy is higher,
the domain wall is narrower and has a higher energy. Gradients in KU therefore result
in an energy barrier (∆EDW).

In this thesis, we will often work with materials where the anisotropy parameter,
KU , changes within the material. We will show that such changes can be engineered
on the nansocale level using Ga+ radiation from a Focused Ion Beam. Since we have
found that the energy and the domain wall width change with KU , these quantities
will change in the material. This is depicted in Figure 1.3, where a domain wall is
drawn at two positions, in a region with high anisotropy and a region with lower
anisotropy. It also shows that an energy barrier is formed when there is a change in
this anisotropy, which will lead to so-called pinning sites for the domain wall [4].

1.3. Downscaling: towards direct current-induced
magnetization dynamics

In modern computers, the operations on magnetically stored data are carried out
using electron currents, which have led to fast and low-cost computers. In order
to have a magnetic memory interact (read and/or write) with an electronic circuit,
a coupling between the two should be exploited. Here, we will explain why the
direct exchange coupling between current-carrying and local, magnetization-carrying
electrons, has downscaling properties superior over older methods.
The most straightforward and well-known method of interfacing currents and mag-

netism is by using 2 of the Maxwell equations: Ampere’s law to create a magnetic
field from an electric current running through a coil (for writing), and Faraday’s law
to induce a current in a coil by a magnetic field (for reading). Although this provides
engineers with a basic framework to have electronic circuits interact with magnetic
bits, it has adverse downscaling properties. Consider, for example, the writing of
a magnetic bit by a magnetic field created by Ampère’s law. The magnetic field
scales linearly with the current, and downscaling the system would mean that the
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1.4 Novel routes towards data storage 5

required current density increases. These current densities are limited by cooling
power, and the necessity of high current densities is also energy-inefficient. The
desire for high-density storage has therefore led to the development of devices which
are written by a different mechanism: a switching by current induced spin transfer
torques. These torques rely on a direct exchange interaction between electrons and
the magnetization, the s-d interaction. These mechansism depend on current den-
sity, rather than current, which is essential for high-density integrated devices. The
read-out of magnetic bits by Faraday’s law suffers from similar efficiency disadvan-
tages, and have been replaced by magnetoresistive effects such as giant- [5] [6] and
tunneling magnetoresistance [7] (GMR and TMR), which also rely on this direct
form of interaction between current and magnetization.

1.4. Novel routes towards data storage

These mechansism are employed in two directions of promising new magnetic storage
devices: the spin transfer torque magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM)
and the magnetic racetrack memory (MRM). The main idea of these devices is briefly
presented here, without going into too much detail.
The spin transfer torque magnetoresisitive random access memory (STT-MRAM)

[8] [9] is conceptually the easiest. The main building blocks are magnetic tunnel
junctions (MTJs), which are depicted in the bottom left of Figure 1.4a. An MTJ is
comprised of 2 magnetic layers, separated by an insulating layer. When a voltage
is applied over this MTJ, the resistance is dependent on the alignment of the two
magnetic layers. Usually, the magnetization of one of the layers is fixed, and the
magnetization of the second layer can be read by measuring the resistance of the
MTJ. Data is also be written by a perpendicular current. When this current runs
through the fixed layer, it becomes spin-polarized. These spin polarized carriers
can now tunnel through the insulating barrier and apply a torque on the magneti-
zation of the second layer. One of the major disadvantages of the STT-MRAM is
that high critical currents are needed for this writing process, which might easily
damage the delicate tunnel barrier. Nevertheless, the first MRAM memory cells
are commercially available, and have a random read and write time of 35 ns, which
is already comparable to the read/write program cycles of conventional Dynamic
Random Access Memory (DRAM) [10]. In lab environments, even faster speeds (<
5ns) have also been reached [11]. Furthermore, in contrast to DRAM, an MRAM
cell is non-volatile, meaning that the data is not lost when the power to the device
is turned off.
A second route to future data storage devices exploits the fact that domain walls

can be moved by an electric current, and is called racetrack memory [12] [13], of
which the concept is shown in Figure 1.4b. Here, the conceptually new feature
is the data selection. There is only 1 read and write head per nanowire, and the
desired magnetic domain is moved towards these heads. In a conventional hard-disk
drive, this data selection is executed by rotating the platters of the disk, thereby
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Figure 1.4.: Three new memory devices (red and blue colors denote up/down mag-
netization): (a) The MRAM cell, comprised of an array of magnetic tunnel junctions;
(b) The Racetrack memory, where magnetic domains are pushed through the wire by
a charge current; (c) A hybrid device, where the domain wall can be positioned at
two pinning sites

mechanically moving the domain to the read head. This is a very delicate process,
since the distance of the read head to the platter is of the order of nanometers [14],
and the speeds of the harddisk platters are in the order of 100 m/s. In racetrack
memory, the domain walls are shifted without the physical motion of the nanowire.
Instead, the current pushes the domain walls, and thereby the domains, to the read
and write heads. This data selection process can be very fast, since domain wall
speeds of the order of 1 km/s already have been achieved [15]. Like the hard disk,
it is a nonvolatile technique of data storage.
Finally, one can think of hybrids of the two aforementioned concepts. In Figure

1.4c, such a three terminal domain-wall MRAM [16] is shown. Here, we have a
domain wall that is "trapped" between pinning sites. By applying a current through
the nanostrip (contact A and B in Figure 1.4c, the domain wall is positioned at one
of the two pinning sites, representing a 0 or 1. The state of the device can be read
by a third contact (contact C), where the GMR or TMR effect is utilized.
Note that the list of device ideas presented here is very limited and certainly

incomplete, and merely serves to give the reader an idea of the prospect for the us-
age of direct current induced magnetization dynamics in technological applications.
Here, we have focused on data storage, but there are also promising developments
in other fields, such as sensor technology and domain wall logic [17].

1.5. Current induced domain wall motion

In the previous section, we have introduced the idea of pushing domain walls by an
electronic current in the brief explanation of the racetrack memory. In this section,
the conventional physics behind this process will be introduced, with a focus on
intuitive understanding. In section 2, this physics will be reformulated in more
correct and complete phrasing. Still, the basic physics can already be understood
from the following description.
The idea of using an electron current to move a magnetic texture was first con-
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1.6 This thesis: Spin Hall driven domain wall motion 7

2
h

2
h-

Domain wall motion

Figure 1.5.: When a spin-polarized electron follows the magnetization, its angular
momentum is transferred to the local magnetization, leading to a shift of the domain
wall, and a conserved total angular momentum of the system.

ceived by Berger, already in 1978 [18]. One of the consequences is that electron
currents running through a domain wall will interact with it. A very intuitive idea
of domain wall motion can be sketched by considering a conduction electron that
adiabatically follows the local spin texture. Suppose we have a fully spin-polarized
classical electron running through a domain wall in a nanowire, as depicted in Figure
1.5). When it exits the domain wall on the right, its spin will have flipped its orien-
tation. Since the s-d interaction conserves the angular momentum, its spin angular
momentum must have been transferred to the domain wall. Therefore, the domain
will move, in the same direction as the electrons.
If this mechanism would dominate the domain wall motion, the domain wall ve-

locity would scale linearly with the current and the domain wall would move in
the same direction as the conduction electrons and therefore against the current
direction. However, in perpendicular materials, such behavior has been experi-
mententally refuted. Here, domain walls often travel at anomalously high speeds,
and sometimes against the electron drift direction. Such phenomena have often been
tentatively attributed to nonadiabatic contributions of the aforementioned process,
but no convincing theory can currently predict the sign or magnitude of the domain
wall motion in perpendicular materials. Note however that, although still poorly
understood, experiments showing such surprisingly high domain wall velocities in
these materials are very promising from a technological perspective.

1.6. This thesis: Spin Hall driven domain wall motion

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the origin of the contradicting mea-
surements on domain wall motion in literature. To investigate the domain wall
motion, a fundamentally oriented experimental study of torques on a domain wall
has been performed, leading to the proposal of a new and radically different mecha-
nism of current induced domain wall motion. It will be explained that via the spin
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Charge current

Pt
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Pt

Spin current

Figure 1.6.: The spin Hall driven domain wall motion relies on a spin current (blue
arrow) that is injected into the ferromagnet as the result of a longitudinal charge
current.

Hall effect, spins are injected into the ferromagnetic Co layer, where they induce rich
magnetization dynamics. This process can be seen in Figure 1.6, where the path
of the spins is deflected from their original drift behavior, dependent on their spin
direction. This is a highly efficient process, and we will show by domain wall motion
experiments, that it can therefore lead to high torques on the magnetization.
Furthermore, it will be shown that full control over the sign and magnitude of

the domain wall motion can be achieved by engineering of the layer thickness of the
Pt. Since this method of controlling the ferromagnetic layer does not depend on
magnetization gradients, it is also possible to switch uniformly magnetized layers
using the spin Hall effect. We show that these effects are strongly dependent on the
sign of the applied in-plane field, which can be applied in a controlled manner in a
newly built magnetic setup. The experiments are supported by theory, leading to a
full micromagnetic understanding of the magnetization dynamics in the presence of
the spin Hall effect. Using a newly developed micromagnetic simulation framework,
we can predict the domain wall motion direction and, qualitatively, the dependence
on the applied external field and current. These results will be interpreted in the
context of the conventional mechanisms, and we will speculate on the importance of
this new mechanism in similar systems. Where possible, a link to device engineering
is also made, and it is the authors’ hope that these new insights will assist in the
development of future memory devices, where an understanding of the influence of
the spin Hall effect will be of paramount importance.

1.7. Outline

After having introduced domain wall motion, its most important applications, and
the contributions to the research field presented in this work, a short outline of the
thesis will be presented here.
InChapter 2, the general physics of domain wall motion will be explained in more

detail. Previous experimental results will be reviewed and compared to theoretical
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1.7 Outline 9

expectations. From these sections, we will elaborate on the important open questions
in domain wall motion and general magnetization dynamics. Having set the stage
for this research, we will continue with a more detailed look at the experimental
results of Lavrijsen, obtained previously in our research group, where his results will
be reinterpreted. The chapter will conclude with a small discussion, where the most
important aspects of this chapter are summarized and incorporated in concrete goals
for our experimental design and research goals.
Chapter 3 is the main theory chapter of this thesis, where we focus on the

effects of spin-orbit coupling on magnetization dynamics. It will first be shown that
the spin-orbit coupling is crucial for a understanding of the perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy in Pt/Co/Pt. After that, the Spin Hall effect and the Rashba effect,
both spin-orbit related phenomena, will be introduced and it will be shown how
they can influence the magnetization. Finally, these ingredients will be combined in
an equation describing the magnetization dynamics of Co, where we have included
these spin-orbit related torques.
To solve the equation that describes the magnetization dynamics of Co in the pres-

ence of the spin Hall effect, a new micromagnetic numerical framework was devel-
oped. Because the mathematical implementation is rather involved, the description
of this framework is split into two chapters. In Chapter 4, a general introduction
will be presented, while the details of the solver are presented in Appendix A.
Chapter 5 shows how the experimental design goals that were posed in Chap-

ter 2 have been realized in a Kerr-microscopy setup. After the description of the
new experimental setup, the sample design will be explained. Then, the chapter is
concluded with a description of the measurement techniques.
Chapter 6 is a special chapter, since it is written as an article. Here, the main

experimental results will be shown and interpreted. A supplementary information
paper follows, where simulation results are shown and explained in more detail. The
combination of the article and supplementary information have been submitted for
publication in Nature Materials.
Chapter 7 is the final chapter of this thesis, were a concluding summary of this

thesis work is presented. After that, we will refer back to memory device engineering,
and show how this research can be applied to design future memory devices. The
thesis will be then be concluded with an outlook on the more fundamental open
questions that remain, and further experiments that could be conducted to provide
answers to these questions.
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2. Conventional domain wall motion

In this chapter, a brief introduction on micromagnetics and a summary of research
on current induced spin transfer torques and their influence on domain walls is given.
Here, it is the author’s hope to give the reader an idea of the physics behind domain
wall motion, and to introduce the present problems in the understanding of domain
wall motion.
First, the most important aspects of domain wall motion will be introduced.

Specifically, this will consist of the introduction of four torques, which include the
two conventional contributions to current induced domain wall motion, the adia-
batic and non-adiabatic torques. Next, experimental results will be summarized
and it will be shown that, in perpendicularly magnetized materials, conflicting and
surprising experimental results have been obtained.
Then, previous experimental results obtained in our research group by Lavrijsen

[19] will be discussed in more detail and reinterpreted on the basis of symmetry
arguments. In order to allow for a systematic discussion of the implications of
these symmetry arguments, a small theoretical introduction to symmetry analysis
is presented before this discussion. Finally, a set of concluding recommendations
for the experimental setup will be presented, which have acted as guidelines in the
design of the new experimental setup, part of this research.
We will start however, with an introduction to micromagnetics and the theory of

domain wall motion.

2.1. Micromagnetics for domain wall motion

Throughout this thesis, the influence of a current on the magnetization will be in-
vestigated. This interaction is described in the field of micromagnetics, which deals
with the coupling between magnetic moments on a nanometer scale. In this field, the
ferromagnetic body is treated as a continuous medium, with smooth magnetic prop-
erties, so that the magnetization can be treated as a continuous function M (r, t).
Often, we will also make use of the normalized magnetization m = M/Ms, with Ms

the saturation magnetization, a material property.
Before focusing on the movement of domain walls, the interactions and related

energy contributions in magnetism will be introduced in the context of micromag-
netism.
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2.1 Micromagnetics for domain wall motion 11
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Figure 2.1.: Competing energy contributions in magnetism

2.1.1. Interactions and energy contributions in magnetism

There are 4 main contributions to the energy, which will be introduced now. The
introduction will be very brief; a more detailed discussion falls beyond the scope of
this thesis but can be found in introductory magnetism books (e.g. [1]).
Exchange energy is the energy increase introduced by a misalignment of neigh-

boring magnetic moments. Microscopically, it can be understood as a combined
result of Pauli’s principle and the Coulomb interaction. Gradients in the magneti-
zation give rise to an increase in the exchange interaction, and the free energy can
be written as:

Fex =
∫
V
A (∇m)2 dV, (2.1)

with A the exchange stiffness parameter, a material parameter.
Anisotropy energy can have different origins, but in Pt/Co/Pt, the dominant

contribution arises from the interfaces. The physics behind this process will be
described in section 3.2. In the case of a uniaxial anisotropy with the easy axis in
the z direction, as is the case in Pt/Co/Pt layers, the energy contribution can be
expressed as:

Fan = −
∫
V
Ku (m · êz)2 dV. (2.2)

Magnetostatic energy is the energy contribution of the magnetic field Hd that
originates from the magnetic body itself. In chapter A, we will go into extensive
detail to calculate this Hd. The energy contribution can be expressed as:

Fd = −
∫
V

1
2µ0M ·Hd. (2.3)

Zeeman energy is the energy contribution of an externally applied magnetic field
Ha. When the external field is considered, it is convenient to introduce the contri-
bution to the free energy, and the contribution of the externally applied magnetic
field Ha is:

Fz = −
∫
V
µ0M ·Ha, (2.4)

A cartoon of the lowest energy states for each contribution can be seen in Figure
2.1. These energy terms are often in competition, and the resulting magnetization
is hence a compromise between all the interactions.
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12 Chapter 2: Conventional domain wall motion

2.1.2. Introduction to magnetization dynamics

Now that the energy contributions are known, one can calculate the (local) energy
minima by minimizing the free energy functional, given by equations (2.1) to (2.4).
This method allows one to find the equilibrium configurations for a magnetized
body. However, it does not describe how the magnetization reaches this equilibrium
in time. In order to describe the time evolution of a domain wall, a differential
equation describing the time evolution of the magnetization M, under the influence
of a set of torques τi will therefore be introduced in this section. This equation will
be of the form:

∂M
∂t

=
∑
i

τi. (2.5)

Referring to the terms in this equation (τi) as torques is conventional in the field of
micromagnetism, even though in reality, these torques have a unit of magnetization
per time. However, the magnetization is linearly related to its associated angular
momentum:

M = −nspin
gµB
~

S, (2.6)

with nspin the spin density, g the gyromagnetic ratio, and S the spin angular
momentum. Hence, ∂M

∂t is linearly related to a change in angular momentum per
time, which is the conventional definition of a torque.

2.1.3. Precession and damping

To begin the introduction of magnetization dynamics and domain wall motion, the
torque due to a magnetic field and the damping torque will now be briefly introduced.
It will be shown that when a magnetic field is applied, a spin starts to precess around
this field, and damps towards equilibrium via a phenomenological damping torque.
As a starting point, the time dependence of a spin subjected to a magnetic field

will be derived. The relevant energy is given by the Zeeman Hamiltonian:

HZeeman = gµB
~

S ·B. (2.7)

Hence, the energy is minimized when the spins points antiparallel to the magnetic
flux density B, as one would expect∗.
The time evolution of the expectation value of an operator (in this case the spin

operator S) is governed by the Ehrenfest theorem:

i~
d

dt
〈S〉 (t) = [S,HZeeman (t))] . (2.8)

Inserting the Zeeman Hamiltonian equation (2.7) and using the commutation
relations between the components of the spin operator, the commutator between
∗The magnetic moment of a spin is antiparallel with the spin direction
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Figure 2.2.: (a) Sketch of damping and precessional terms working on the magne-
tization; (b) Trace of the relaxation of the magnetization towards equilibrium under
the influence of a 200 mT out-of-plane field from the initial θ = 45◦, on a nanosecond
timescale.

spin and Hamiltonian can be evaluated straightforwardly: (for more details, see, for
example [20,21])

d

dt
〈S〉 (t) = −gµB

~
〈S〉 (t)×B(t). (2.9)

Since the spin and magnetization are linearly related (see equation 2.6), the same
time derivative holds for the magnetization:

d

dt
M = τprec = −γM×H(t), (2.10)

with γ = µ0
gµB
~ .

As can be seen from the cross product in equation 2.10, the time derivative of the
magnetization is perpendicular to the magnetization itself and to the magnetic field
H. The fact that it is perpendicular to the magnetization was expected, since the
magnitude of the magnetization should be conserved. However, the fact that it is
perpendicular to the field H means that the magnetization does not relax to its en-
ergy minimum. Instead, equation (2.10) describes a precession of the magnetization
around the magnetic field, as is indicated in Figure 2.2a by the green arrow.
It is however well known that the magnetization does relax towards its energy

minimum. To model this relaxation process, phenomenological damping parameters
have been introduced. The most commonly used form is the Gilbert damping (see
[22] for a recent discussion of damping terms):

τdamping = α

Ms
M×

(
M× ∂M

∂t

)
. (2.11)
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14 Chapter 2: Conventional domain wall motion
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τadiab

Figure 2.3.: The adiabatic torque is a result of the transfer of angular momentum
from the conduction electrons to the local magnetization when an electron follows the
magnetization adiabatically. The torques are illustrated as small arrows, working on
the magnetization M.

This torque is indicated in Figure 2.2a by the blue arrow. It has been proven diffi-
cult to derive this specific torque from microscopic arguments [21], but the damping
is generally caused by spin-dependent disorder processes, for example in the presence
of spin orbit coupling, as those do not conserve spin. Experimentally, this torque
is successful in modeling the damping in various experiments (e.g. ferromagnetic
resonance experiments [23]). With the damping torque included, the spin relaxes to
its energy minimum, with a typical trajectory sketched in Figure 2.2b.

2.1.4. Adiabatic torque

Now that the field-induced magnetization dynamics has been described, the influence
of a current will be studied. The adiabatic torque was already introduced in chapter
1, and in this section its functional form will be derived.
As was discussed before, the electron current will become spin-polarized in the

ferromagnetic material, and this spin polarized current Js is in essence an angular
momentum current. The spin polarized current will interact with the magnetiza-
tion via the s-d interaction, which conserves angular momentum, and therefore any
change in angular momentum in the conduction electrons should be transferred to
the local magnetization. This change in angular momentum is depicted in Figure
2.3. When the s electrons follow the magnetization adiabatically, the change in local
angular momentum at a position x in an infinitesimal time dt can be easily expressed
as a function of ∂m

∂x :

dL = Js
∂m
∂x

dt, (2.12)

with m the normalized magnetization, m = M
|M| . Via the spin polarization of the

current P, defined as P = nup−ndown
nup+ndown , with nup,down the density of spin up/down, the

spin current can be rewritten in terms of a charge current Jc:
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2.1 Micromagnetics for domain wall motion 15

dL
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
adiab

= JcP
~
2e
∂m
∂x

. (2.13)

Finally, via the relation between angular momentum and magnetization (equation
2.6), this equation can be written in terms of the magnetization:

τadiab = ∂m
∂t

= −u∂m
∂x

, (2.14)

with

u = JcP
gµB

2eMs
. (2.15)

In this derivation, only currents and gradients in the x direction are assumed.
Equation 2.13 can be generalized easily to three dimensions:

τadiab = − (u · ∇) M. (2.16)

From equation 2.14 (which is just the simple transport equation), we can already
understand that these torques will lead to the movement of domain walls with speed
u in the electron drift direction, without deformations. In the presence of other
torques, the domain wall motion is however more complex, as will be shown in
section 2.1.7.

2.1.5. Nonadiabatic torque

In both in-plane and perpendicularly magnetized materials, the model where the
adiabatic spin transfer torque drives the domain wall motion is not sufficient to
describe experimental results. Hence, a new torque that acts on magnetization
gradients was introduced [24, 25]. In this section, a phenomenological introduction
will first be given, and its origins will be discussed afterwards.
Like the adiabatic torque, it is assumed that this new torque is linearly dependent

on the magnetization gradients. Since the magnitude of the magnetization should be
conserved, this torque cannot have a component parallel to the magnetization. The
possible torques that are linearly dependent on the magnetization gradients form a
2 dimensional space, and can generally be described by two base vectors. One is the
adiabatic torque, and a second should be constructed that is both perpendicular to
the adiabatic torque and to the magnetization. A straightforward way to define it
is via the cross product:

τβ = −β M
Ms
× τadiab = β

Ms
M× (u · ∇) M. (2.17)

After this phenomenological introduction, we will discuss when and why such a
torque could become important. Generally, this torque represents a deviation from
the simple adiabatic tracking of the magnetization by the conduction spins. Domain
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16 Chapter 2: Conventional domain wall motion

walls in perpendicular magnetized materials are known to be very narrow, resulting
in high magnetization gradients. Because of these large gradients, it is expected that
conduction electrons are not able to follow the magnetization adiabatically, resulting
in a nonzero nonadiabatic torque [26–28]. A second contribution to the nonadiabatic
torque arises when there is spin relaxation in the domain wall [29, 30]. This spin
relaxation can occur through spin-flip scattering where the spin is not conserved.
These processes will become important in high spin-orbit coupling materials, since
this coupling does not conserve spin.

2.1.6. LLG equation and domain wall structures

In the previous sections, four torques were introduced: precession, damping, an
adiabatic gradient torque and a nonadiabatic gradient torque (β term). Combined,
they give:

∂M
∂t

= −γM×H + α

Ms
M× ∂M

∂t
− (u · ∇) M + β

Ms
M× (u · ∇) M. (2.18)

Without the last two current-induced torques, this equation is known as the LLG
equation, but often any equation that contains these torques is referred to as the
LLG equation, as will be done in this thesis. The magnetic field H is comprised of
the applied field, but can also contain effective fields, describing other interactions,
such as the exchange interaction. These effective fields will be properly introduced
and employed in Chapter A.
The shape of the domain wall will also be determined by the LLG equation.

However, for this purpose, it is more convenient to think about energy contributions.
Because the damping term dissipates energy, one can expect the magnetization to
relax to an energy minimum. As was already discussed in Chapter 1, the exchange
interaction and the anisotropy energy are the two most important parameters to
describe the general shape of the wall. Calculating this shape is now a straightfor-
ward but quite lengthy process of minimizing the combined exchange and anisotropy
energy functional. The result is [31]:

θ (x) = 2 arctan
(

exp
(
x− x0

∆

))
, (2.19)

with x0 the domain wall position, ∆ the domain wall width and θ the inclination
angle of the magnetization (see Appendix C.6 for a definition of θ and the spherical
coórdinate system). The exchange and anisotropy energy do not depend on the
azimuthal angle φ. Hence, this angle will be set in a position which minimizes the
magnetostatic energy, which is the next most relevant energy contribution. We will
not go into detail here in the calculation of φ from this dipolar coupling (this will
be done in Chapter A), but in equilibrium, the walls will have φ determined by the
ratio ly

∆ , the ratio of the width of the wire ly and the domain wall width ∆. When
this fraction is high, the domain wall favors φ = 0◦ or φ = 180◦, resulting in a Bloch
wall. When this fraction is low, the domain wall favors φ = 90◦ or φ = 270◦, and
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2.1 Micromagnetics for domain wall motion 17

Bloch

Néel

Figure 2.4.: Sketch of Bloch and Neél wall types, the dominant wall types in per-
pendicularly magnetized nanowires.

a Néel wall is formed. Both walls are sketched in Figure 2.4. Typical domain wall
widths ∆ in Pt/Co/Pt are of the order of 10 nm, much smaller than the wire width
ly (in this research ly = 1.5 µm), and are therefore of the Bloch type.

2.1.7. Pinning

Now that the time evolution of the magnetization is known via the LLG equation
(equation 2.18), it is possible to predict domain wall velocities by numerically solving
this equation. This yields the behavior that can be seen in Figure 2.5a, which shows
simulation results obtained by Thiaville et al. [24]. The domain wall velocity first
scales linearly with the current. Then, at a critical current, the internal angle of
the domain wall starts to oscillate, and a nonlinear behavior is predicted. Here, it
is important to note that the domain wall motion is, for positive β (as predicted by
most theories), always in the electron drift direction.
However, in experimental studies of domain wall motion in perpendicular mate-

rials, the simple behavior sketched in Figure 2.5a is never observed [32]. Instead,
at low and moderate currents, a nonlinear response to the current is typically ob-
served (e.g. [33]). Only at extremely high currents, a linear behavior is obtained,
which is shown in Figure 2.5b. The reason for this behavior is that unintentional
structural defects induce fluctuations in the energy landscape that the domain wall
experiences, which leads to the so-called pinning of domain walls.
In the presence of structural disorder, the domain wall motion is characterized by

subsequent pinning and depinning of the domain wall. This behavior is sketched in
Figure 2.6a. One can see that the domain wall behaves like an elastic interface which
is pushed through a disordered medium. Such physics is reminiscent of other physical
processes, such as the movement of contact lines during the wetting of solids by
liquids [35] or the movement of fault lines during earthquakes, and a general behavior
describing such processes can indeed be derived [36]. As a function of the driving
force, three different regimes are predicted, which are sketched in Figure 2.6b. For
low driving forces, the temperature is critical. At zero temperature, the driving force
is not strong enough to allow for depinning, and the interface remains stationary. At
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Figure 2.5.: (a) Results of micromagnetic simulations for different β, with α = 0.02.
(Figure adapted from [24]); (b) Results of domain wall velocity experiment by current
pulses on Pt/Co/AlOx, where a transition from creep behavior to the flow regime is
observed. (Figure adapted from [34])

nonzero temperature, depinning events are allowed, resulting in domain wall creep.
This regime is very important for perpendicularly magnetized materials, where it is
often difficult to achieve domain wall motion beyond the creep regime. In the creep
regime, the domain wall motion is given by [36]:

v (H,J) = v0 exp
[
−
(
Hc

Heff

)µ (
Uc
kBT

)]
, (2.20)

with Hc the critical field for depinning at zero temperature, Uc an energy pa-
rameter characterizing the pinning strength and T the temperature. Heff is the
effective field, which includes the applied field, and can, as will be explained in sec-
tion 2.2.1, also include a current-induced effective field. µ is a constant related to the
dimensionality of the problem. For a 1D interface moving through a 2D disordered
medium, such as a domain wall moving through a nanostrip, µ = 1/4.
When the driving force is increased beyond the point where depinning can occur

at without the assistance of thermal energy (the point at which the dashed line
in Figure 2.6b intersects the horizontal axis), the dependence on the driving force
alters significantly, and the motion is in a transitional "depinning" regime. Finally,
for high driving forces, the interface is no longer hindered by the disorder, and a
linear dependence on the driving force is obtained, as can be seen in Figure 2.6b.
This last regime is the viscous flow regime.
We have seen that the domain wall motion is significantly influenced by structural

defects. In perpendicular materials, this effect of the pinning is relatively strong,
because the scale at which a domain wall "feels" these energy differences is its own
width. For the extended, wide domain walls observed in in-plane materials, this
averaging of the energy landscape over the domain wall profile leads to a reduction
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Figure 2.6.: (a) The domain wall motion in Pt/Co/Pt at moderate speeds (creep
regime) is governed by subsequent depinning. Figure adapted from [19]; (b) Sketch
of the typical dependence of the domain wall velocity on the current. The velocity
first increases rapidly, after which a linear behavior can be observed (viscous regime);
Figure adapted from [38]

of the pinning strength. As was discussed before, the domain walls in perpendicular
materials are much narrower than in in-plane magnetized materials, because of the
high anisotropy. This makes domain walls in perpendicular materials extremely
sensitive to pinning by defects, and explains why it is generally difficult to leave the
creep regime in these materials. Only for very high currents, flow motion has been
observed [33,37].
Using the domain wall creep equation (equation 2.20), the experimentally observed

field-driven domain wall velocities can be explained (e.g. [39]). However, for current
driven domain wall motion, this theoretical framework still falls short in describing
the experimental results. These shortcomings will become apparent in the next
section, where reports on current induced domain wall motion will be summarized.
Although we have seen that the pinning potential changes the domain wall motion

significantly, it should be stressed that a current should still result in domain wall
motion in the electron drift direction.

2.2. Overview of research on current induced domain
wall motion

As was already indicated in the introduction, there have been many contradictory
reports on the torques and the resulting current induced domain wall motion in
perpendicularly magnetized materials. In the following section, parameters charac-
terizing the current induced domain wall motion will be introduced and the most
commonly used measurement techniques for these parameters will be summarized.
After that, a summary of the reported domain wall velocities and directions will be
presented.
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Figure 2.7.: Common measurement techniques to determine the efficiency of current
induced domain wall motion: (a) Domain wall creep, where the velocity v of a domain
wall is measured. Figure adapted from [19]; (b) Domain wall depinning, where the
critical depinning field Hdepin is measured. The data is a preview of the experimental
data presented in Chapter 6; (c) Waiting-time experiments, where the typical time for
depinning, at constant perpendicular field, is determined. Figure adapted from [40]

2.2.1. Measurement techniques

In this section, we will review some of the most common measurement techniques,
and introduce the reader to the terminology related to the experimental study of
domain wall motion.
The parameter that is most often used to describe the contribution of a current

to the domain wall motion is the efficiency ε. It is defined via a current versus field
equivalence:

ε = µ0

∣∣∣∣dHz

dJ

∣∣∣∣ . (2.21)

This definition is kept broad on purpose, but it generally describes the effect of a
current in terms of the effect of an equivalent perpendicular field. In other words, ε
indicates how much current is necessary to obtain the same domain wall dynamics as
is expected from a perpendicular field Hz. The behavior of a domain wall subjected
to Hz is usually both better understood and easier to measure. Since it is customary
to only report positive values for ε, we follow this convention here†.
Besides the obvious experimental convenience of this definition, there is also a

theoretical argument for using this parameter. Via a 1D formalism, Thiaville et al.
have shown that the β term indeed leads to a field-like behavior, and the observed
ε can be related to β via [24]:

β = 2eMs∆
~P

ε. (2.22)

Note that there is a relatively large uncertainty in the parameters in this equation,
especially in the spin polarization P and the domain wall width ∆.
†We will allow ε to run negative in Chapter 6, where we describe new experimental data.
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2.2 Overview of research on current induced domain wall motion 21

Driven by both fundamental and technological interest, many groups have tried to
establish the magnitude and sign of both ε and β. In order to give a good overview
of observations of other groups on current induced domain wall motion, the most
common measurement techniques will now be summarized. Although the processes
that are studied are not exactly the same, the observed ε should be equivalent in all
these techniques.
The first technique to study domain wall motion is to study its velocity as a

function of current, as is shown in Figure 2.7a. Often, a perpendicular field is
applied as well, to assist the domain wall motion. As discussed before, this will
often result in creep behavior. In these domain wall creep experiments, ε can be
extracted by fitting the speed to:

v (H,J) = v0 exp

−
 Hc

H +
ε
∣∣
creep
µ0

J


µ (

Uc
kBT

) , (2.23)

which is equation 2.20, with the magnetic field H replaced by Heff = H+
ε
∣∣
creep
µ0

J .
Note that the characteristic µ = 1/4 can be clearly observed in the experimentally
observed velocities depicted in Figure 2.7a.
A second technique to measure ε is by studying the domain wall depinning field

under influence of a current, a depicted Figure 2.7b. Instead of measuring a series of
depinning events as is done in the study of domain wall creep, one depinning event
is repeatedly studied as a function of current and field. This depinning can take
place from a natural, or, as will be the case in this thesis, an artificially engineered
pinning site. Again, the parameter ε is used, and in these cases it is referred to
as depinning efficiency. In a typical experiment, the perpendicular driving field is
increased until depinning occurs. The depinning efficiency ε is now defined as the
derivative of the field at which a domain wall depins, Hdepin, with respect to the
applied current density J :

ε
∣∣
depinning = µ0

∣∣∣∣dHdepin
dJ

∣∣∣∣ . (2.24)

A final technique, similar to the previous method, is that of waiting-time exper-
iments. Here, a magnetic field is set just below the depinning field, after which
one waits for thermally activated depinning. Provided that the pinning center is a
single energy barrier, the physics of this process is described by the Arrhenius law.
Typical data can be seen in Figure 2.7c. Again, a current-field equivalence can be
determined by comparing the typical depinning time τ , which is extracted from a
distribution of depinning times, as a function of field and as a function of current:

ε
∣∣
waiting-time = µ0

(
∂τ
∂J

)
(
∂τ
∂H

) . (2.25)
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Alternatively, one can compare the depinning times to theoretically expected values
of the decrease of the energy barrier with current, instead of using the equivalence
with a magnetic field [40].
Now that we have introduced the most common measuring techniques, in the next

section, we will proceed with a summary of reports of the magnitude of ε and β from
literature.

2.2.2. Analysis of experimental results on Pt/Co/Pt and
Pt/Co/AlOx

In this section, a brief overview of the measurements performed on domain wall
motion and depinning, focused on Pt/Co/Pt and the closely related Pt/Co/AlOx

systems, will be presented.
The summary of the reported ε and β can be found in Table 2.1. In the table’s

second column, the structural composition (without the substrate) is listed, with
the layer thickness in nanometers between brackets. After that, a classification of
the measurement technique is given, although some variations occur between these
experiments, such as in the use of AC or DC current and in the detection technique.
For more details, the reader is referred to the original research papers, which are
cited in the last column.
Fist we will introduce the most striking observation: regarding the direction of

the domain wall motion and depinning induced by the current, one finds that there
are many groups who report domain wall motion in the direction of the current,
i.e., against the electron flow. This is a highly surprising result, as it defies the
predictions based on adiabatic and non-adiabatic torques, and of the principle of
angular momentum conservation. On the other hand, some groups do measure the
expected behavior, and there is as of yet no theory that can explain these variations
in the current induced domain wall motion.
One of the solutions would be to allow for a negative spin polarization of the

conduction electrons, which is predicted by ab initio calculations for Pt-Co interfaces
[41]. Such arguments would especially hold for extremely thin Co layers, as used
in the research by Lee et al. [37], who have indeed observed domain wall motion in
the direction of the current. However, the required spread in spin polarization in
very similar stacks seems unlikely. Furthermore, the results of Lavrijsen [19] and
the experimental results presented in this thesis, show that the direction of motion
can be set by external in-plane fields, which cannot influence the sign of the spin
polarization. Hence, it is not likely that the variations in the direction of the current
induced domain wall motion can be explained via variations in the spin polarization.

Besides the conspicuous observation of domain wall motion in the "wrong" direc-
tion, there is also a significant spread in the magnitude of ε. Sometimes (for example
No. 1 and 2 of Table 2.1), inexplicably high efficiencies are found, which cannot be
explained in the framework of the adiabatic and nonadiabatic torques. However, in
other very similar structures, there is no influence of the current on the domain wall
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24 Chapter 2: Conventional domain wall motion

motion.
An example of such a high change in ε, which will be of importance in the

context of this research, is the comparison between the Pt(3)/Co(0.6)/AlOx(2)
and Pt(3)/Co(0.6)/Pt(3) stacks within the same papers. In two research papers
[33, 43], both by the SPINTEC group, these stacks were compared. In both re-
searches (No. 2&3 and 7&8 in Table 2.1, no influence of the current on the do-
main wall was found for Pt(3)/Co(0.6)/Pt(3), whereas strong effects are found for
Pt(3)/Co(0.6)/AlOx(2). This was ascribed to the increased spin-flip rate caused by
the net electric field that can arise because of the broken asymmetry, which can
increase β [25]. This electric field is closely related to the Rashba field, which will
be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.
In conclusion, we have seen that conflicting measurements have been obtained

on domain wall motion, as can be seen in the variations in the magnitude and the
sign of ε. The description of the current induced domain wall motion in terms of
adiabatic and nonadiabatic torques does not allow for sign reversals, and it seems
that the current theoretical framework is not sufficient to describe the experimental
results.
In the following sections, we will more extensively discuss the research performed

by Lavrijsen [19], which is No. 10 in Table 2.1. In this research, interesting sign
changes of ε were observed.

2.3. Reinterpretation of experimental data of Lavrijsen

As was already indicated in the previous section, previous research in our group,
performed by Lavrijsen [19], have shown very interesting behavior of Pt/Co/Pt
stacks. Most notably, changes in the direction of the current induced domain wall
motion were observed with the application of an in-plane field perpendicular to the
current (Hy), and with changes in the Pt layer thicknesses. Although very promising,
no satisfying interpretation was found for this data.
In the following, it will be shown that the reported results violate symmetry

principles. Possible resolutions to this symmetry problem will be presented, and
these considerations have helped in the design of the experimental setup of this
thesis. Readers that are more interested in the application of symmetry in general
or in the symmetry violations in the results of Lavrijsen in specific are referred to
appendix C.2, where the concept of symmetry analysis is introduced on the basis of
a more theoretical framework.
In the experiment of Lavrijsen, domain wall creep was studied in Pt (4 nm) /Co

(0.6 nm)/Pt (2 nm) and Pt (2 nm) /Co (0.6 nm)/Pt (4 nm) stacks as part of a PhD
thesis [19]. The current induced domain wall creep is assisted with a perpendicular
driving field, as is often done in these experiments (see section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). In
Figure 2.8a, the resulting domain wall motion is indicated, where vdw is the total
domain wall motion, composed of a component induced by the field vH and a current
assisted part vca, which is the quantity of interest. By applying an external in-plane
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Figure 2.8.: (a) Definition of axis system for domain wall motion; (b) Table describ-
ing the response of a domain wall when it is subject to a positive current as a function
of its polarity (controlled by Hz) and the in-plane Hy field. Note that the image of
the domain wall is to indicate the polarity, the in-plane angle is chosen arbitrarily.

field, the author tried to set the internal angle (aligned either along y or −y) of the
Bloch domain wall structure, hoping to find a dependence of ε or β on this quantity.
Although the obtained experimental results were very encouraging, no satisfying
theory to explain the data was formulated.
As a first original contribution, his data has been re-investigated on the basis of

symmetry arguments. We find that there are various symmetry violations in the
experimental data, which explain the difficulty in the establishing of a theoretical
understanding of these results. In the main text, our goal will not be to discuss these
experimental in full detail. In the following, we will indicate one of these symmetry
problems using simple cartoons. In Appendix C.2 the problems will be considered
in more detail.
The most important conclusion that could be observed from the data is that

vca changes sign with reversal of J (as expected by conventional theory), but also,
unexpectedly, with other parameters: Hy. the domain wall polarity, and the stack
sequence (thickest Pt layer on top or on the bottom). However, there are some prob-
lems with these conclusions. To see this, let us consider 2 experiments performed by
Lavrijsen, using relatively high in-plane fields perpendicular to the current direction,
which are shown in Figure 2.8b.
First, consider the cartoon on the left in Figure 2.8b (experiment 1). In this

experiment, we see that the current assisted part of the domain wall motion is
parallel to the field driven part. In this measurement, a high domain wall velocity
is observed. In the second experiment (second cartoon in Figure 2.8b), the in-plane
Hy field and the driving field Hz are reversed. The change in Hz is accompanied
by a change in the polarity of the domain wall (we now consider a domain with its
magnetization along −z that is expanding), which results in the same direction of
the field driven domain wall motion. However, in this experiment, the domain wall
motion was significantly slower with a positive current, and the current assisted part
is against the net domain wall motion.
The problem of this behavior becomes apparent when the second experiment is

rotated 180◦ about the nanowire axis. This is depicted in Figure 2.8b, in the right
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26 Chapter 2: Conventional domain wall motion

cartoon. We see that this rotated experiment is essentially the same as experiment 1
(left cartoon), yet the current assisted part of the domain wall motion is oppositely
directed. This inconsistency sheds serious doubts on these results. In Appendix
C.2, we will show that similar inconsistencies can be found, even within experiments
performed on 1 sample or without the Hy field.
To resolve the inconsistency, we conclude that there must have been symmetry

breaking parameter(s) in the experiment beyond the control of the experimenter.
This parameter, which went unnoticed before, has a dominant influence on the
direction of the current assisted part of the domain wall motion. Although various
mechanisms have been considered in an effort to develop a physical understanding
of these results and to describe the experimental data data [19], they will necessarily
all fail to explain the observed domain wall velocities, since this missing parameter
(or parameters) was not accounted for. What this missing parameter is cannot be
derived with certainty from symmetry analysis alone, but an educated guess will be
made here.
Since the results reproduced in multiple wires, random imperfections in the sam-

ple fabrication cannot cause these effects. Growth-induced differences between the
different samples, induced by the fact that the 4 nm and 2 nm thick Pt layers, as
well as the Co, are grown on top of other layers when comparing the two stacks,
could induce internal differences that break the symmetry. However,this hypothesis
cannot resolve the symmetry errors within one stack.
A plausible solution would be to consider misalignments in the applied field, yield-

ing an effective Hx. This variable restores the symmetry of the problem, since it
breaks both the R2z and the R2y rotational symmetry. The fact that only 1 sym-
metry breaking factor is needed makes this solution more likely, but other factors
cannot be excluded. ‡ This believe is further enhanced by a research by Miron et
al. that was published during this thesis research, that have shown magnetization
reversal of ferromagnetic elements by an in-plane current and Hx field [46].

2.4. Considerations for experimental setup

In this chapter, recent research on domain wall motion has been reviewed. It has
been shown that different signs and magnitudes of the parameters describing current
induced domain wall motion have been observed, and that there is no theory that
can explain this spread in the reported values. Furthermore, it was shown that the
interpretation of experimental research has proven to be difficult, caused by a combi-
nation of a lack of theoretical understanding and the difficulties in the experimental
settings.

‡These consideration have led us to study the role of the Hx field in this thesis. It will be shown
that a small Hx can indeed lead to sign changes in the domain wall motion. Note however, that
Lavrijsen reported no influence of an intentionally applied Hx [19]. A possible resolution to this
contradiction might be to consider that the Hx fields seem to function purely as a parameter
setting the direction of motion, behaving like a step function, and therefore went unnoticed.
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2.4 Considerations for experimental setup 27

In this thesis, we have set out to measure and understand domain wall motion in
perpendicularly magnetized materials, and Pt/Co/Pt in particular. In order to do
this, an experimental setup has been designed in which we have carefully considered
the technical and fundamental challenges that were discussed in this chapter, as will
be explained in the following.
For our domain wall conduit, Pt/Co/Pt is chosen. The investigation of domain

wall motion in this material is especially interesting, since sign changes have been
observed in these stacks within our group before. Furthermore, this stack sequence
allows for a careful analysis of the symmetry of the stack itself by changing the layer
thickness of the Pt layers. Finally, Pt/Co/Pt is a material that is often used in the
study of domain wall motion, and the experimental results can be directly compared
with results obtained in other research groups.
By analyzing the data of Lavrijsen [19], we have learned that one should be very

careful in the application of magnetic fields. Therefore, during this research, a
new coil system was developed, capable of accurately and independently applying
a magnetic field in all 3 spatial directions. In this way, one can systematically
study the effect of one direction of the magnetic field on the current induced domain
wall motion, instead of observing combined effects of, for example, Hz and Hx.
Such combined effects can lead to confusing results, especially if the system yields
a response uneven in both Hx and Hz, or when small misalignments are crucial.
The sign changes observed in the domain wall motion are very surprising, and of

great importance in unraveling the underlying physics of domain wall motion, and we
will pay much attention to them in this research. When assisting the domain wall
motion with an applied field, due to Joule heating, the contribution of a current
to the domain wall motion also contains a term that is quadratic in the current,
which is caused by the Joule heating. In order to observe the sign of the current
induced domain wall velocity without ambiguity, we will use low current densities.
Furthermore, in this research, we will carefully study different polarities and domain
wall propagation directions, so that the symmetries of the domain wall motion can
be carefully studied.
All of these criteria are realized in an experimental domain wall depinning setup.

As we have explained before, the depinning and domain wall motion are closely
related, and the depinning setup allows for a systematic study of the torques that
act on a domain wall. This setup will be introduced in Chapter 5. The resulting
experimental observations have led us to the realization that the spin-orbit coupling
is very important for the domain wall motion, because it gives rise to the strong spin
Hall effect of the Pt layers. Therefore, in the next chapter, the spin-orbit coupling
and its effect on magnetization dynamics is Pt/Co/Pt will be introduced.
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3. Spin-orbit coupling and
magnetization dynamics

In this chapter, a theoretical description of the effect of spin-orbit coupling on mag-
netization dynamics will be presented. The most well-known result of spin-orbit
coupling in Pt/Co/Pt is the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, and its physics will
be explained first. After that, a current-induced effective field, the Rashba field, will
be introduced. It is followed by a description of the spin Hall effect in Pt, which
is the effect most relevant for this thesis. Here, we will focus on its origins and
its dependence on the Pt layer thickness. After that, the effect of these spin-orbit
related torques are incorporated in micromagnetic theory, leading to an extended
LLG equation, that will form the basis of our micromagnetic understanding and
numerical modeling of the experimental results. Finally, an analysis of the role of
the new terms in the LLG equation in relation to domain wall depinning will be
presented.

Note to reader: A reader that is already familiar with perpendicular anisotropy,
the spin Hall effect and the Rashba effect, and is only interested in the resulting
domain wall dynamics can skip ahead to section 3.4.3, where these concepts are
applied to Pt/Co/Pt and domain wall motion.

3.1. Spin Orbit Coupling
The spin-orbit coupling is a relativistic effect not included in the unrelativistic Hamil-
tonian of the Schrodinger equation. This can be seen from the kinetic energy of the
conventional Hamiltonian:

H = 1
2m (p̂−A)2 + V, (3.1)

with V and A the scalar and vector potential, respectively, m the particle’s mass
and p̂ the momentum operator. The kinetic energy Ek in equation 3.1 is given by:

Ek = 〈p̂〉
2

2m = 1
2m

(
m
d 〈x〉
dt

)2
, (3.2)

analogous to the classical, unrelativistic Ek = 1
2mv

2. Hence, the Hamiltonian of
equation 3.1 completely neglects relativistic contributions.
To include relativistic effects in the Hamiltonian, a correction term can be added

to the unrelativistic Hamiltonian. This correction term can be derived from the
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3.2 Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 29

Dirac equation, which is the equation for spin 1/2 particles consistent with both
quantum mechanics and special relativity. An expansion of the Dirac equation in
powers of E−V2mc2 yields, up to first order [47]:

H = 1
2m (p̂−A)2 + V − 1

4m2c2σ · (p̂×∇V ) , (3.3)

with σ the spin operator and c the speed of light.
The expansion is performed in powers of E−V2mc2 , which is classically v2

c2 , the square
of the ratio of the velocity over the speed of light. If the relativistic contributions
are not very high, i.e. at low speeds (vc << 1), it is indeed allowed to only take
the first order term into account. We can see that this process has reproduced the
original, unrelativistic Hamiltonian, and that a third term is added, which is the
spin-orbit coupling.
Intuitively, the spin-orbit coupling term (equation 3.3) can be understood by con-

sidering that it is of similar form as the Hamiltonian of a magnetic field, Hzeeman ∝
σ ·B. The "effective magnetic field" induced by the spin-orbit coupling is then given
by the outer product of the momentum and the electric field (∇V ). The spin-orbit
coupling term can therefore be interpreted as a Lorentz transform of an electric field
to a magnetic field. This concept is particularly convenient to explain the Rashba
spin orbit coupling, that will be introduced in section 3.3.
In this chapter, the influence of the spin-orbit coupling on the magnetization

dynamics in Pt/Co/Pt samples will be discussed. Most importantly, the high spin-
orbit coupling in Pt leads to the spin Hall effect, which we will show to be of crucial
importance in the domain wall motion of Pt/Co/Pt.

3.2. Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

The first effect of the spin orbit coupling on the magnetization of Pt/Co/Pt systems
that will be discussed is the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. This anisotropy
effect originates from the Pt/Co interfaces, and is therefore very strong in thin-film
layers. At these interfaces, there is symmetry breaking in the crystal field. In this
section, it will be shown how the resulting asymmetric crystal field can influence
the angular momentum of the d electrons, and that this asymmetry can then be
coupled from the spatial dimensions to the magnetization by spin-orbit coupling.
The approach will be qualitative in nature, see [48] for a more detailed description.
In Co, the magnetization is mostly carried by the 3d orbitals, that follow from solv-

ing the Schrödinger equation for the free ion. The solutions for spherically symmetric
potentials, such as the free ion of Co, can be solved using separation of variables,
and generally consist of a radial part of the wavefunction, multiplied with a spherical
harmonic. Ignoring the spin degree of freedom for now, the 5 degenerate 3d orbitals,
with l = 2, span a 5-dimensional eigenspace of the Hamiltonian. However, in a
real material, the electrons are also influenced by the other ions in the crystal. The
influence from these neighboring ions is usually referred to as crystal-field splitting.
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30 Chapter 3: Spin-orbit coupling and magnetization dynamics

dxy dx - y 22

Figure 3.1.: 2 real d eigenstates of the system unperturbed by spin-orbit coupling.
The blue spheres indicate the positions of other ions, which result in a (k-dependent)
energy splitting for these states.

Since the spherical rotation symmetry is broken by the crystal field, the states that
were constructed as a product of the radial part and the spherical harmonic are no
longer eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian that includes these crystal-field contribu-
tions, and the degeneracy that originated from the spherical symmetry is lost. We
will now argue that this is goes hand in hand with the quenching of orbital angular
The total Hamiltonian including the crystal field Hamiltonian (Hcf ), describing

the Coulomb interaction from the crystal field, is a real operator: KHcfK
† = Hcf ,

with K the complex conjugate operator ∗. It follows that its non-degenerate eigen-
functions ψi must be real:

Hψi = Eψi, (3.4)
KHψi = KEψi, (3.5)
HKψi = EKψi (because HK = KH). (3.6)

Since Kψi and ψi have the same eigenvalue (equations (3.4) and (3.6)) and the
eigenstates are non-degenerate, they must be the same, which means that {ψi} is a
set of real eigenvectors. Figure 3.1 shows 2 of these real 3d eigenstates, where the
blue spheres indicate the position of other ions. The overlap between the orbitals of
different ions leads to an energy splitting, and one can readily see that the overlap
between the two orbitals depicted in Figure 3.1 are different, and the orbitals are
therefore indeed non-degenerate. The actual energy splitting depends on the phase
of the overlapping parts of these orbitals, and is therefore k-dependent.
Lz, on the other hand, is a purely complex operator: KLzK† = −Lz (∗). Calcu-

lating the expectation value of Lz of a real ψi yields 0:

ψ∗i Lzψi = −ψ∗iKLzKψi, (3.7)
= −ψ∗i Lzψi (because Kψi = ψi), (3.8)
= 0. (3.9)

∗The fact that Hcf commutes with K and Lz anticommutes with K can intuitively be understood
from time-reversal symmetry. Disregarding spin, K is a suitable operator for time-reversal.
Hcf depends on the position, which is even under time-reversal, whereas Lz is uneven under
time-reversal, since it is associated with a speed.
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3.2 Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 31

An analogous reasoning holds for Lx and Ly, and hence the orbital angular mo-
mentum is quenched by the crystal field. Although a fully nondegenerate set 3d
orbitals was assumed here, a real crystal still has a considerable set of symmetry
operators. Therefore, the 5-fold degeneracy is broken up in subsets which can be
degenerate. If such a subset is not fully occupied, an orbital momentum can still
arise. This depends on the details of the crystal symmetry and the band filling. Still,
the breaking of symmetry will generally lead to a reduction of freedom in combining
the real states, and this process leads to an, at least partial, quenching of orbital
momentum.
Intuitively, the orbital quenching can be understood as the obstruction of the

free rotation of electrons, as is the case without the crystal field. The equi-energy
contours are no longer spherically symmetric, and the angular momentum of the
ground state is therefore quenched.
However, with the spin-orbit interaction, the ground state is a combination of the

eigenstates of the system unperturbed by spin-orbit coupling. With the spin-orbit
coupling, it can be energetically favorable for a system to obtain angular momentum.
To see this, it will be helpful to rewrite the general spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian
(equation (3.3)) for a spherically symmetric potential energy V = V (r). Rewriting
its divergence yields:

∇V = 1
r

∂V

∂r
r, (3.10)

and the last term of the spin orbit Hamiltonian (equation (3.3)) therefore yields:

σ · (p̂×∇V ) = −1
r

∂V

∂r
σ · r× p̂ = −1

r

∂V

∂r
σ · L. (3.11)

So, the spin-orbit Hamiltonian for a spherically symmetric potential can be written
as:

Hso = ξσ · L, (3.12)

with ξ a parameter that characterizes the magnitude of the gradient of the ionic
potential.
Hence, the system can lower its energy by the spin-orbit coupling, if it is able

to obtain some angular momentum. When the system is perturbed by the spin-
orbit coupling, the real states of the crystal field Hamiltonian are not eigenstates
of the new Hamiltonian, and equations (3.4) to (3.6) do no longer apply. The new
eigenstates are linear combinations of the real eigenstates of the Hamiltonian unper-
turbed by the spin-orbit coupling, and do carry angular momentum. The spin-orbit
coupling thus counteracts the orbital quenching of the cyrstal field Hamiltonian.
The amount of orbital quenching will now be determined by the relative strength

of the crystal field and the spin-orbit coupling. At the interface, there is a differ-
ent crystal-field energy splitting in the out of plane and in plane directions. When
this splitting is low in the out-of-plane direction, the mixing via the spin-orbit cou-
pling of these states is more effective, yielding a higher expectation value for the
angular momentum. The anisotropic crystal field therefore leads to a difference in
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Figure 3.2.: The electric field Esia which is experienced by the electrons is Lorentz
transformed into a magnetic field, perpendicular to Esia and the drift velocity.

the expectation value of the component of the angular momentum perpendicular to
the interface plane and the components in the plane of the interface. When 〈Lz〉 is
higher than 〈Lx〉 , 〈Ly〉, as is the case in Pt/Co interfaces (e.g. [49]), and via the spin-
orbit interaction (equation 3.12), a spin will have a lower energy if it aligns to Lz,
resulting in a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. In Pt/Co/Pt, this effect yields the
strong perpendicular anisotropy, important from a technological perspective because
it gives a high stability against thermal disorder and leads to the narrow domain
walls, and therefore allows for dense data storage, as was discussed in Chapter 1.

3.3. Rashba Spin Orbit Coupling

Now that we have discussed the perpendicular anisotropy, we will start to consider
current-induced effects. In this section, the current-induced Rashba field [50, 51],
that can arise at the interface of multilayers, will be introduced. This interface is
crucial for the existence of a Rashba field, since it breaks the inversion symmetry.
In bulk Pt, for example, the coexistence of time reversal symmetry and inversion
symmetry require a Kramers degeneracy of the bands, and hence no spin splitting
or effective magnetic field is allowed. However, at the interface of Pt, the inversion
symmetry is broken, and a k dependent band-splitting is allowed.
Hence, in Pt/Co/Pt stacks, a current-induced spin polarization can arise at the

interfaces. We will now discuss how this effect can be understood on the basis of a
Lorentz transformation and show that its effect on the magnetization can be written
as an effective field that is linear in the current.
The Pt/Co/Pt stack, with a current running over the interfaces, is sketched in

Figure 3.2. At the interfaces, the electron "feels" an effective electric field, Esia,
in the z direction, because of the different ionic potentials of Pt and Co. This
effective electric field depends on the "macroscopic" structural inversion asymmetry
at the interface, which is felt by the Bloch envelope function, and the microscopic
spin-orbit coupling parameter of the free ion, which is felt by the quickly oscillating
lattice-periodic Bloch functions [52–54].
This electric field leads to a spin polarization when there is an imbalance in k,

which is induced when a current runs over the interface. This can be seen immedi-
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ately when applying a free-electron model. Substituting p̂ = ~k and ∇V = Esiaêz
in the general spin orbit coupling Hamiltonian (equation 3.3) yields:

H = p̂2

2m + V + ~2Esia
4m2c2σ · (k× êz) . (3.13)

In the third term on the right hand side, we recognize a contribution that looks
similar to the Hamiltonian of a magnetic field (Hzeeman ∝ σ · B), but where the
field is k-dependent. In equilibrium, there is no effective field, because the field of
two opposite k vectors cancel. However, when a current runs over the interface, the
corresponding imbalance in the k vectors yields an effective magnetic field, which
can be coupled to the local magnetization via the s-d coupling. Manchon and Zhang
studied these processes within a Boltzmann approach and deduced the strength of
the Rashba field [55]:

Hr = −2 αrm
~eMs

P (Jc × êz) , (3.14)

with αr a parameter proportional to Esia, describing the strength of the interaction
and Jc the charge current density. This process can be classically understood as a
Lorentz transform of the electric field in the laboratory frame to a magnetic field in
the electron’s rest frame, as depicted in Figure 3.2.
In this figure, it can also be seen that the Rashba fields at the two interfaces have

a opposing signs, because Esia is oppositely directed at the two Pt/Co interfaces.
Hence, the net Rashba field experienced by the Co layer is, at least partially, can-
celed. In Pt/Co/Pt, this canceling effect will be particularly strong, because the two
Pt/Co interfaces will be very similar, and similar current densities will run at the in-
terfaces (although influences induced by the layer thickness and the different growth
are possible). Asymmetric stacks such as Pt/Co/AlOx lack this canceling effect, and
a larger Hr is hence expected. Indeed, in an article by Miron et al. , the Rashba
fields of a Pt (3nm)/Co (0.6 nm)/AlOx (1.6nm) and a Pt (3nm)/Co (0.6 nm)/Pt
(3nm) were compared experimentally, resulting in, respectively, Hr/Jc ≈ 10−12 T
cm2 A−1 for Pt/Co/AlOx and Hr/Jc ≈ 0 T cm2 A−1 for Pt/Co/Pt.
Note that there has been a recent theoretical debate whether a nonadiabatic

contribution of the Rashba effect could also play a role in magnetization dynamics.
This will be discussed in section 3.5.1

3.4. Spin Hall Effect

In this thesis, a new mechanism of domain wall motion is described, based on the
spin Hall effect. This effect will be introduced in the following sections. First, a
phenomenological description will be given. After this introduction, we will go into
more detail on the physical origins of the effect and the behavior for very thin layers,
which are used in this research.
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Figure 3.3.: The spin hall effect: (a) a sketch the trajectory of spins in Pt under the
application of a voltage; (b) in a thin film, a large spin current can be injected into
the ferromagnetic Co.

3.4.1. Phenomenological description

The spin Hall effect is a transport property, where a transverse spin current is
generated by a longitudinal charge current. In materials exhibiting the spin Hall
effect, such as Pt, an electron does not propagate only in the direction of the applied
electric field, but also exhibits an anomalous velocity, dependent on its spin. This
anomalous velocity is perpendicular to both the spin direction and the propagation
direction. For example, an electron with its spin aligned to the y axis, moving in the
x direction, will exhibit an anomalous velocity in the z direction. At the same time,
an electron with opposite spin (aligned to the −y direction), that also moves in the
x direction, is deflected in the opposite direction (the −z direction). This process is
depicted in Figure 3.3a, where an unpolarized charge current is seen to give rise to
a transverse spin current.
When the Pt layer is in contact with another layer, the spin Hall current can be

injected into this adjacent layer. Hence, in Pt/Co/Pt layers, a spin current is injected
from the Pt into the Co. This is depicted in Figure 3.3b, where spins directed in
the y direction are injected into the adjacent Co layer, which is magnetic. Here, the
spin current will interact with the magnetization, which is of central importance in
this thesis. The details of this interaction will be discussed in 3.5.2.
To characterize the strength of the spin Hall effect in a material, the spin Hall

angle αSH is typically reported:

αSH = Jshe
Jc

2 |e|
~
, (3.15)

with Jc the charge current and Jshe the transverse spin Hall current. αSH is a
material parameter, and can be interpreted as the ratio of the spin current to the
charge current, where both currents have a dimension of "electrons per second".
Measurements of the spin Hall angle for Pt yield typically αSH ≈ 0.07 [56].
It is interesting to note that the anomalous velocity which results in the spin

Hall effect, is also the cause of the anomalous Hall effect [57]. This anomalous Hall
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Figure 3.4.: A sketch of the different contributions to the spin Hall effect. (The
up/down spins should be thought of as having their quantization axis perpendicular
of the image plane.): (a) skew scattering; (b) side-jump mechanism; (c) intrinsic
contribution

effect can be thought of as the spin Hall effect in a ferromagnet. Suppose that all
spins but the spin up electrons in Figure 3.3a are removed. In such a spin-polarized
(ferromagnetic) system, all spins would be deflected to one side (the right side in
Figure 3.3a), leading to a net transverse Hall voltage.

3.4.2. Introduction to the origins of the spin Hall effect

The anomalous velocity, key in the understanding of the spin Hall effect, does not
have one distinct physical origin, but results from a combination of multiple con-
tributions. These contributions be classified in 3 groups: skew scattering [58, 59],
side-jump [60] (both extrinsic) and an intrinsic contribution [61–63]. These con-
tributions are depicted in Figure 3.4. The first contribution, referred to as skew
scattering, is the contribution that arises from the fact that the momentum of an
electron is altered spin-dependently after scattering with an impurity. The side-
jump mechanism is another extrinsic contribution, describing the lateral shift in the
position of a wave packet during collision with impurities (3.4b). The last contribu-
tion is the intrinsic contribution, where the anomalous velocity is a consequence of
the Berry curvature of the bands, Ω.
All contributions to the anomalous velocity are described in detail in other works,

but it is often not easy to obtain an intuitive understanding of the processes. In
this section, we will therefore try to sketch the physics behind these contributions,
without going into too much mathematical detail.
The skew scattering is a spin asymmetry in the electron scattering, first proposed

by Mott [64]. In Figure 3.5a, a scattering process with an impurity (with a positive
charge) is depicted. For a short amount of time, the electron experiences an electric
field from this impurity. When the spin-orbit interaction is included, this electric
field is Lorentz-transformed into a magnetic field, perpendicular to the electric field
and the electron’s velocity. This field is inhomogeneous, because it depends on
the speed of the electron, and the electron therefore experiences gradients in this
magnetic field. The gradient of the corresponding Zeeman energy yields a force,
which also appears when one tries to push two bar magnets together. Because the
Zeeman energy related to this effective field yields a different sign for the spin up
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and spin down electrons, the sign of this force is spin-dependent. As a consequence,
a left-right asymmetry in the scattering for a given spin appears. When working
on an incoming unpolarized electron current, this spin-dependent force yields a spin
separation, resulting in a spin current perpendicular to the incoming electrons, and
hence to a contribution to the spin Hall effect.

After this introduction of the skew scattering, we will now continue with an intro-
duction to the principles of the intrinsic contribution, and will explain the side-jump
mechanism afterwards, because it is closely related to the intrinsic contribution.
The intrinsic contribution has a topological character, and its physics can best be
described within the framework of the Berry curvature. In the following, a very
simplified, intuitive description of this mechanism is presented.

When we solve the Hamiltonian of a crystal, such as that of Pt, a band structure
is obtained. In this approach, there are many eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, that
can individually be labelled with an associated crystal momentum, usually denoted
with k. However, these solutions still have a phase ambiguity: one can multiply
a k state with a phase, and nothing has changed: the new wavefunction is still an
eigenstate of the system, with the same energy †. Hence, the state is well-defined up
to a phase, which can be chosen between 0 and 2π. As an analogy, we have drawn
a sphere in k space (Figure 3.5b) which we can think of as our "solution space",
and, in this analogy, the ambiguity of the phase can be thought of as a vector in
the plane tangent to the sphere. For example, at the top of the sphere (the north
pole), this tangent plane is the horizontal plane. Effects of the Berry curvature
now become important if one starts at a state, let’s assume at the north pole, and
moves adiabatically over this sphere. This is depicted in Figure 3.5b. Imagine
somebody standing at the north pole of earth with a pendulum, which is swinging
in a direction that corresponds to the chosen phase of the eigenstate at the North
pole of the solution space. Then, this person walks slowly towards the equator, turns
slowly and walks east, and back to the North pole again. In this process, something
has happened: the pendulum is not swinging in the same direction anymore. This
can process is depicted in Figure 3.5b by parallel transport of a vector over the
sphere.

Something similar happens in a process that can be described by an adiabatic
motion over multiple eigenstates in a "curved" solution space: the phase after the
completion of the adiabatic cycle has changed. For systems with high spin-orbit
coupling, such a curvature can indeed arise, and is referred to as a Berry curvature
in k space. In systems exhibiting the spin Hall effect, this curvature (Ωσ) is spin-
dependent. An analysis of this effect in terms of a wave packet yields an extra

†This is a general property of eigenstates of a Hamiltonian
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Figure 3.5.: (a) Skew scattering from a positively charged impurity; (b) The adi-
abatic movement in k can be compared to the parallel transport of a vector over a
sphere; (c) Comparison between the normal Lorentz force and the anomalous velocity,
which can be interpreted as a Lorentz force in k space

contribution of the Berry curvature to the equations of motion of an electron [65]‡:

k̇ = − e
~
E + e

~
ṙ×B (r) , (3.16)

ṙ = 1
~
∂ε

∂k − k̇× Ωσ(k). (3.17)

The contribution of the k-space Berry curvature can be found in the second term
of 3.17. This term can be thought of as a "Lorentz force" in k space, as is depicted in
Figure 3.5c. Compare the terms on the right hand side of equation 3.16 and 3.17. In
the first equation, the Lorentz force gives an acceleration (k̇) when there is a speed
(ṙ), whereas the k-space Berry curvature gives a speed ṙ upon movement through
reciprocal space (k̇).
Such a movement in k-space is caused by an electric field, which is well-known

for giving rise to a shift of the Fermi sphere in k space upon application of a bias
voltage. This is the intrinsic effect: the application of an electric field leads to states
that evolve in k space with an associated Berry curvature, resulting in an anomalous
velocity.
Another contribution to this anomalous velocity follows from scattering processes.

If one assumes the scattering as caused by an adiabatic movement through an im-
purity potential, the resulting change in k from the scattering is via equation 3.17
related to an anomalous shift in r. Hence, when many scattering processes are aver-
aged, there is a net displacement of the electron, which is appropriately named the
side-jump contribution. Although this assumption of adiabaticity is generally not
applicable, this idea still captures the main physics, as described by Sinitsyn [57] [66].
For the reader that is captivated by the physics of the anomalous velocity and the

Berry curvature, a more detailed analysis is given in Appendix B. In this appendix,
these subjects will be explained in a slightly more formal setting, with a focus on
the introduction of the time-dependence of k states and a simple derivation of the
‡We have disregarded the real-space Berry curvature here, which results in an effective magnetic
field.
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anomalous contribution to the equations of motion. Furthermore, we have to note
here that a generalization of the Berry curvature to the language of non-Abelian
gauge fields is needed for Pt, on which we will also comment in Appendix B and, at
that point, cite more complex treatises.
Note that for many materials that exhibit the spin Hall effect, including Pt, there

is an ongoing discussion on which of the contributions is dominating. For Pt, it is
currently thought that the intrinsic contribution is dominant [67] [63], although some
argue that the extrinsic mechanisms could also be of significant influence [68]. In this
thesis, we will use the experimentally observed spin Hall angle for Pt (αr ≈ 0.05) [56].
However, the final spin current in the thin Pt layers that are used in this research
is different from the bulk, as will be discussed in the next section.

3.4.3. The spin Hall current in a thin Pt layer

Until now, a perfect crystal, which is by definition infinitely extended, was consid-
ered. In the experiments on Pt/Co/Pt, we will work with thin (2-4 nm) films, for
which the dependence of the spin Hall current on the thickness of a Pt layer is very
important. This dependence will allow us to tune the spin Hall current by choosing
the thickness of the Pt layers. In this section, a toy model will be introduced, by
which the thickness dependence of the spin Hall effect is explained.
Let us consider a Pt/Co bilayer system, as depicted in Figure 3.6a. Because of

the spin Hall effect, spins oriented along y are injected into the ferromagnetic Co,
and spins oriented along −y are driven to the bottom of the Pt layer. Here, they
cannot leave the material, and the spins accumulate. This accumulation will lead
to an oppositely directed diffusion spin current, in the direction of the Co layer. In
Figure 3.6a, the spin accumulation is depicted on the bottom of the Pt layer, and
the diffusion current by the blue arrow. Without any spin-flip mechanisms, this
diffusion current would exactly cancel the spin Hall current, so that no spin current
is injected into the ferromagnet. This is no surprise, since without spin scattering,
the total spin in the Pt should remain conserved. However, Pt has a relatively
small spin diffusion length due to its high spin-orbit coupling, and it is the spin flip
scattering which allows for a spin current to be injected in the Co.
These ideas can be captured in a simple drift-diffusion model. The first boundary

condition is set at the bottom of the Pt, where it is required that the spin diffusion
and spin Hall current exactly cancel. The second boundary condition is applied at
the Pt/Co interface. As an approximation, the magnetization dynamics of Co is not
included in the model, and the Co is modeled as a perfect spin sink, Hence, at the
Pt/Co interface, there should be no difference between chemical potentials of spin
up and down.
The derivation of the spin currents in the drift-diffusion model can be found in
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Figure 3.6.: Thickness dependence of the spin Hall effect: (a) The spins that are
driven to the bottom of the Pt layer accumulate, resulting in a diffusive backflow spin
current, reducing the net spin current that is injected in the Co. (b) Results of the
drift-diffusion model, showing the spin up and spin down chemical potentials (blue)
and the net spin current (red); details of the calculation can be found in Appendix
C.5

appendix C.5. The result is:

∆µ (z) = λsJshe
D

sech
(
d

λs

)
sinh

(
d− z
λs

)
, (3.18)

Js(z) = Jshe − Jdif = Jshe

(
1− cosh

(
d− z
λs

)
sech

(
d

λs

))
. (3.19)

In these equations, Js is the total spin current, composed of the diffusive spin
current Jdif and the spin Hall current Jshe (Js = Jshe − Jdif ). Jshe is constant in
the Pt. The thickness of the Pt layer is given by d, ∆µ = µ↑ − µ↓ is the difference
between spin up and down chemical potential and D is the diffusion constant.
In Figure 3.6b, the net spin current Js is plotted, together with the spin-dependent

chemical potentials, where λs = 0.5d is chosen as spin-diffusion length. In this figure,
the vertical axis corresponds to the cartoon to the left of the graph (Figure 3.6a).
The black line gives the net spin current (Js) as a function of z. At the bottom
interface, there is no net spin current, as demanded by the boundary condition. It
increases with z, until it reaches the final injection spin current in the Co. However,
at this point, there is still a diffusion current which diminishes the net spin current,
so the net injected spin current does not reach the bulk spin Hall current (Jshe). The
spin accumulation can also be seen in the behavior of the spin-dependent chemical
potentials, which are depicted in blue. At the bottom of the stack a large ∆µ can
be seen, corresponding to the spin accumulation depicted in 3.6a.
The net spin current that is injected into the Co layer is dependent on the Pt

layer thickness, if this is chosen in the order of the spin diffusion length. This can
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Figure 3.7.: Dependence of the net injected current on the thickness of the Pt layer
as determined from the drift-diffusion model (equation (3.19))

be seen by substituting x = d in equation 3.19, which yields for the dependence on
the Pt layer thickness:

Js (d)
Js (∞) = 1− sech

(
d

λs

)
. (3.20)

This equation is also given, without derivation, by Liu et al. [56]. Figure 3.7
shows this thickness dependence of the injected spin current, with λs = 1.4 nm,
the spin diffusion length of Pt§. As expected, the net spin current going into the
Co increases with increasing Pt thickness, since it becomes harder for the diffusion
current to reach the Co. Once the Pt layer thickness is significantly larger than the
spin diffusion length, the diffusion current can be neglected.
In this research, asymmetric stacks with two Pt layers, such as Pt (4 nm) / Co

(0.5 nm) / Pt (2 nm), will be used. Due to the difference in diffusion currents in the
two layers, the spin current injected from the bottom layer will be higher than the
spin current from the top layer. Note that the two spin currents that are injected in
the Co are of opposite sign, and therefore partly cancel each other. As can be seen
from the dashed lines in Figure 3.7, which indicate the net injected spin currents
of a 2 nm and a 4 nm Pt layer, top layer quenches the bottom spin current by
approximately 60%. Still, a net spin current is injected into the Co layer, and the
sign of this net spin current is dependent on our stack sequence: a thicker top Pt
layer will give a different sign of the spin current compared to a stack with a thicker
bottom Pt layer. This will be very important in this research, since the choice of
Pt layer thickness allows for an engineering of the strength and sign of the spin Hall
current, while keeping the interfaces and magnetic layer unchanged.

§there is some uncertainty in this parameter, but this value is obtained so that equation 3.20 most
accurately fits the experimental data [56]
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3.5. Magnetization dynamics

So far, two new manifestations of the spin orbit coupling, the Rashba field and the
spin Hall effect, have been discussed in this chapter. In the following sections, the
effect of both phenomena on magnetization dynamics will be discussed. We will go
into more detail on the magnetization dynamics induced by the spin Hall effect, as
we propose in this thesis that it is the dominant contribution to domain wall motion
in Pt/Co/Pt.

3.5.1. Adiabatic and nonadiabatic Rashba contributions

In section 3.3, the interfacial effective electric field was explained to give an effective
magnetic field. The inclusion of this Rashba field (Hr) in the LLG equation is
straightforward:

∂M
∂t

= −γM× (H + Hr) + α

Ms
M× ∂M

∂t
− (u · ∇) M + β

Ms
M× (u · ∇) M. (3.21)

This is the conventional LLG equation (equation 2.18, where the total field H
was replaced by H + Hr. The normal, field-like, contribution is theoretically well-
established in Pt/Co/AlOx and experimentally verified [69] [70] [71]. For symmetric
Pt (3 nm)/Co/Pt (3 nm) layer, its nonexistence, predicted because of the lack of
inversion asymmetry, has also been experimentally confirmed [69] [70].
However, there is currently a discussion among theorists, whether a non-adiabatic

contribution of the Rashba field could also play a role [46] [72] [70]. This non-
adiabatic contribution of the Rashba field has been proposed to yield a torque τr,na:

τr,na = αr,naM× (Hr ×M) . (3.22)

In chapter 6, we will show experimentally that the Rashba fields are also negli-
gible for asymmetric Pt/Co/Pt layers, and that we therefore also don’t expect this
nonadiabatic torque to be of influence.

3.5.2. Slonczewski torque from the Spin Hall current

A current running through the platinum will induce a spin current perpendicular to
the wire axis, as was discussed in section 3.4.1. This spin current is injected into the
cobalt and will couple to the local magnetization through the s-d interaction, yielding
a torque on the magnetization. Such a process was first studied by Slonczewski [73],
and a simplified idea of this torque will be briefly explained here.
The main assumption is that only the component of the spin that is aligned

antiparallel with the magnetization is transmitted into the Co ¶. This process can
be seen in Figure 3.8a, where a spin in the y direction is injected into a Co layer.
First, consider the situation in which the magnetization of the Co layer is antiparallel
¶remember that the spin points opposite to its associated magnetic moment
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Figure 3.8.: Description of the Slonczewski torque: (a) a sketch of the injetion
of spins in the ferromagnetic Co layer for different states of the magnetization; (b)
graphical representation of the Slonczewksi torque.

to the incoming spin direction. For the y spin, the interface is transparant, and the
spin is injected into the Co. Hence, the angular momentum of the incident spin
does not change, and no angular momentum is transfered to the Co. When the
magnetization is in the exact opposite direction, the spin is totally reflected, but the
spin is retained, so no torque is again applied on the Co.
However, when the magnetization has a component perpendicular to the spin,

the magnetization of the Co is influenced by the spin current. This can be seen
in the most right cartoon of Figure 3.8a. In this example, the magnetization of
the Co is taken in the −z direction. Only the spin up component of the spin can
be transmitted into the Co, and the other component of the spin is reflected back.
However, now there is a change in angular momentum, and this is absorbed by
the ferromagnetic layer. Hence, in this situation, a large torque is applied on the
magnetization.
Via this proces, the component of the incident spin that is perpendicular to the

instantaneous magnetization is absorbed by the ferromagnet. This component is
depicted in Figure 3.8b. This torque, referred to as the Slonczewski torque, can be
given by:

τshe = |ge|µBJs
~d

m× (σshe ×m) , (3.23)

where the prefactors give the correct conversion from spin current to local magnetiza-
tion, and d is the Co layer thickness. The torque in the original paper by Slonczewski
is slightly more complex than this torque, but equation 3.23 is easier to model and
is therefore often used in similar systems (e.g. [74]). Other authors [75] [76] have
considered a ballistic model, in which the electron executes a fast precession around
the exchange field. Because this precession is typically very fast, small deforma-
tions or changes in incident angle lead to a fast dephasing of the spins, which also
yields the effective absorption of the perpendicular component, and therefore to the
Slonczewski torque.
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Figure 3.9.: A Pt/Co stack, showing the injection interfaces of the charge current
in the stack and the injection interface of the two spin currents into a domain wall.

Finally, the new LLG equation yields:

∂M
∂t

= −γM× (H + Hr) + α

Ms
M× ∂M

∂t
− (u · ∇) M+

β

Ms
M× (u · ∇) M + αshe

Ms
M× (σ ×M) , (3.24)

where αshe = |ge|µBJs
~d , a parameter determining the strength of the Slonczewksi

torque. Note that the non-adiabatic Rashba torque introduced in section 3.5.1 is
of the same form as that expected for the spin Hall effect. This poses a difficulty,
because it is very difficult to distinguish between the contributions to such a torque.
However, in Pt/Co/Pt, we can neglect the Rashba torques, as will be shown in
Chapter 6.

3.5.3. Magnitude of the spin Hall current

After the discussion of the influence of the spin Hall effect on the magnetization
of the Co layer in Pt/Co/Pt, some insights on the resulting dynamics will now be
presented. We start with an analysis of the magnitude of the spin currents. As a
measure of the relevance of both the conventional torques and the spin Hall effect on
the magnetization of a domain wall, an estimation of the total spin current injected
into the magnetic volume, per volume of magnetic material, will now be given.
Consider, for simplicity, a Pt/Co stack with one domain wall in the Co. This do-

main wall will be described as a finite box with dimensions dx,dy,dz, as is depicted
in Figure 3.9. When an in-plane charge current is injected into the domain wall con-
duit, the charge current that is running through the Co will become spin-polarized,
and injected into the domain wall. Furthermore, the charge current running through
the Pt results in a vertical spin current, that is also injected into the domain wall.
The two injection interfaces are also depicted in Figure 3.9, where the green surface
is the injection surface of the spin Hall current and the orange surface is the injection
surface of the conventional, horizontally directed spin current.
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When a charge current density Jc is running through the stack, the total spin
current that gives rise to gradient torques, Is,gradient per magnetic volume is:

Is,gradient
V

= JcPdydz
dxdydz

~
2e = JcP

dx

~
2e. (3.25)

A similar equation can be formulated for the spin Hall current:

Is,she
V

= JcPdydx
dxdydz

= Jcθsh
dz

~
2e. (3.26)

For typical values for Pt/Co (dx = 10nm, dz = 0.5nm, P = 0.4, θ = 0.07), this
yields Is,gradient

V = 4 ·107 ~
2e , whereas

Is,she
V = 1.4 ·108 ~

2e . Hence, the total spin current
that is injected in the domain wall from the spin Hall effect is more than three
times larger than that injected by the polarized spin current. The origin of this
relatively high effect is the large difference in current injection surfaces. Of course,
the orientation of the injected spins is different for the two effects, but this estimation
already shows that the spin Hall current is of significant magnitude. Hence, in the
thin-film geometry, the potential for magnetization dynamics induced by the spin
Hall effect is very high.

3.5.4. Symmetry considerations

In the previous section, it was shown that, via spin Hall effect, a significant spin
current can be injected into a domain wall. However, this does not necessarily
mean that it influences the domain wall motion. In this section, we will therefore
investigate the symmetry behind this new effect, in relation to uniformly magnetized
layers and domain walls.
First, we will consider the simplest system, which is the uniformly magnetized

layer. From a technological perspective, it would be extremely interesting to be
able to reverse the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer by the spin Hall effect.
We will focus here on equilibrium reversal, by which we mean that the reversal is
independent of the duration of the applied Slonczewski torque, provided it is applied
long enough. Hence, the idea is to destabilize the up or down direction of mz, so
that stable equilibrium magnetization directions can be found for only one sign of
mz.
Consider again the Pt/Co bilayer system. When a current runs through the Pt

layer, a spin Hall current is generated and injected into this ferromagnetic Co layer.
Figure 3.10a depicts this situation, where one can see that spins aligned in the y
direction are injected (image on the far left). As a result, the Slonczewski torque will
change the magnetization in this layer. The torque depends on the magnetization
direction of the Co and the direction of the incoming spins, but is independent of the
direction of the incoming spin current. Hence, the same magnetization dynamics is
expected when spins are injected from the bottom or top.
However, with only the injection of y spins, the system is 180◦ rotation symmetric

along the y axis (R2y), which means that the effect should be symmetric for up and
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Figure 3.10.: Symmetry analysis of: (a) a uniformly magnetized layer, which shows
that without an Hx field, no magnetization reversal is allowed; (b) a domain wall,
which cannot move in the x direction without an extra symmetry breaking factor,
like Hx.

down magnetization. This is visualized in Figure 3.10a. On the cartoon on the left
side, spins are injected into a sample with positive m. A rotation along the y axis
results in the situation depicted in the top right cartoon of Figure 3.10a. Since the
physics is independent on the injection direction of the spin current, this system is
equivalent to the bottom cartoon in Figure 3.10a. We now end up in exactly the
same situation as what was started from, but with a different sign of mz. Since these
two situations should be equivalent, it is impossible to destabilize only one of the
two directions of mz. Therefore, in this research, we will be looking at experiments
where an Hx field is always applied. This field breaks the R2y rotational symmetry,
and all other operations that map one hemisphere on the other. Magnetization
reversal is now allowed from symmetry principles, and will indeed be experimentally
realized in Chapter 6.
This additional symmetry breaking factor is also needed for the main research

topic of this thesis, the domain wall motion. Consider a system with a domain wall
at position x0 at time t = 0, as shown in Figure 3.10b. Without an applied Hx field,
in equilibrium, the domain wall is in the Bloch configuration, as was introduced in
section 2.1.6. We are now hoping to see, as an effect, a domain wall velocity in the
x direction. However, the system has again the R2y symmetry, and a movement of
the domain wall is therefore not allowed. An applied Hx field breaks this symmetry,
and now the domain wall is allowed to move in the x direction. Such a field can
induce changes in the domain wall structure, which are depicted in the middle and
right cartoon of Figure 3.10b. At low fields, the field is able to slightly tilt the Bloch
wall (Figure 3.10b center cartoon), which already breaks the symmetry. Here, the
alignment of the center spin in the domain wall will occur much faster, since it does
not experience the high effective fields from the perpendicular anisotropy.
Note that, for wires narrow in the y direction (ly <≈ ∆), the domain wall is,

without any fields, already in the Neél configuration (Figure 3.10b right cartoon).
This wall type does break the R2y symmetry, and motion for this wall type is allowed.
Note that it is also possible to stabilize the Néel wall using an in-plane field, which
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Figure 3.11.: Depinning of a domain wall at a potential step: (a) sketch of a step
in the perpendicular anisotropy and the energy of a domain wall without an applied
field; (b) at Hz > Hdepin, the energy landscape is strictly descending and the domain
wall depins

will proof crucial for the efficiency of the spin Hall induced depinning (Chapter 6).
However, for the 1.5µm wide nanowires that are used in this research, the Hx

field is needed. This field will distort the domain wall, and it will have a tendency
to align to the applied Hx field, as can be seen in Figure 3.10b. The internal angle
of the domain wall is relatively free to rotate, since it has only to overcome the
magnetostatic interaction (demagnetization field), which is typically in the order of
20 mT (see appendix A and chapter 6).

3.5.5. Domain wall depinning from a step in the anisotropy

The experimental results that will be presented in this thesis have been obtained in
a depinning experiment. In this experiment, domain walls will be moved in the x
direction, and will encouter an engineered step in the anisotropy parameter KU (see
equation 2.2). The details of this engineering will be explained in section 5.1.2, and
in this section, we will show why a gradient in KU leads to a pinning potential.
As was already explained in section 2.2.1, the depinning of a domain wall is

a temperature-dependent process that is governed by the Arrhenius law. Such
temperature effects are notoriously hard to describe, and in our modeling, a zero-
temperature approach is used. Without temperature, the explicit time-dependence
of the problem is removed, and we are now interested in the critical parameters
under which the domain wall depinning occurs.
This process is therefore ideal for a description in terms of energy. For the de-

pinning behavior driven by a perpendicular field, a 1D model was developed by
Franken [39], which holds in the limit of a small step in the anisotropy (a rigid
domain wall). Inspired by this approach, a slightly more advanced model was de-
veloped, which can accurately describe the dependence of the depinning field on
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anisotropy step. However, since this is not of much relevance to the main goal of
this thesis, we will only use this model here to introduce the domain wall energy
landscape.
We will consider a system with a step-like change in KU at x = 0, and study the

energy landscape that is felt by a domain wall. The standard parameters for Co
(see Appendix C.3) have been used, where the anisotropy parameter on the left side
K1, is decreased by 20% with respect to the right side (K2), which has the standard
anisotropy constant.
Our approach will be to assume a magnetization profile that can be parameterized

by a single parameter η. Here, as an assumption, we will assume a quasi-rigid domain
wall, given by:

θη(x) =

2 arctan
(
exp

(
x−x1(η)

∆1

))
, if x < 0

2 arctan
(
exp

(
x−x2(η)

∆2

))
, if x > 0

(3.27)

This function is chosen so that the domain wall has the functional form of the
equilibrium solution for a domain wall in both anisotropy regions (see equation 2.19),
which are stitcht together at x = 0. A cartoon of this profile can be seen in Figure
3.11a, where the domain wall is depicted using the full lines. The most convenient
parameter for the domain wall position is the inclination angle at the anisotropy
step, η = θ(x = 0), as is shown in Figure 3.11a. When taking only the exchange
and anisotropy terms into account for the energy, the energy is independent of the
azimuthal angle φ.
The total energy of the system can now be evaluated as a function of η. In Figure

3.11b, this total energy is shown, where η was converted to a typical lateral position
for the domain wall (see Appendix C.7 for details). As expected, the energy of the
system is lowest when the domain wall is positioned completely on the left, in the
low anisotropy region. Around the step, there is a smooth increase in energy of the
system, until the domain wall is fully located in the region of high anisotropy. When
the domain wall is sufficiently far away from the step in the anisotropy, the energy
of the system is, as expected, the energy of a domain wall for a constant anisotropy
(equation 1.3).
Due to the damping torque, energy is dissipated and the system relaxes to its

energy minimum. Hence, when the domain wall is placed in a certain position, it
will move downhill in the energy landscape until it finds a (local) energy minimum,
which is an equilibrium position. Without an applied field, the energy landscape of
Figure 3.11b thus dictates that the domain wall moves infinitely far away from the
step in the anisotropy. In a real system however, the pinning potential due to the
structural defects will be strong enough to pin the wall close to the step.
However, when a nonzero out-of-plane field is applied, a linear contribution to the

potential energy is added (see Appendix C.7). When an applied field lower than
the depinning field is chosen, an energy minimum close to the step function can
be observed, as is sketched in Figure 3.12b. In this situation, the domain wall is
pinned at that position. Finally, at higher applied perpendicular field, the energy is
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Figure 3.12.: Depinning of a domain wall at a potential step: (a) sketch of a step in
the perpendicular anisotropy and the energy of a domain wall without an applied field;
(b) domain wall energy with a perpendicular field Hz < Hdepin where the domain wall
is pinned at the energy minimum; (c) at Hz > Hdepin, the energy landscape is strictly
descending and the domain wall depins

strictly descending as a function of the domain wall position, and the domain wall
can depin, as can be seen in Figure 3.12c.
When a Slonczewski torque is added to our system, the assumption that the

energy decreases as a function of time does not hold anymore. The injection of
spins breaks the notion of a closed system, and via the Slonczewksi torque, energy
can be exchanged with the surroundings. Hence, it is possible that the domain wall
moves "uphill" in the energy landscape. The Liapunov structure of the energy can be
restored when a certain rigid domain wall is chosen by correcting for the work done
by the Slonczewski torque [77]. However, as expected from our symmetry analysis
in the previous section, the resulting behavior depends crucially on the internal
structure of the domain wall, which is unknown.
Therefore, from such simple analytical models, it is hard to gain a good under-

standing of the domain wall dynamics when the magnetization is subjected to a
Slonczewski torque. However, since the LLG equation was extended to include the
spin Hall effect, it is possible to take a different approach. In the next chapter, we
will introduce the development of a completely new computational framework to
numerically calculate the domain wall behavior on the basis of the extended LLG
equation.
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4. Development of a new
micromagnetic framework

In the previous chapter, we have introduced the Slonczewski torque, that arises as a
result of the spin Hall effect. It was also argued that, to gain insight in the resulting
physics of a domain wall subjected to such a torque, a micromagnetic solver was
desired. With this micromagnetic solver, we will be able to solve the LLG equation
as a function of time and space, after which the quantities as the domain wall velocity
or depinning field can be extracted.
Since the spin Hall effect was previously not considered to be of significant in-

fluence on domain wall motion, there is currently no software publicly available
which integrates this torque. OOMMF, a commonly used micromagnetic simulation
framework is open-source and could in principle be adapted, but this requires a fun-
damental change in the core functionality of the software. Instead, a new framework
was written from scratch in C++ as part of this thesis work, and dubbed PINO
(PINO Is Not OOMMF). It has the benefit that full control over all parameters
and spins is retained, and customized loops of simulations can be executed. No a
priori knowledge about the domain wall is assumed in any of the interactions and
the domain wall is therefore free to deform, unlike other theoretical models (which,
as of now, also don’t include a combined spin-hall torque and in-plane fields).
The development of a micromagnetic framework is quite involved, but less impor-

tant for the understanding of the physics of spin Hall induced domain wall motion.
Therefore, only an introductory text is included in the main text, and details of
the derivation are given in Appendix A. The following sections will introduce the
basics of the solver and present some benchmark tests to verify the validity of the
numerical results.
Although the development of the numerical framework is a side-step from the

main theme of this thesis, it has been of crucial importance for the understanding
of the relevant physics for domain wall motion in Pt/Co/Pt. In Chapter 6, results
from this new numerical tool will be presented, and it will be shown that we can
numerically reproduce the experimentally observed depinning behavior using just
the spin Hall effect.

4.1. Introduction to the framework
Micromagnetic simulations are widely used throughout the field of magnetism [78].
These calculations are generally of interest when a system contains more spins than
is possible to calculate independently. In these cases, one can take the assumption
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Pt
Co
Pt

Figure 4.1.: The magnetization in equidistant slabs of material is assumed to be
constant. On this 1D grid, the LLG equation is evaluated by PINO. Although a Neél
wall is depicted here, the magnetization can develop components in all 3 dimensions.

that, because of exchange forces, the magnetization varies slowly from atom to
atom. Then, the system is discritized again to make numerical solving of the LLG
equation possible. For the typical domain wall motion and depinning situations
considered here, these assumptions are safe to make, since there are no extremely
steep gradients, as exist, for example, in the eye of a magnetic vortex.

Main description and assumptions

The system under consideration is a nanostrip, with dimensions Lx,Ly,Lz, where
Lx > Ly >> Lz. We are primarily interested in the influence of the Slonczewski
torque on the magnetization without any effects of the edges of our material, except
when considering the demagnetization fields. The domain wall propagates through
the nanostrip conduit in the x direction, and we assume that there are no transverse
gradients along the y and z directions. These transverse gradients would lead to
an increase in exchange interaction and are therefore not likely. In perpendicular
materials, the domain walls are known to be very simple [79], and these assumptions
usually hold and simplify the calculation procedure, since it turns the calculations
into a 1D problem. A sketch of the discretization can be seen in Figure 4.1. The
number of sites is adjustable, but 300 sites are used unless stated otherwise. The
numerical solving of the LLG equation and especially the determination of the de-
magnetization fields (arising from the dipole-dipole interactions) are computation-
ally expensive, and therefore PINO was written to run on the 384 core Polyxena
cluster computer. More information about the internal parallelization of the code
and the computation speed can be found in Appendix A.5.2.

LLG equation and interactions

The LLG equation including the Slonczewski torque (equation (3.24)) forms the ba-
sis of the calculations. However, this implicit differential equation is first rewritten
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calculation regime

Figure 4.2.: Sketch of the different parts of the nanowire along the domain wall
direction. The center domain is the so-called calculation region, which usually holds
around 300 spin sites. On the edges of this domain, there are fixed regions, for which
the LLG equation is not calculated. For clarity, a Neél wall is depicted here, but the
magnetization is free to point out of the image plane as well.

to an explicit form, so that it can be solved by a simple Euler forward method.
Details of this derivation can be found in section A.2. The exchange interaction and
anisotropy energy are included as effective fields (see section A.3), and the demag-
netization fields are calculated by numerically solving the magnetostatic problem at
each timestep, after which the fields are included via a generalized demagnetization
tensor approach, which is derived and described in Appendix A.4.

Edges and the moving frame of reference

A sketch of this calculation technique can be seen in Figure 4.2. In a region around
the domain wall (the calculation regime), the time evolution of the spins is evaluated
by numerically solving the LLG equation. On the sides, virtual fixed regions are
placed, which only serve for the calculation of exchange and dipolar coupling.
The domain wall is free to move through the calculation region, but will start

to feel the ends of this region once it gets too close. Typically, we would like to
study the domain wall motion over distances much longer than the domain wall
width, since the domain wall velocity is known to exhibit oscillatory behavior under
some circumstances. Since the calculation of the dipole field scales with N2, as will
be explained in section A.4, it is critical to keep the calculation region limited. In
PINO, this is done by employing a "moving frame of reference" approach. After an
adjustable amount of timesteps, the domain wall position is extracted. Now, the
total calculation region shifts by its distance from the center, so that the domain
wall is again centered in the calculation region. This shifting is always done by an
integer times the distance between spin sites, so no interpolation is required and this
shifting is exact. Some sites from the fixed regions enter the calculation region, but
this is no problem as long as we make sure that the domain wall always stays far
from the edges. In this way, there is no difference between the fixed region and the
calculation region at the edges.

Anisotropy gradients

To study the depinning of a domain wall at an anisotropy gradient, the numerical
framework was set up so that the anisotropy parameter KU could be changed as
a function of x. The Ga+ region was simulated by a lowering KU in part of the
simulation regime. Using these settings, the depinning could be studied as a function
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of field and spin Hall effect. In chapter 6, it will be shown that using this approach,
the experimentally observed behavior can be quantitatively predicted.

4.2. Accuracy

Since the calculation procedures are relatively complex, it is important to test the
code to other simulators or analytical models. The results of this testing will be
shown in this section.

Exchange interaction and anisotropy

A domain wall profile follows mainly from a balance of the exchange and anisotropic
energy. To check the validity implementation via effective fields of these 2 energy
contributions, simulated domain wall profiles were compared against the predicted
profiles from the analytical model (equation 2.19). Results of the comparison can
be seen in Figure 4.3, where the calcuations were performed using 300 cells and
standard parameters for Co (see Appendix C.3). It can be seen that the match is
very acurate, especially in the regime around 4-5 Å site spacing. This site spacing
is therefore used in all further simulations, unless stated otherwise. We can expect
the error in our model to be caused by 2 reasons: an inward “pressure” on the
wall due to the boundary conditions and discretization errors in the wall profile.
Both contributions to these errors can be seen in Figure 4.3. However, the errors
are generally extremely small, and we conclude that the exchange and anisotropy
energy are properly accounted for.

Magnetostatic fields

The calculation procedure for the demagnetization fields can now be applied to cal-
culate the demagnetization fields inside a domain wall in the nanowire. A Neél wall
is assumed, since this will give a demagnetization in the x direction (demagnetization
fields in the y direction were neglected since they are very low, see Appendix A.4).
As an input magnetization, a domain wall profile using the standard domain wall
width of 7.19 nm is calculated from the 1D model. The profile is then discretized in
200 slabs of 1x1000x0.5 nm and passed to the demagnetization field solver object of
PINO. The results of PINO are then compared to the results obtained from a com-
mercially available LLG solver. In this simulation, we make use of cells of 1x1x0.5
nm on a grid of 200x1000x0.5 nm. The resulting demagnetizing field is averaged
over the y direction to obtain the effect of a slab of 1nm along x. The results match
very accurately, as can be seen in Figure 4.4.

Domain wall velocities

Finally, the domain wall speeds have been extracted from the time evolution of a
domain wall subject to the conventional adiabatic and non-adiabatic gradient terms
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Figure 4.3.: Analysis of the errors in the domain wall profile: (a) Domain wall profiles
calculated by PINO for different discretization site spacing (the distance between
the subsequent sites depicted in Figure 4.2). The red curves are fits of the data to
equation 2.19. The profile matches extremely well to the 1D model except for the
1 Å/cell (green symbols), where some influence of the edges is noticeable; (b) The
errors are very small (<< 1%) in a large region and grow smaller for a denser grid,
until the influences of the edges becomes noticeable. The blue curve is a guide to the
eye.
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solver (black line) and the PINO demagnetization field algortihm (red open circles)
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Figure 4.5.: Benchmark of domain wall speed: (a) Domain wall velocity calculated
by PINO code (symbols) compared to 1D model (equation (4.1)) (lines). The colors
represent different β, with the color coding analogous to 4.5b. The inset is a zoom
to show the accuracy of the calculation, which is almost perfect; (b) Domain wall
angular velocity compared to 1D model (equation (4.2))

which arise from a current running through the nanostrip. These processes have
been extensively studied theoretically and numerically in literature.
The speed of a domain wall in the presence of these torques is given by [80]:

vDW = 1 + αβ

1 + α2 u, (4.1)

The angular velocity is given by [80]:

ωDW = β − α
1 + α2

ux
∆ , (4.2)

with ∆ the domain wall width. Figure 4.5a shows a comparison of the results of
PINO to equation (4.1) and equation (4.2). Both the velocity and angular velocity
match extremely well with the theoretically predicted values.
Finally, we expect the inclusion of demagnetization fields to give rise to Walker

breakdown behavior. It is expected that the domain wall first scales linearly with
the current up to the Walker breakdown point and with a slope dependent on β.
After the Walker breakdown, the domain wall’s internal angle starts to precess, and
a nonlinear dependence on the current is expected. When including the demagneti-
zation fields in the domain wall speeds, this behavior is indeed observed, as can be
seen in Figure 4.6a. Here, the quantitative difference between the two simulation
results is only due to the fact that different input parameters were used. A good
quantitative agreement was already established in Figure 4.4, and we conclude that
PINO is able to perfectly reproduce the expected magnetization dynamics as calcu-
lated by the commercial solver. As was indicated before, in Chapter 6, we will go
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Figure 4.6.: Inclusion of demagnetization fields lead to Walker Breakdown behavior:
domain wall velocity measurements as calculated by (a) PINO code; (b) Commercial
LLG solver (data taken from Kruis [80]). The input parameters in both simulations
are not equal which is the reason for the observed differences in velocities. However,
the general behavior is the same, and the PINO code seems to be able to perfectly
reproduce the expected domain wall physics.

beyond the capabilities of the other solver, and calculate the depinning behavior of
a domain wall that is subjected to a spin Hall induced Slonczewski torque.
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5. Experimental Tools

In this chapter, the experimental setup will be introduced. The Pt/Co/Pt nanowires
that are used for the study of the domain wall depinning experiments will be dis-
cussed first. A specific section of this introduction is dedicated to the local engi-
neering of the perpendicular anisotropy to create well-defined pinning sites.
After that, the experimental setup will be introduced. In chapter 2, we have seen

that the application of an in-plane Hy field leads to interesting behavior in work of
Lavrijsen, and it was speculated that unintentional Hx fields might have a dominant
effect on domain wall motion. These considerations have led to the design of a
new setup which is capable of applying a magnetic field in any direction. This new
magnet system, as well as an explanation of the typical measurement sequences, will
be discussed in the last two sections.

5.1. Sample design

In this research, domain wall motion in Pt/Co/Pt nanostrips is investigated. The
fabrication of these nanostrips consists of the deposition and the local reduction of
perpendicular anisotropy by Ga+ ion irradiation. Both procedures will be explained
in the following sections.

5.1.1. Nanowire fabrication

The Pt/Co/Pt films, with Pt thicknesses in the range 2−4 nm and the Co thickness
always 0.5 nm, were deposited via DC magnetron sputtering using the CARUSO
ultra high vacuum sputter facility, with a base pressure of 3×10−8 mbar. This facility
features 6 deposition targets, which can be selected via a revolving sample stage. To
start the deposition, a high voltage (100-1000V) is applied between an anode and a
target, which acts as a cathode, in an Argon environment of 10−2 - 10−3 mbar. The
Ar gas is ionized, and the high energy ions are accelerated towards the target. In the
collision process, single atoms of the target are ejected and subsequently deposited

Si / SiO  substrate Si / SiO  substrate

495k PMMA

x

950k PMMA

Si / SiO  substratexSi / SiO  substratex

e-beam

Si / SiO  substratex Si / SiO  substratex

spin-coatingbare substrate development Pt/Co/Pt lift-o�
deposit

Figure 5.1.: Deposition and nanostructuring process of Pt/Co/Pt nanowires
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Figure 5.2.: Scanning electron microscopy images: (a) The Pt contacts, deposited
using the shadow-mask technique, where each leaf of the flower is a contact; (b) In
the center of the Pt flower, smaller Pt contacts are deposited; (c) The smaller Pt
contacts form the connection to the Pt/Co/Pt nanowire (in the center)

on the substrate. The typical deposition rate is in the order of Ås−1, and it is
therefore possible to grow sub-nanometer structures in the out-of-plane direction.
The desired lateral dimensions of the Pt/Co/Pt structure are 1.5 µm x 25 µm. In

order to achieve this lateral structuring, an electron beam lithography (EBL) and
lift-off procedure is used. This process is depicted in Figure 5.1.
As a first step, a silicon substrate with 100 µm thermal oxide is thoroughly cleaned

with acetone, ethanol and isopropanol. On this clean substrate, 2 layers of PMMA
are spin-coated at 5000 rpm for 50 seconds. The first layer is composed of PMMA
polymers with approximately 495k repeat units, and the second layer of a PMMA
with 950k repeat units. After each spin-coat step, the solvent (anisole) is removed
by baking the sample for 2 minutes on a hot plate of 150 ◦C.
The sample is then subjected to an electron beam in a FEI Nova 600i Nanolab

dual beam system. In this lithography step, the high-energy (30keV) electrons from
the electron beam break the PMMA bonds. By scanning the electron beam over
the surface, a desired region can be weakened. In the next step, these weakened
areas of the PMMA are dissolved in a developer, methyl isobuthyl ketone (MIBK).
The weaker 495k PMMA dissolves easier, leading to an undercut, as can be seen in
Figure 5.1 (fourth cartoon).
After development, the sample is immediately loaded in the CARUSO sputtering

facility, so that the SiOx surface cannot be contaminated. The Pt, Co, and Pt layers
are deposited, and the sample is removed from the system. It is now fully covered
with a thin film of Pt/Co/Pt. This can be seen in the fifth image in Figure 5.1,
where part of the Pt/Co/Pt is deposited on the substrate, and part on the top 950k
PMMA layer.
The final step is a lift-off procedure. The sample is immersed in acetone, which

dissolves the remaining PMMA and therefore removes the Pt/Co/Pt that was de-
posited on top of the PMMA. Hence, Pt/Co/Pt remains only at the surface that
was irradiated by the electron beam. With this lift-off step complete, the fabrication
of the nanowire is finished.
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Figure 5.3.: Engineering of the anisotropy via Ga+ irradiation: (a) Sketch of the
unradiated interfaces of Pt/Co/Pt; (b) Sketch of the interfaces after radiation, which
induces interdiffusion at the interface

This process is repeated 2 times: once for the Pt/Co/Pt nanowires, and another
time to make the electrical contacts, which are made of 35 nm thick Pt. These
electrical contacts connect the nanostrips to large (mm scale) contact pads, which
are deposited using a shadow-mask technique. These big contact pads are connected
to a chip carrier by wire bonds.
The final structure can be seen in Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.2a, the large Pt contacts

(the "flower contacts"), created by the shadow-mask technique are shown. In the
next image, Figure 5.2b, the center of the flower is shown, which shows the transition
from the flower contacts to the smaller contacts that have been created by the EBL
technique. Finally, in the image on the right (Figure 5.2c), one of the four Pt/Co/Pt
nanowires is shown, which are connected to the smaller Pt contacts.
Now that the deposition and structuring of the magnetic nanostrips has been

introduced, we continue with the process of the local engineering of the perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy , which will be described in the next section.

5.1.2. Anisotropy engineering by Focused Ion Beam

The dual beam system that was used for the EBL in the previous section is also
equipped with a focused ion beam (FIB), which is able to emit high-energy Ga+ ions.
This tool is often used to locally remove materials in a nanostructuring process.
However, at low doses, the FIB can also be used to locally reduce the magnetic
anisotropy [4] [81], while the removal of material does not yet occur.
The main cause of the decrease in anisotropy after Ga+ irradiation is the intermix-

ing of Co and Pt ions at the interface, as is depicted in Figure 5.3. As explained in
section 3.2, the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is caused by the strong anisotropy
of the crystal field at the interface. When this transition is made more general, as
is depicted in Figure 5.3b, the effect of the interface diminishes. For low doses, the
Pt/Co/Pt is still out of plane, but the anisotropy parameter, KU , has decreased.
The advantage of our FIB procedure is that this reduction of anisotropy can be
controlled very locally, as the cross-section of the FIB is approximately 3.5 nm.
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Figure 5.4.: Overview of the local reduction of anisotropy via Ga+ irradiation: (a)
cartoon of the nanostrip with the irradiated region indicated in red; (b) cartoon of
the anisotropy and domain wall energy landscape as a function of x

In order to study a single domain, the center part of the Pt/Co/Pt wire is radiated
with a Ga dose of 0.9 µC/cm2, over a length of 4 µm, as depicted in Figure 5.4a. This
locally reduces the effective anisotropy in the irradiated region by approximately
40% [82]. In this magnetically softer region, the nucleation field is lower because the
energy barrier for switching is lower (see section 3.5.5 and 1.1), and a domain can
nucleate. Once it has nucleated, the 2 domain walls will propagate away from each
other, but are "trapped" by the anisotropy gradients. When a higher driving force is
applied, the domain walls can penetrate the anisotropy gradients, and the domain
walls depin. This procedure allows us to study the strength of the driving force as
a function of current and in-plane fields, as will be explained in the next sections.

5.2. Domain wall depinning setup

After this introduction of the Pt/Co/Pt nanostrips, the experimental setup that
was used to study current induced depinning will be introduced. Using this setup, a
precise control of applied fields and a high reproducibility of the measurements was
achieved, which has played a decisive role in the success of the systematic study of
current induced domain wall depinning.
The construction of this experimental setup, both hardware and software, com-

prises an important part of this thesis work. In this section, the hardware will be
discussed, and we will focus on the software and measurement sequences after that.

5.2.1. Kerr microscopy

The main component of the experimental setup is an Evico Kerr microscope, with
which one can observe a spatially resolved image of the the surface magnetiza-
tion. The intensity of the microscope image is dependent on magnetization via the
magneto optical Kerr effect (MOKE) [83]. There are 3 commonly used measure-
ment geometries for MOKE measurements, but we will here only go into the polar
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Figure 5.5.: Kerr imaging: (a) Sketch of the polar MOKE geometry, where the
polarization of the incoming light is rotated by a coupling to the perpendicular com-
ponent of the angular momentum Lz; (b) Examples of a Kerr microscopy images,
where the brightness in the image is a measure for the perpendicular component of
the magnetization. The three images show three stages of a depinning process: do-
main nucleation (left image) and the depinning of the two domain walls (middle and
right image)

MOKE geometry, which is used for the detection of the perpendicular component
of the magnetization, as was required in this research.
In the polar MOKE geometry, a linearly polarized incoming light beam is reflected

at normal incidence from a magnetic sample (see Figure 5.5a). At incidence, there
is a coupling between the angular momentum of the incoming photon and the elec-
tron, which influences the polarization of the reflected light beam, dependent on the
angular momentum of the electron system. As was already discussed in section 3.2,
due to the spin orbit coupling, the angular momentum of the electrons is linked to
the magnetization. Hence, the polarization of the reflected light beam is dependent
of the perpendicular component of the magnetization of the sample. The reflected
light, carrying the magnetic signal, is then guided through a second polarizer, which
is rotated near 90◦ with respect to the polarization of the incoming light, so that the
transmitted light beam is sensitive to the rotation induced by the magnetization.
In Figure 5.5b, a set of example images, taken by the Kerr microscope, are shown.

It shows the depinning of 2 domain walls, where 1 domain wall depins and propagates
to the bottom and the other depins and propagates to the top. It is an example of
field-driven domain wall motion, where the "up" domain grows under the influence
of an Hz field.
There is a second magneto-optical effect that affects the polarization of the light,

yielding an unwanted background signal. This is the Faraday effect, which gives a
similar rotation of the polarization of light, but is induced by the transmission of
the light through a medium in an applied field. Here, the main contribution to this
effect stems from the transmission through the objective lens, which is subjected to
the stray fields of the perpendicular electromagnet. This gives a non-linear, applied-
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field dependent background signal, for which the data was corrected by the software
that controls the measurement sequences.

5.2.2. 3D magnet system

Originally, the Evico Kerr microscope was equipped with a water-cooled, bipolar and
biaxial in-plane magnet, each capable of applying a field in the x and y directions
of ±30 mT, originally intended for the study of in-plane magnetized samples. This
magnet system, that was originally comprised of 4 electromagnets, was upgraded
with a fifth electromagnet, which encloses the sample position. With this additional
electromagnet, an Hz field can be applied, so that the field can now be controlled
in all 3 directions. Thanks to a water cooling system, which was connected to the
cooling system of the existing coils, it was possible to continuously apply fields of
30 mT in all directions.
The 3D magnet system can be mounted on a separate table that is part of the

Kerr microscope. Figure 5.6a shows the magnet system on this table. The sample
is placed inside the center, perpendicular coil. Its position, mounted in a sample
holder that is connected to a separate table, can be clearly seen in Figure 5.6b.
This second, black table can move in 3 dimensions, which allows one to focus on
the desired position on the sample. The table of the magnet has only one degree
of freedom, as is depicted in Figure 5.6c. This ensures that the in-plane positioning
of the focal point of the microscope with respect to the magnet is always the same.
The z position of the magnet was kept constant with the help of a capillar rule,
so that the magnetic field at the focal point of the microscope could be set very
accurately (see next section).
The x, y and z magnets are connected to 3 bipolar Kepco power supplies, capable

of delivering 4 A of current. It is very important that the power supply that controls
Hz is able to handle fast (on a millisecond timescale) changes in applied field without
overshooting. This was achieved by matching the Kepco to the impedance of the
z electromagnet by an RC network. The current delivered by the 3 Kepco power
supplies was controlled by the analysis software, which uses 3 DAC’s, connected to
2 PCI output boards.

5.2.3. Magnetic field error analysis

In the analysis of previous research (Chapter 2), it was shown that for the domain
wall motion in perpendicular materials, some effects might be critically dependent on
field misalignments, and that a very accurate control of the applied field in general
is required. Therefore, a systematic study of the uncertainty of the magnetic fields
produced using the new system of magnets was carried out.
There are 3 probable sources of error in the applied magnetic field at the sample

position.

• Errors in the position of the sample within the magnetic field that is not
perfectly homogeneous
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Figure 5.6.: The depinning setup: (a) Overview of the setup, with the new 3D coil
system in place; (b) Zoom of the sample position. The 3D coil system is removed in
order to clearly show the sample position. (c) Front view of the setup, with black
arrows indicating the freedom of movement for the two tables.

• Errors due to a misalignment of the sample with respect to the coil system

• Errors due to remanence of the iron cores in the x, y coils

All of these contributions were independently analyzed and, where necessary, min-
imized.
The first error arises when the position of the sample with respect to the magnets

changes for every measurement. The typical uncertainty in the position of the
nanostrip with respect to the magnets is around 10µm in the x, y direction, since one
can focus on the wire with the microscope and the microscope and magnets are fixed.
The z component was fixed by always measuring the z position of the magnet with a
vernier calliper; since the sample is in focus it has a constant distance from the lens
and its alignment with respect to the magnets is therefore fixed. In this direction,
the uncertainty is of the order 0.1 mm. The homogeneity of the 3 components of the
magnetic field was measured systematically in the x, y, z direction by intentionally
displacing a sample with an attached home-made 3D Hall sensor in all directions,
while the field was set at maximum. When determining the displacement, corrections
were made for the dimensions of the 3D hall sensors. For 2 mm displacements, the
maximum field inhomogeneity was measured to be 0.2%. Hence, errors due to field
inhomogenities can be disregarded (< 0.1%).
To rule out misalignments (undesired angles) between the sample and the magnets,

the nanowire was always lined up vertically in the field of view of the microscope, and
markings on the magnets were made to fix their position relative to the microscope.
Maximal errors in the in- and out of plane angles are estimated to be 2◦ in the
in-plane direction and 5◦ in the out-of-plane direction. This is the main source of
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error in the applied field.
To be able to set significant in-plane magnetic fields, iron cores were inserted in

the x, y coils. To measure the remanence, hysteresis loops in the x, y directions were
performed with the 3D hall sensor at the sample position. In these measurements,
in spite of the presence of the iron cores, no sign of hysteresis of the electromagnets
was measured (< 0.1 mT).

5.3. Measurement routines
The depinning and switching of magnetization are thermally activated processes, and
experiments will usually yield a distribution of values for a relevant quantity. In order
to minimize the effect of random fluctuations caused by thermal processes, a high
reproducibility of the experimental setup is desired. Therefore, a highly automated
setup was built, which facilitates the repeating of measurements to obtain averages.
In this section, we discuss the core functionality of the software and measurement
routines that were used during this research.

5.3.1. Depinning routine

The frames from the Kerr microscope are recorded by a CCD camera and subse-
quently analyzed by the measurement software, that was written from scratch. On
the left and right of the Ga+ irradiated part of the wire, squares of 8x8 pixels are
defined, forming the so-called "regions of interest", which can be seen in Figure 5.8.
Before each measurement, a quick calibration routine is executed. First, the image
is checked for sample drift (details in the next section), and the contrast in the wire
is measured twice at two field strengths in both the up and down magnetization
state. In this way, the brightness of the up and down state are recorded, and via a
linear interpolation, the Faraday effect can be taken into account (see Figure 5.7a).
The noise in the signal is much lower than the typical difference between the up and
the down state, so that the magnetization direction in the regions of interest can be
determined by checking if the brightness of the region of interest is higher or lower
than the threshold defined in Figure 5.7a.
After this self-calibration, the actual measurement process is started. First, an

in-plane Hx field and a DC charge current are applied, which are kept constantly
on during each measurement. The wire is then saturated in one state by a high
perpendicular applied field, so that the wire is in a monodomain state (Figure 5.7b
top left). Then, the field is set to a low magnitude in the other direction, which
is slightly higher than the nucleation field of the Ga+ region. Hence, a domain
nucleates in the Ga+ region, resulting in two domain walls that are pinned at the
two anisotropy regions (Figure 5.7b bottom left). Then, the perpendicular field
is increased at a constant rate of 0.33 mT/s. The perpendicular magnetization
direction in the regions of interest on both sides of the nucleation region is monitored
for a switch in the magnetization. A reversal of the magnetization of one of these
regions implies that a domain wall has passed, and the applied Hz field is recorded
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Figure 5.7.: Depinning routine: (a) Calibration of the threshold level by measuring at
the points indicated by the dots; (b) Main depinning routine, showing the nucleation
and depinning of the two domain walls

as the depinning field for that side (Figure 5.7b top and bottom right). When both
domain walls have depinned, the calibration is executed again, and the measurement
is restarted. This process is repeated 20 times per combination of Hx and current.
Hence, using this procedure, the out-of-plane depinning field Hdepin is obtained

as a function of Hx and current. When the combination of Hx and the current are
assisting the domain wall motion, a lower Hdepin is observed, and when the torques
oppose the domain wall motion, a higher Hz is observed. Hence, this experiment
allows us to fundamentally study the torques that work on the domain wall. In
Chapter 6, this experiment will be employed to study the spin Hall induced domain
wall depinning.

5.3.2. Image recognition for drift correction

As was explained in section 5.3.1, the region of interest is quite small, with a width
of only 8 pixels. Also, because thermally activated processes are studied, many rep-
etitions and therefore long measurement times are needed. These long measurement
times were not feasible before, because of drift in the sample stage. When the sam-
ple stages drifts, the region of interest is shifted to a position where it encloses only
part of the nanowire, or even just the substrate, since the stage drift could be more
than 8 pixels in 24 hours. This drift problem is agrevated by the use of in-plane
fields which cause the sample to sometimes assume a different position for different
in-plane fields.
One way of correcting for the drift is to check and move the table or the region

of interest by hand every hour and after every change in in-plane field, which is a
tedious task. Another solution is to only save the images and to identify depinning
events manually after the measurements. Again, this work is extremely tedious
and we loose the ability of an intelligent measurement routine, which can make live
decisions.
Instead, a more complex method is used. An image recognition algorithm is used

to track the movement of the sample. A point on the sample which is easily identified
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Figure 5.8.: Kerr image, showing a typical kernel used for the image recognition
algorithm and the two regions of interest (R.O.I.) that are defined relative to the
kernel.

is tracked (an example of such a kernel is depicted in Figure 5.8), and the regions
of interest are defined relative to this point (squares labelled R.O.I. in Figure 5.8).
After each measurement, a raw image is analyzed to check for sample drift. After
some tweaking, the accuracy of the image recognition was 100%, even in conditions
of changing focus and lighting. Therefore, no human intervention was needed during
the measurement sequences.

5.3.3. Magnetization reversal

In the course of this research, the depinning results led to the realization that it
should be possible to switch the magnetization of a uniformly magnetized wire, as
was done in Pt/Co/AlOx [46]. This magnetization reversal was indeed observed by
applying voltage pulses over the Pt/Co/Pt wire. This use of voltage pulses allows
for high current densities through the wire, without risking damage to the wire by
Joule heating.
The voltage pulses are applied using an Agilent 33250A function generator. Since

the pulse duration was typically of the order of 30 ns, with an edge time of 10 ns, the
typical frequencies are in the Ghz range. In this frequency, one has to impedance-
match the entire circuit in order to exclude reflections. To this end, the electrical
connections to the sample holder were replaced by coaxial wires. The optimization
was not carried through on the sample itself. In a fully optimized setup, wave-guides
on the sample would ensure that no reflections occur in the structure itself. However,
for the purposes of this research, the current optimization proved sufficient to study
the magnetization reversal.
In a typical magnetization reversal experiment, the sample is first saturated in a

monodomain sate by applying a large out-of-plane field. Then, an in-plane field is
applied, followed by one current pulse. Then, the brightness of the Kerr image is
investigated to determine if magnetization reversal has occurred. In Chapter 6, we
will show spin Hall induced magnetization reversal using this setup.
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5.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced the fabrication of Pt/Co/Pt wires, and described
how the perpendicular anisotropy is locally reduced by Ga+ radiation to controllably
pin domain walls. Furthermore, the new experimental setup was presented, which is
capable of setting the applied field in any desired direction, while sending currents
through the nanowire and tracking the magnetization at multiple positions on the
sample. In the next chapter, the results obtained using this versatile setup will be
presented.
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6. Domain wall motion governed by
the spin Hall effect

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter, the main experimental and numerical results will be presented and
discussed. The chapter is written in the form of a manuscript, which is intended
for submission to the journal Nature Materials. Because of the different format,
this chapter is written more concisely than the other chapters. However, it is the
authors’ intent that a nonspecialist reader that has read the previous chapters of
this thesis is able to read the manuscript without problems.
The main results and conclusions of this thesis can be found in the main text

of the manuscript. After the main text, a supplementary information manuscript
is attached, which provides more background on specific claims. However, a brief
overview of the concepts presented in the preceding chapters, with an indication of
the relevance for the manuscript, will first be given.
The conflicting reports on current induced domain wall motion, an urgent problem

in the research field, have been the main motivation for this research. The prob-
lems with the conventional theoretical framework for domain wall motion have been
introduced in chapter 2. In that chapter, it was shown that using only adiabatic
and nonadiabatic torques, the domain wall motion in perpendicular materials, and
Pt/Co/Pt in particular, cannot be explained satisfactorily. This manuscript will
explicitly comment on this issue and offer a new perspective on the previous reports
on current induced domain wall motion.
However, the main goal of the manuscript is to show the domain wall motion

driven by the spin Hall effect of the Pt layers. In chapter 3, the spin Hall effect was
introduced, and in section 3.4.3 of that chapter, the spin Hall current of each Pt layer
was found to depend crucially on its thickness. This important concept provides us
with an experimental tool to change the direction of the net spin Hall current, while
leaving other parameters relatively unchanged. In the manuscript, experimental
results will reveal that this reversal of the direction of the net spin Hall current
leads to a sign change in the current induced contribution to the depinning.
The final conclusions of the manuscript are presented on the basis of the com-

parison of the experimental results, obtained in the setup described in chapter 5, to
micromagnetic calculations obtained using the PINO framework described in chapter
4 and Appendix A. We will show a quantitative agreement between the experiment
and the simulations, and draw conclusions on the important parameters for spin Hall
driven domain wall motion. Most notably, we will show that the internal domain
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wall structure is of crucial importance. ∗

6.2. Main manuscript

Perpendicularly magnetized materials have attracted a tremendous in-
terest due to their high anisotropy, which allows for nano-sized stable
memory elements and narrow, simple domain walls. Envisioned memory
devices [12, 13, 16] aim to exploit current induced domain wall motion
(CIDWM) in these materials. In this letter, we introduce a new mech-
anism of CIDWM, induced by the spin Hall effect (SHE). We show, via
domain wall depinning experiments on Pt/Co/Pt nanowires, that we can
tune the net spin Hall current, which runs vertically in the stack, and
thereby set the direction of the CIDWM. Furthermore, we determine
that the depinning efficiency is dependent on the internal structure of
the domain wall, which we control using an applied in-plane field. It is
very likely that the SHE is also of importance in other frequently used
perpendicularly magnetized domain wall conduits, which could account
for the existence of contradicting reports on CIDWM in these materi-
als [33, 34,37,43,84].

CIDWM is often explained in terms of the adiabatic and nonadiabatic torques
[24, 25], which both depend on the in-plane spin current that arises from the spin-
polarization of the charge current that runs in the ferromagnet. However, in the
typical multilayer structures used for domain wall motion in perpendicular materials,
a second spin current, generated by the spin Hall effect (SHE) in the adjacent normal
metal layers [85–88], can be injected in the ferromagnet. Materials exhibiting a large
SHE are often used for these normal metal layers, because both the perpendicular
anisotropy and the SHE depend strongly on spin-orbit coupling. In such multilayered
thin-films, the SHE is particularly efficient in affecting the magnetization because of
its large injection interface (the in-plane cross section of the wire), which typically
results in a perpendicular spin current that is larger than the in-plane spin current
responsible for the adiabatic and nonadiabatic torques. In multilayered structures,
spin Hall currents have indeed been shown to be able to change the effective damping
[89], induce ferromagnetic resonance [90], inject and detect spin waves [91], and
switch the magnetization of in-plane magnetized β-Ta/CoFeB [92] and out-of-plane
magnetized Pt/Co/AlOx [46, 74] nanodots. These considerations suggest that spin
Hall currents could also be important for CIDWM in perpendicular materials.
In this letter, we will show via depinning experiments, where the internal structure

of the domain wall is set by a small in-plane field, that the spin Hall current indeed
constitutes the main contribution to the domain wall motion, without the need to
consider the adiabatic and nonadiabatic spin transfer torques. Furthermore, we
∗The two important structures, the Bloch and Néel domain wall types, were introduced in section
2.1.6, and depicted in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 6.1.: Magnetization dynamics induced by the Spin Hall effect. a, A vertical
spin current is generated in both Pt layers and injected in the Co. The thickest Pt
layer induces a higher spin current, leading to a nonzero net injected spin current. b,
Perpendicular switching of a uniformly magnetized Pt (2 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (4
nm) nanowire confirms the torque from the spin Hall current, where the combination
of the charge current direction and the in-plane field Hx set the stable perpendicular
magnetization direction. c, Polar Kerr images of the subsequent nucleation of a
domain in the low-anisotropy region and the depinning events of the two walls of
the domain. d, Contributions to the CIDWM (arrows on top of structure) from
conventional gradient torques (yellow) and the spin Hall effect (violet).

present results of micromagnetic simulations, which show a quantitative match with
the experimentally observed depinning behavior. Our study of the origin of the
relevant torques in domain wall depinning has direct technological implications, as
the controlled depinning and subsequent movement of domain walls is critical for
data storage in future memory devices [12,13,16].
To study the effect of the spin Hall current on domain wall motion, we have

used Pt/Co/Pt structures. In the closely related Pt/Co/AlOx, where SHE-induced
magnetization reversal has been shown recently [46,74], it is suggested that a nonadi-
abatic contribution of the Rashba field [93] could be important. In Pt/Co/Pt, there
are two approximately equal (Pt/Co) interfaces, resulting in a Rashba field that is
negligible (see Supplementary Information for experimental backup). However, a net
spin current is still injected in the Co when unequal Pt layer thicknesses are chosen,
since the spin Hall current increases with the Pt layer thickness (see Fig. 6.1a) [90].
Pt/Co/Pt therefore functions as an excellent model system to unambiguously study
the hitherto unexplored role of the SHE in domain wall dynamics.
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First, we have verified that the SHE can indeed inject a net spin current, capable
of inducing a significant torque on the magnetization, in an asymmetric Pt (4 nm)
/ Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (2nm) nanowire. For these unequal Pt layer thicknesses, the net
spin Hall current should be approximately 35% of the bulk value [56]. To confirm
the existence of this net spin Hall current, we have performed pure current-induced
switching of a uniformly magnetized nanowire, analogous to experiments performed
on Pt/Co/AlOx [46,74]. Current pulses of 5 × 1011 A/m2 were applied to a nanowire
subjected to an applied field, µ0Hx = 20 mT, parallel to the charge current. Indeed,
the current pulses result in magnetization reversal of the nanowire, as is shown in Fig.
6.1b, with a direction of the stable magnetization determined by both the sign of the
in-plane field and the current, and equal to that observed in Pt/Co/AlOx [46, 74].
This confirms that the thickest Pt layer indeed leads to a larger spin Hall current,
resulting in a torque that is not fully compensated by the spin current from the
thinner top layer.
We will now consider the effects of this net spin Hall current on a magnetic

domain wall in a nanowire. When injected in a ferromagnetic layer, the spin Hall
current gives rise to a torque on the magnetization of the Slonczewski-form [73].
This contribution is added to the LLG equation, which describes the time evolution
of the magnetization M:

∂M
∂t

= −γM×H+ α

Ms
M×∂M

∂t
−(u · ∇) M+ β

Ms
M×(u · ∇) M+αshe

Ms
M×(σ ×M) ,

(6.1)
withMs the saturation moment, α the Gilbert damping parameter, u proportional to
the charge current density, and αshe a parameter determining the strength of the spin
Hall effect. The terms on the right hand side denote, in order, precession along an
effective field H, the Gilbert damping, the conventional adiabatic and nonadiabatic
terms, which we will refer to as gradient torques, and finally the Slonczewski torque
induced by the SHE.
As was shown in Fig. 6.1b, a specific combination of an in-plane field and spin

Hall current direction results in a single stable perpendicular magnetization direc-
tion. A domain with this direction is therefore expected to expand under influence
of the SHE (Fig. 6.1d, blue arrows). This SHE-driven behavior was verified by mi-
cromagnetic simulations, based on equation 6.1 (see Supplementary Information).
The adiabatic and nonadiabatic gradient terms also give rise to torques on the do-
main walls, and are expected to push the domain in the electron drift direction,
independent on the polarity of the domain [24] (Fig. 6.1d, yellow arrows). Hence,
one domain wall will be driven by a combination of gradient torques and the SHE
because they work in parallel for that wall, whereas these two contributions coun-
teract one another in the other domain wall, thereby providing an excellent tool to
disentangle these contributions to the CIDWM.
This scheme to uniquely identify the role of the SHE is now applied to a Pt (4nm)

/ Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (2 nm) nanowire, in which a well-defined region with reduced
anisotropy is engineered using Ga+ ion irradiation [4]. In this magnetically softer
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region, a domain can be stabilized, as can be seen in Fig. 6.1c (left pane). Since
the energy of a domain wall scales with the root of the anisotropy, the domain walls
stay pinned at the anisotropy steps. When the perpendicular Hz field is increased, a
critical field Hdepin will depin the domain walls over the energy barriers, after which
they propagate towards the edges of the nanowire.
We will now concentrate on the dependence of Hdepin on an in-plane current for

both domain walls, where we set the Néel structure by applying an in-plane field
µ0Hx = -15 mT. As can be seen in Fig. 6.2a, already at reasonably low current
density J (J ≈ 1010 A/m2), Hdepin can be significantly altered, and an almost linear
dependence on the current is observed. However, the observed symmetry is radically
different from that expected of the conventional gradient torques. When the center
domain is magnetized in the upward direction and a negative Hx is applied (Fig.
6.2a), a positive current results in a lower Hdepin for both domain walls, and is
therefore assisting the depinning of both domain walls, even though their depinning
directions are opposite. When the polarity of the domain wall is reversed (Fig. 6.2b),
the required |Hdepin| increases with positive current, and the current now opposes the
DW depinning, again for both domain walls. When the in-plane field is reversed,
the slopes of |Hdepin| versus J change sign, as can be seen in Fig. 6.2c and Fig.
6.2d. Such behavior cannot be explained in the conventional paradigm of gradient
torques, which predicts an opposite sign of the slopes for the two domain walls, and
none of the observed sign changes. However, we find no systematic difference in the
slopes for the two domain walls, indicating that the conventional gradient torques
are negligible. Instead, we have demonstrated a new mechanism for domain wall
motion, governed by the spin Hall effect.†
To further proof that the spin Hall effect is of dominant importance for the do-

main wall depinning, we will now discuss the role of the stack composition. The
subtractive nature of the two competing spin currents from the Pt layers predicts
that engineering of the strength and sign of CIDWM by tuning the Pt thicknesses
is possible. Hence, we have repeated these measurements on Pt (x nm) /Co (0.5
nm)/Pt (y nm) nanowires with (x,y)=(4,2);(3,3);(2,4). Indeed, the sign of the de-
pinning efficiency, ε= µ0dHdepin/dJ, clearly reverses between the (4,2) and (2,4)
stacks, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3. Furthermore, for the (3,3) stack, the two spin
currents cancel, resulting in zero net spin current and no systematic influence on the
domain wall depinning. Hence, we have shown to be able to fully tune the sign and
magnitude of the net spin Hall current, and therefore the direction of the CIDWM.
The functional dependence of ε on Hx also shows an interesting behavior. After a
steep increase, at µ0Hx > 15 mT, ε levels off for both the (4,2) and (2,4) stacks. In
this regime, Hx merely sets the sign of the current induced contribution to the do-

†At zero current, the depinning field is dependent on bothHx and the perpendicular magnetization
direction, as is visible in the different offsets of the curves representing the two domain walls in the
four graphs of Fig. 6.2. This behavior is caused by the local energy landscape of the depinning
center, and differs per pinning site and nanowire in a nonsystematic way (see Supplementary
Information). On the contrary, dHdepin/dJ is highly systematic, indicating that this is a separate
effect, not influenced by irregularities in the energy landscape.
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averaged values of 20 depinning events, with the standard deviation given by the error
bars. Measurements were performed with in-plane fields of µ0Hx = -15 mT (a,b) and
µ0Hx = 15 mT (c,d). The sign of the contribution of the current to the domain wall
depinning changes between domain wall polarity and in-plane field. The cartoons
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cartoons in the graphs show the direction of the current induced contribution to the
depinning process for negative (left side) and positive (right side) currents.
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simulations (see Supplementary Information) and the symbols indicate ε for the two
domain walls, with the color coding analogous to Fig. 6.2. The internal structure
of the domain wall, as determined by micromagnetic simulations, is indicated by the
background color of the graph. At fields higher than µ0Hx = 15 mT, the structure
is of the Néel type, and at µ0 |Hx| < 15 mT, the domain wall structure changes from
the Bloch type (at µ0Hx = 0 mT) to the Néel type.

main wall motion. Apart from predicting the observed linear dependence of Hdepin
on current, micromagnetic simulations using only the spin Hall induced Slonczewski
torque also reproduce this saturation, without using any free parameters (see Sup-
plementary materials), as can be seen in Fig. 3 (dashed lines). They reveal that
the internal structure of the domain wall is of crucial importance for ε. At Hx = 0,
the domain wall is of the Bloch type, and the depinning efficiency is zero, which is
also required from symmetry principles. When an Hx is applied, the internal angle
of the domain wall starts to align with this field, and ε increases. At µ0|Hx| & 15
mT, the domain wall is fully aligned with Hx (i.e. in a full Néel configuration), and
ε saturates. The faster saturation of ε as a function Hx in the Pt (2 nm) / Co (0.5
nm) / Pt (4 nm) (see Fig. 3c) is due to the lower anisotropy of this stack, which
makes the domain wall width larger and the Néel wall favorable at lower Hx.
The findings presented in this letter have important implications for the research

field, where the spread in sign and magnitude in reported values of ε is an urgent
issue. Because of the abundant use of materials with high spin orbit coupling in
perpendicularly magnetized domain wall conduits, it is very likely that the SHE
also plays a role in other CIDWM experiments. Even without the use of an in-plane
field, deviations from a pure Bloch structure could be induced by other factors,
such as field misalignments or contributions from the adiabatic and nonadiabatic
torques, or from the shape anisotropy in narrow wires. Hence, it is likely that
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in previous research the SHE has influenced the CIDWM, and these contributions
could have been erroneously ascribed to the nonadiabatic torque. We therefore belief
that the SHE plays a decisive role in explaining, at least partially, the existence of
contradicting reports on CIDWM in perpendicular materials.
Finally, for domain-wall based applications, the demonstration of the SHE driven

domain wall motion offers a completely new degree of freedom for controlling domain
wall motion by a charge current. We have shown that when the domain wall structure
is controlled, reliable SHE driven domain wall motion can be achieved. In narrow
wires (. 40 nm), the shape anisotropy favors domain walls of the Néel type, which
would allow for spin Hall induced domain wall motion without the need for applied
in-plane fields in these wires, where the initial configuration of the domain wall can
be tuned to set the direction of motion. This favorable scaling behavior makes the
SHE driven domain wall motion especially promising, since it opens up possibilities
for efficient and dense data storage devices.

Methods

The dimensions of the Pt/Co/Pt nanostrips are 1.5 µm x 20 µm x 6.5 nm. Pt
and Co were deposited on thermally oxidized SiOx substrates by DC magnetron
sputtering in a system with a base pressure of ~3× 10−8 mbar. From these thin films,
nanostrips were fabricated using e-beam lithography and lift-off. The electrodes were
made of 35 nm thick Pt and were also deposited by sputter deposition. The out-
of-plane component of the magnetization (Mz) of the nanostrips was measured by
polar Kerr microscopy. The external magnetic field was applied in 3 directions by
6 electromagnets. The Hx field was applied before nucleation, and kept constant
until completion of the measurement routine. No contributions from Joule heating,
which would have resulted in a deviation from the linear behavior of Hdepin versus
J, can be observed in the depinning experiments, because low current densities (<
2.5 x 1010A/m2) were used.

6.3. Supplementary information

6.3.1. Predicted ε from nonadiabatic torque

In the main text, we have shown that the conventional gradient torques are of
negligible influence on the depinning. However, the role of both the adiabatic and
non-adiabatic spin transfer torques has been well-established, especially in in-plane
materials, and the present research does not exclude the existence of these torques.
Here, we will briefly discuss the expected influence of the nonadiabatic torque, since
high domain wall velocities are usually ascribed to this torque. β can be related to
ε via the 1D framework developed by Thiaville et al. [24]:

ε = βP~
2eMs∆

. (6.2)
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Which yields ε ≈ 0.75β, using a spin polarization P = 0.4, saturation magneti-
zation Ms = 1.4 ×106 Am−1, domain wall width ∆ = 1.5 × 10−8 m, and vertical
cross-sectional surface A = 6.5 ×10−9 · 1.5× 10−6. Here, we have overestimated the
expected value of β, since a constant current density is assumed (~8% through Co),
whereas the current density in Co is expected to be lower (~3%) [94]. Since the
dynamics of both domain walls differ only by the sign of their magnetization gradi-
ent, the contribution of β to dHdepin

dI can be estimated by the difference in responses
(εDW1 and εDW2) of the 2 domain walls:

εβ = εDW1 − εDW2
2 . (6.3)

No consistent εβ was found in our data. However, εβ of the order 0.1 (β ≈ 0.13)
would fall within the uncertainty of our experiment.

6.3.2. Effects of the local crystalline structure

Fig. 6.4 shows the observed values of Hdepin as a function of Hx, without applied
current, measured on two nominally equal Pt (2 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (4 nm)
nanowires that were grown in one run on the same sample. As can be seen, the
observed Hdepin versus J behavior does not reproduce, and no correlation can be
found between depinning sites.
Note that, in a sample without disorder or defects, |Hdepin| at zero current should

have even more symmetry than is observed in Fig. 6.4: It should be an even function
of Hx, and independent of the perpendicular magnetization direction of the domain.
In the experimental data, there is an additional symmetry breaking factor that
breaks the symmetry under 180◦ rotation along the z axis and 180◦ rotation along
the x axis. This symmetry breaking can be explained by considering that the fer-
romagnetic layers, although macroscopically symmetric under these rotations, have
an internal defect structure, which influences the magnetization, and can therefore
explain the observed symmetry in our results. On the other hand, the behavior of
ε is highly reproducible, as one can already see in the similar behavior of the two
domain walls in Fig. 6.3 of the main text.

6.3.3. Micromagnetic simulations

To study the depinning behavior of a domain wall subjected to a Slonczewski torque,
we have performed 1D micromagnetic simulations, based on equation (1). In this
section, we will present more details on these simulations.
The extended LLG equation (equation (1)) has been solved on a 1D grid of 100

sites with 4 nm spacing. The exchange interactions and perpendicular anisotropy
are included as effective fields. Since the gradient torques do not give a signifi-
cant contribution to ε in our experiments, they are not included in the simulations.
The demagnetization fields in the x direction are determined at each timestep by
calculating the field of the magnetic surface charges between the sites. The demag-
netization fields in theydirection were neglected, since a very wide nanowire was
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Figure 6.4.: Typical measurements of depinning field without current as a function
of Hx. a and b are two nanowires on the same Pt (2 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (4 nm)
sample. No correlation between nanowires or depinning sites in the behavior of Hdepin
without current as a function of Hx could be found; the dependence is governed by
the local defect structure near the depinning centers.

assumed. The demagnetization fields in the z direction are included as a correction
to the perpendicular anisotropy, which holds in the limit of an infinitely thin film.
To check the validity of our simulations, we have verified that we can reproduce the
standard domain wall profiles, as well as the conventional current-driven behavior
by gradient torques, including the Walker breakdown transition.
The strength of the effective perpendicular anisotropy, which is the perpendicular

anisotropy compensated for the perpendicular demagnetization fields, was lowered
on one side of the grid to simulate the Ga+ irradiated region, as can be seen in Fig.
6.5b. On the right side, the effective anisotropy is unchanged, with Keff = 0.268
MJm−3. On the left side, the anisotropy is decreased by a factor ∆K, so that the
effective anisotropy on the left side equals Keff,Ga+ = (1−∆K)Keff .
To calculate the depinning field for a fixed Hx and Slonczewski torque, the domain

wall is first allowed to relax without a perpendicular Hz field for 30 ns. Then, Hz is
incremented in steps of 10−5 T, and the magnetization is again allowed to relax for
15 ns in between these increments. After each increment of Hz, the state of the spins
in the right region is inspected. If the perpendicular component of the magnetization
direction is reversed in this region, the current Hz field is saved as the depinning
field Hdepin. This procedure is repeated for different values of Hx and Slonczewski
torque magnitude. To calculate the net spin Hall current, we have used the spin Hall
angle of Pt, αSH = 0.068 from ref [56]. In the same article, the thickness dependence
of the spin Hall current on the Pt layer thickness is experimentally studied in the
range 2-10 nm, from which one can deduce that the net spin Hall current is only
35% of the bulk value for Pt/Co/Pt stacks with 2 nm and 4 nm thick Pt layers.
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The other simulation parameters that were used are the exchange stiffness constant
A = 1.6 × 10−11 Jm−1, the saturation magnetization Ms = 1.4 × 106 Am−1, and a
uniaxial anisotropy in the nonirradiated region Ku = 1.5 × 106 Jm−3 and a Gilbert
damping constant of α = 0.1.
Analogous to the experimental results, the calculated Hdepin has a linear depen-

dence on the current density, as can be seen in Fig. 6.5c, where Hdepin is plotted
as a function of the current density at an in-plane field of µ0Hx = 20 mT. Finally,
in Fig. 6.5d, the dependence of ε versus the in-plane field is depicted. A gradual
change in the internal angle of the domain wall was visible in the simulations. At
µ0Hx = 0 mT, the domain wall is of the Bloch type, and there is no influence of
the current on Hdepin. At higher Hx, the internal angle of the domain wall aligns
with the Hx, and at approximately µ0 |Hx| = 15 mT, the Néel wall is stabilized and
ε levels off. To see the correspondence between ε and the domain wall structure, in
the bottom pane of Fig. 6.5d, the internal angle of the domain wall, without a spin
Hall current or anisotropy step, is plotted as a function of Hx. Furthermore, the
calculations have been repeated without the in-plane demagnetization fields, which
leads to a step in ε as a function of Hx, because the domain wall is now free to align
with the applied Hx field.
To study the influence of the anisotropy step height, the calculations have been

repeated for multiple step heights (open diamonds and solid squares in Fig. 6.5d).
As can be seen in Fig. 6.5d, the behavior of ε is almost not influenced by the step
height.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.3 of the main text, these rudimentary simulations match

quantitatively with the experimentally observed values for ε, although no thermal
and structural disorder is included and the step and the anisotropy gradient is ap-
proximated by a step function. Although these simplifications prohibit us from
accurately approximating Hdepin, the current-field equivalency ε does only take into
account the magnitude of the contributions of Hz and the spin Hall current and can
therefore be approximated with this relatively simple model.

6.3.4. Magnitude of Rashba contributions

In Pt/Co/AlOx, a strong Rashba field in the y direction (HRashba) can be induced
by a current running in the x direction, due to the lack of structural inversion
symmetry. This field scales linearly with the current, with a prefactor HRashba/J
of 1 ± 0.1 ×10−12 Tm2A−1 [71]. Nonadiabatic contributions from HRashba have
been predicted to have the same symmetry as the Slonczewski torque from the
SHE, although such effects have never been measured in a separate experiment
before. In Pt/Co/AlOx, there has been a discussion on whether these nonadiabatic
contributions of HRashba could contribute to the switching that was observed with an
Hx field and an in-plane current [46]. Here, we will show experimentally that these
contributions are very small and that Rashba effects are negligible in our structures.
The existence of a net HRashba can only arise in structurally asymmetric layers.

In Pt/Co/Pt structures, the Co is enclosed between two similar interfaces, and no
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significant influences from a net Rashba field are expected. Indeed, the existence of a
net Rashba field in Pt (3nm) / Co (0.6 nm) / Pt (3nm) nanowires was already refuted
by Miron et al. [71]. Small Rashba effects could in principle arise from second-order
contributions, such as growth-related differences in the interface or unequal current
densities at the interfaces. To study the magnitude of HRashba due to these effects in
Pt/Co/Pt structures with unequal Pt thickness, we have studied the dependence of
the switching field Hswitch on the in-plane field Hy for different current directions.
Generally, the switching field of perpendicularly magnetized materials is lowered
when in-plane fields are applied, an effect which was also exploited by Miron et al.
When an HRashba is induced, it will enhance or oppose the applied Hy field, resulting
in a shift in the dependence of Hswitch on Hy.

Fig. 6.6 shows the dependence of Hswitch as a function of Hy for a Pt (2nm) / Co
(0.5 nm) / Pt (4nm) nanowire. Note that the current densities here are ~20× higher
than used to study the domain wall depinning. Still, the observed shift between the
positive and negative current direction is very small, 5 ± 3 mT, corresponding to
a prefactor HRashba/J ≈ 1.2 × 10−14 T/m2, almost two orders of magnitude lower
than that observed in Pt/Co/AlOx [71]. Furthermore, these current-induced fields
in the y direction can also be explained by considering the Oersted fields in our
structure. Since the magnetization reversal (Fig. 1 of main text) in our Pt/Co/Pt
structures can be achieved with current densities of the same order of magnitude as
in Pt/Co/AlOx, the contribution from (nonadiabatic) Rashba effects is negligible.
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Figure 6.7.: SHE-driven magnetization reversal. a results for a Pt (4 nm) / Co
(0.5 nm) / Pt (2 nm) and b results for a Pt (2 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (4 nm)
nanowire. The effect reverses, analogous to the reversal in sign of the domain wall
depinning, as was shown in Fig. 3 of the main text. The red and blue lines denote the
perpendicular component of the magnetization for µ0Hx = −20 mT and µ0Hx = 20
mT, respectively.

6.3.5. Magnetization reversal of (4,2) and (2,4) stacks

The magnetization reversal experiments on Pt (4 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (2 nm)
nanowires have been repeated on Pt (2 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (4 nm) and Pt (3
nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (3 nm). For the Pt (3 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (3 nm), no
switching was observed, which we ascribe to an almost perfect cancellation of the
two spin currents. The Pt (2 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (4 nm) does switch under
the application of current pulses, with a sign of the stable magnetization direction
opposite tot that observed for the Pt (4 nm) / Co (0.5 nm) / Pt (2 nm) stack, as
can be seen Fig. 6.7.
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7. Conclusions and Outlook
In this final chapter, a short review of the contributions to the research field that were
presented in this thesis will be given, followed by a section on the most important
new possibilities for research and applications. Note that the main conclusions were
also presented in the last paragraphs of the manuscript (Chapter 6).

7.1. Research progress
In this section, we will review the progress in the understanding of domain wall
motion that was made in this thesis. Our investigation started in chapter 2, where,
after a review of the reports on current induced domain wall motion, a detailed
investigation of the results of Lavrijsen [19] led to the observation of symmetry
violations in these measurements. In this discussion, we already speculated on the
possible importance of an Hx field. This idea, in combination with recent progress
in the understanding of the spin Hall effect in uniformly magnetized Pt/Co/AlOx

samples, have led us to consider the importance for the spin Hall effect for domain
wall motion.
In chapter 3, we have described two spin-orbit related processes, the Rashba spin

orbit coupling and the spin Hall effect, which yield a torque on the magnetization in
domain walls. Here, we have gone into more detail in the thickness dependence of
the spin Hall effect, which proved crucial for explaining the domain wall motion in
Pt/Co/Pt. The Slonczewski torque, originating from the spin Hall effect, was added
to the LLG equation, which formed the basis of the new micromagnetic solver that
was developed to study the depinning of domain walls by the spin Hall effect. Besides
this numerical approach, we have also designed a new experiment (details in chapter
5), where we have studied the depinning behavior of a domain wall as a function of
charge current, subjected to fields in the in-plane direction.
Finally, in chapter 6, this work was combined in an effort to show, for the first

time, domain wall motion governed by the spin Hall effect. Here, using the funda-
mental understanding of the Pt layer thickness dependence of the spin Hall effect
and the resulting torques, in combination with the newly developed micromagnetic
framework, it was shown that we can quantitatively reproduce the experimental re-
sults. This correspondence is in stark contrast with other reports on domain wall
motion, which usually need implausible high parameters to model the experimental
data.
Moreover, from the micromagnetic simulations, we can explain the relevant pa-

rameters for the spin Hall effect driven domain wall motion. The most striking
parameter is the internal domain wall structure, which should be of the Néel type.
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Finally, we have also shown, for the first time, the controlled magnetization reversal
of Pt/Co/Pt nanowires by the spin Hall effect.
Although these results are already very promising, this thesis should be viewed

only as a pioneering work in the field of spin Hall driven domain wall dynamics.
Therefore, in the next sections, we will comment on the most important open ques-
tions and possibilities for further research and applications.

7.2. Outlook

7.2.1. Further research

Since most readers will be mostly interested in new experimental ideas in the field
of spin Hall driven domain wall motion, the most important open questions that
remain will now be introduced on the basis of five experimental ideas.

Domain wall depinning in Pt/Co/AlOx

Let’s start with the most important experiment, that is at the same time simple
to perform: the study of the depinning behavior of domain walls in Pt/Co/AlOx.
For this experiment, the same setup, sample design and automated measurement
software can be used. Furthermore, there is much to be learned from this experiment.
First, Pt/Co/AlOx does not have the two conflicting spin currents since there is only
one Pt layer, and a higher (approximately 2.5x) domain wall efficiency is therefore
expected. Moreover, the Pt/Co/AlOx will likely show richer domain wall dynamics,
as will be explained below.
First, there are indications that the nonadiabatic torque is of more importance

in Pt/Co/AlOx. This was already proposed three years ago in a research where
the higher domain wall velocities that are attained in Pt/Co/AlOx are ascribed to
the existence of the Rashba field, which leads to a higher spin-flip scattering and
therefore a higher β [43]. More recently, fast and, more importantly, coherent motion
of domain walls was measured in Pt/Co/AlOx nanowires [34]. The experimental
setup that was used in this thesis (chapter 5) is particularly suited to disentangle
this coherent motion, that is likely to result from the gradient torques, from the
spin Hall effect contributions, as was explained in chapter 6. A complicating factor
in this work will be the possibility of nonadiabatic contributions from the Rashba
field, which have the same symmetry as the Slonczewski torque of a spin Hall current.
However, since the magnitude of the spin Hall current of Pt is known from this thesis,
it should be possible to estimate its relative importance.
However, the resulting domain wall motion is probably not simply given by a

direct addition of the contributions from the conventional gradient torques and the
spin Hall induced Slonczewski torque. It is very likely that there exists an interplay
between these contributions, because the conventional gradient torques are known
to affect the internal domain wall angle, which is in turn a crucial factor in the
spin Hall driven domain wall motion. This interplay is extremely important, for
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more than one reason. First, an understanding of this interplay might lead to a
better explanation of the conflicting reports on ε obtained without in-plane field
in perpendicular materials. Secondly, it could possibly provide a regime where the
domain walls are stabilized in a structure that allows for coherent motion of domain
walls, in contrast to the field-like behavior shown in this research, where a single
domain shrinks or enlarges instead of shifts.
By repeating the depinning measurements on Pt/Co/AlOx and comparing the

results to the present results on the Pt/Co/Pt stacks, one can study all of these
processes. The micromagnetic framework that was developed in this thesis would
be of significant value for the analysis of these results, since it includes all the relevant
torques and has built-in support for anisotropy steps. Preliminary results on domain
wall motion induced by both spin Hall currents and the adiabatic and nonadiabatic
torques (not included) indeed show that this interplay between gradient torques and
the spin Hall effect exists. Hence, this thesis forms an ideal and unique starting
point for such a research.

Domain wall motion

Since the domain wall motion in perpendicular materials is dominated by high pin-
ning, the present results on domain wall depinning should be related to domain wall
velocities. Hence, it would be interesting to proceed to real domain wall motion,
where one could study the velocity as a function of the spin Hall current and in-
plane fields. In these systems, it would be especially interesting to study the motion
of two domain walls, to achieve the technologically attractive coherent domain wall
motion.

Rashba contributions

A third experimental effort is to resolve the open questions regarding the Rashba
fields. Here, one could aim to quantify the importance of the spin Hall effect and
the Rashba effect in Pt/Co/AlOx, as there is experimental proof the existence of
the Rashba field in this system [34, 69, 71]. However, note that these experimental
results were interpreted at times when the strong influence of the spin Hall effect
was not yet recognized. To resolve these issues, a systematic study of the torques
present in Pt/Co/AlOx (or even Pt/Co/Pt) would be extremely interesting. To keep
the experiment as simple as possible, it would be advisable to start the research
on uniformly magnetized structures. A first attempt would entail the study of the
equilibrium magnetization of a nanodot subjected to a DC charge current. In a more
advanced state, such a research can be improved by employing a lock-in technique,
similar to the setup used by Pi et al [69]. Another viable route to this fundamental
study is to study the time-resolved magnetization dynamics, in which our research
group has a strong expertise.
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Stack composition

Although it is generally hard to tune the Rashba contribution and the spin Hall con-
tribution independently by changing the stack composition, because both dependent
on the spin orbit coupling, some smart material choices could be worthwhile to try
as well. For example, substituting Pd for Pt would leave the electronic structure of
the device largely unaltered (since Pd is a lighter element in group 10 of the periodic
table, and Pd/Co has a out-of-plane anisotropy [95]). In this system, due to the ex-
pected decrease in spin-orbit coupling strength, the conventional gradient torques
would be relatively more important. Another promising material engineering study
could be to tune the extrinsic spin Hall effect by changing the impurity concentra-
tions in metals. Possible material choices might be Au-Pt [96, 97] and Cu-Ir [98],
which have the added benefit of having huge SHE angles, which are respectively 30
and 4 times higher than Pt.

Nonlocal measurements - spin bridge

A very direct proof that the spin Hall effect is of dominant importance in Pt/Co/Pt
can be given by using nonlocal experiments, where the ferromagnetic layer and the
spin Hall effect source are separated by a spin conduit. Without a charge current
running at the interface of the ferromagnet, the Rashba contributions should be
nonexistent. This conduit or "bridge" should have a long spin diffusion length, and
one could use a material like copper, aluminum or, even better, gold (for reasons
that will be discussed soon). To remain close to the present research, a Pt nanos-
trip can be used as a source of the spin Hall current, but other materials with a
high(er) spin Hall effect can also be used. The third component of the experiment
is the ferromagnet, which completes the structure depicted in Figure 7.1. Here,
either an in-plane or out-of-plane magnetized layer can be used (Au-Co interfaces
promote perpendicular anisotropy [99, 100]). Finally, a detection method has to be
chosen. Kerr microscopy is the most simple solution, but the nature of the nonlocal
experiment requires small lateral sizes, which will probably fall below the resolution
of the Kerr microscope (≈400 nm). Fortunately, there exist other possibilities for
measuring the state of the ferromagnet, such as anisotropic magnetoresistance, the
anomalous Hall effect and the inverse spin Hall effect. Furthermore, waiting-time
experiments can be used as they are very sensitive, and should be able to pick up
small spin currents.
In these nonlocal experiments the interfaces are a crucial step since the sample

has to be exposed to air, and low-quality interfaces may prohibit the spin transfer.
However, similar nonlocal spin transport has been shown before (e.g. [96]), and
should be possible using a gold spin conduit. The spin diffusion length of gold is
not very high, but this material does not oxidize which makes keeping the interfaces
clean during lithography much easier.
A first step towards nonlocal switching of a ferromagnetic element by the spin Hall

effect would be an experiment designed to prove that it is possible to inject a spin
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Figure 7.1.: Sketch of a sample design for nonlocal switching. The ferromagnetic
dot in the center is not neccessary for the spin bridge experiment, which measures
the spin Hall current as a first step towards the nonlocal switching.

current by spin Hall effect into a conduit and to transport the spins to a detector by
diffusion only. The envisioned experiment ("Spin Bridge") consists of 2 Pt leads with
a top lead of Au, as depicted in Figure 7.1. When a voltage is applied over the right
lead, a spin current is injected into the Au by the SHE. In the Au bridge, there will
be a net spin polarization pointing along the long side of the Au. These spins will
diffuse towards the other lead, where they are injected into the Pt. By the inverse
SHE, this will yield a voltage over this lead, which can be measured, preferably with
a lock-in technique. In theory, the inverse spin Hall effect and the spin Hall effect
should be linked by Onsager symmetry, and an estimation of the spin hall angle can
be made if one assumes a certain spin scattering at the interfaces. Furthermore,
since there is also an interface, albeit cleaner, in the Pt/Co/Pt devices, one can
expect the spin scattering at these interfaces to be of the same order of magnitude.
The relative orientation of the two Pt leads (both leads on the same side of Au or

having one on top and one below) can be changed to switch the sign of the effect.
When both leads are on top or on the bottom, the voltage measured will be opposite
to the applied voltage. Finally, a small leakage voltage as a result of the electron
current in the first lead will always be measured in the second Pt lead. In section
C.4, a simple quantitative finite element toy model is introduced to further study
such effects. In the limit of no interface spin scattering and with an appropriately
chosen geometry, this leakage voltage has a negligible effect. Note that encouraging
results were already obtained in related structure, entirely composed of Pt [101].
Once the spin Hall effect spin current injection and detection has been achieved,

a ferromagnetic dot can be introduced in the center of the Au bridge. It would then
be possible to influence the magnetization of the nanomagnet by pulsing currents
through one of the leads. However, the magnetization of the nanodot is also in-
fluenced by the Oersted fields generated by the current through the Pt lead. This
contribution can, in principle, be decoupled by comparing the effect of pulses through
both wires: the spin Hall effect effect yields the same spin injection, but the Oersted
fields have a different sign. Another solution is to apply pulses through both Pt
leads simultaneously, so that the 2 Oersted fields cancel in between the leads.
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7.2.2. Applications

In this final section, the possibilities for the use of the spin Hall effect driven domain
wall motion in applications will be briefly addressed. Besides offering the spin Hall
effect driven domain wall motion, it should be mentioned that the spin Hall effect
provides an excellent tool for device engineers working in spintronics, as it acts as a
very direct interface between ferromagnets and electric currents, which is very useful
in the field of data storage, and allows for purely current driven spintronics, where
it can function as a general spin current source.
More specifically, the findings in this research can also be used in technology that

relies on domain wall motion. To conclude this thesis, we will now refer back to the
three examples that were presented in the introduction of this thesis: the MRAM,
the racetrack memory and the hybrid three-terminal device.

• The first device that will be discussed is the MRAM device. In this thesis,
we have shown that it is possible to reliably switch the magnetization of fer-
romagnetic elements using the spin Hall effect. This provides device engineers
with a new method of switching the layers in an MRAM cell. An example of a
proof of principle device for a perpendicular spin Hall MRAM cell would be a
Pt/Co/AlOx/Co/Pt stack. The top Co layer can function as a fixed reference
layer, whereas the bottom Co layer is switched by the spin Hall effect of the
bottom Pt layer. To read the cell, a small sense current can be applied in the
vertical direction (between the two Pt layers) to sense the magnetization state
(parallel or antiparallel). This spin Hall MRAM cell has the advantage that
no high current densities through the fragile oxide barrier are needed, which
is a serious problem in the current spin transfer torque MRAMs [102], and
that the barrier can be optimized for the sense current only. However, the
need for in-plane fields in the spin Hall MRAM is a significant disadvantage,
as the inclusion of permanent magnets in these memory devices will reduce
their competitiveness with other memory technologies. Hence, more research
is needed to find an alternative parameter for Hx to assist the spin Hall driven
magnetization reversal.

• The second application that was introduced in chapter 1 is the racetrack mem-
ory. For this memory, a coherent motion of domains is required. When the
Néel wall would be stabilized in this device using an in-plane field, a spin Hall
current would lead to a field-like behavior, where a single domain shrinks or
enlarges. This behavior is undesired, since a current would eventually lead
to a uniformly magnetized nanowire and a complete loss of data. Therefore,
more research is needed to achieve coherent domain wall motion. We have
already speculated that in narrow wires, where the Néel walls are more sta-
ble, coherent spin Hall driven domain wall motion might be possible when the
Néel chirality of the domain wall is set correctly. Furthermore, there might
be possibilities for coherent motion when the spin Hall effect is combined with
the conventional gradient torques. Here, the observation of coherent motion
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in Pt/Co/AlOx is especially promising. Furthermore, using a combination
of these torques should lead to even higher values of ε and therefore a very
efficient, low-power memory device.

• The third device that was discussed in the introduction is the three terminal
hybrid device. This device has only one domain wall, and it does therefore
not share the problems of the field-like behavior that exist in the racetrack
memory. When an in-plane field is applied, the device can be set in the 0 or
1 state by applying a positive or negative current. Such a device is extremely
simple to make. However, just like the spin Hall MRAM device, the required
use of permanent magnets will greatly increase the complexity and cost of the
device. Therefore, the conventional gradient torques currently form a more
viable alternative. However, when a certain Néel wall can be stabilized in
narrow wires, the spin Hall effect driven domain wall motion would proof to
be an excellent mechanism for writing this device.

To conclude, we have seen that the spin Hall effect driven domain wall motion and,
more generally, spin Hall effect driven magnetization dynamics, are very promising
effects for memory technology. Furthermore, because the mechanism for the spin
Hall effect and the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy both rely on the spin orbit
coupling, the spin Hall effect is expected to be generally of influence in current
induced domain wall motion in perpendicular materials, and is therefore likely to be
of general importance in device engineering.
This thesis has pioneered this interaction between domain walls and spin Hall cur-

rents, by which the experimentally observed depinning behavior of Pt/Co/Pt can be
fully explained. This newly acquired fundamental understanding of spin Hall effect
driven domain wall motion provides an excellent starting point to exploit this new
degree of freedom for the control of domain walls. Therefore, it is the authors’ hope
that the exciting new effects presented in this work will spark additional research
on spin Hall induced domain wall motion, and that the contribution to the general
understanding of domain wall in perpendicular materials will aid in the development
of new generations of fast, efficient and dense data storage devices.
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A. Details of the new numerical
micromagnetic solver

In this chapter, more details of the micromagnetic solver that was developed as part
of this research will be presented.

A.1. The fixed regions

The center section in Figure A.1 depicts the region for which the LLG equation is
calculated. On the sides, virtual fixed regions are placed, which only serve for the
calculation of exchange and dipolar coupling. For dipolar coupling, these virtual
spins are extended until infinity, so that its notorious long-range interaction is prop-
erly accounted for. Note that a region of space where the magnetization gradients
are very low is included on both sides of the region for which the LLG equation is
evaluated. Evaluating a part of the uniform region, ensures that there is no influence
from the edges of the calculation regime.
Three options have been implemented for the determination of the fixed regions.

The simplest version is to have the magnetization pointed fully upward and down-
ward at the edges. This is the most straightforward way to ensure the existence of a
domain wall. When the magnetization wants to align slightly in plane, these edges
are incorrect. However, since a large low-gradient part is included in the calculation
region, the magnetization can and will relax its imposed strain in this region. There-
fore, the correct domain wall dynamics is still obtained. A more advanced solution is
the pseudo-periodic boundary solutions. Here, the fixed regions are determined by
averaging the magnetization of a small part of the neighboring low-gradient regions
on both sides of the domain wall.
Finally, an option to turn off the exchange interaction to one side of a given spin is

implemented. When the exchange interaction of the fixed spins on the edges of the

-∞... ...∞
�xed

�xed

calculation regime

Figure A.1.: Sketch of the different parts of the nanowire along the domain wall
direction. The center domain is the so-called calculation region, which usually holds
around 300 spin sites. On the edges of this domain, there are fixed regions, for which
the LLG equation is not calculated. For clarity, a Neél wall is depicted here, but the
magnetization is free to point out of the image plane as well.
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calculation regime is turned off, the spins on the edges do not feel the edge anymore.
Instead, for the exchange interaction, it will seem as though the spins in the fixed
region are always aligned with the spins on the edge of the calculation regime. This
last option will be used to describe depinning behavior.

A.2. The LLG equation

To calculate the time evolution of a spin, the LLG equation is used. The damping
term introduced in section 2.1.3 is implicit, it depends on ∂M

∂t , which makes approx-
imating this equation more involved. Fortunately, the equation can be rewritten
in an explicit form, at the cost of some additional terms, as will be shown in this
section.
The LLG equation derived in section 3.5.2 was:

∂M
∂t

= −γM×H+ α

Ms
M× ∂M

∂t
−(u · ∇) M+ β

Ms
M×(u · ∇) M+αso

Ms
M×(σ ×M) .

(A.1)
In this equation, the second term contains the time derivative of the magnetiza-

tion, making it an implicit equation.
The cross product of M with equation 3.24 is given by:

M× ∂M
∂t

= −M× (γM×H) + α

Ms
M×

(
M× ∂M

∂t

)
−M× (u · ∇) M

+ β

Ms
M× (M× (u · ∇)) + αso

Ms
M× (M× (σ ×M)) . (A.2)

Using the relation a × (b× c) = b
(
a · c

)
− c (a · b) the implicit second term on

the left hand side can be rewritten:

α

Ms
M×

(
M× ∂M

∂t

)
= α

Ms

(
M · ∂M

∂t

)
M− αM2

s

∂M
∂t

= −αM2
s

∂M
∂t

. (A.3)

In the previous equations, the cross product with the time derivative has been
succesfully removed. Substituting equation A.2 and equation A.3 in 3.24 yields:

∂M
∂t = −γM×H+

α
Ms

(
−M× (γM×H)− αM2

s
∂M
∂t −M× (u · ∇) M+

β
Ms

M× (M× (u · ∇)) + αsoM× (M× (σ ×M))

)
− (u · ∇) M + β

Ms
M× (u · ∇) M + αsoM× (σ ×M)

. (A.4)

And finally, one can arrive at an explicit expression for ∂M
∂t by rearranging the

terms:
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(
1 + α2

) ∂M
∂t

= −γM×H− αγ

Ms
M× (M×H)− α

Ms
M× (u · ∇) M

+ αβ

M2
s

M× (M× (u · ∇) M) + ααso
M2
s

M× (M× (σ ×M))

− (u · ∇) M + β

Ms
M× (u · ∇) M + αso

Ms
M× (σ ×M) . (A.5)

Working with this equation is easier if this equation is rewritten in terms of the
normalized magnetization m by substituting M = mMs:(

1 + α2
) ∂m
∂t

= −γm×H− αγm× (m×H)− αm× (u · ∇) m

+ αβm× (m× (u · ∇) m) + ααsom× (m× (σ ×m))
− (u · ∇) m + βm× (u · ∇) m + αsom× (σ ×m) . (A.6)

Equation A.6 is the central result of this section, and this equation is implemented
in PINO. The prefactor on the left hand side can be seen as a slight modification
(≈ 1%) to the time t. It can be dropped if the time is rescaled as t→ 1

1+α2 t.
A simple Euler forward timestepping procedure is used to calculate the time-

dependent magnetization along x. The implementation for spin i at time t is:

mt,i = mt−1,i + ∆t
∂m

(
mt−1,i,Ht−1,i

)
∂t

. (A.7)

As is often done with methods that do not inherently keep the size of the mag-
netization constant, the magnetization is rescaled after each timestep. When the
timesteps are chosen too high (typically higher than 5 × 10−15s, but dependent on
the LLG parameters), the method becomes unstable and unphysical results are ob-
tained. This onset of instability is very discrete, when the timesteps are chosen
just below a critical value, the solutions do not depend on the choice of timestep.
This is a common feature of explicit integration methods, such as the Euler forward
procedure, and is in literature referred to as conditional stability (e.g. [103]).
The implicit midpoint integration scheme [104] has also been tested, but the

increased time to solve the nonlinear equations numerically (implemented by a
Newton-Rhapson method) makes it slightly slower, although bigger timesteps are
allowed. Altough some more optimazation in the Newton-Rhapson method was
possible, due to time constraints, this was not persued further.
The exchange interaction, dipolar interaction, magnetic fields and interfacial anisotropy

are all included as effective fields. This procedure will be explained in the following
sections.

A.3. Effective fields: exchange and anisotropy
The dipolar interaction is magnetostatic in nature, and in that sense a true mag-
netic field, similar to the applied magnetic field. The exchange interaction and the
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perpendicular anisotropy are not true magnetic fields, but these interactions can be
written as effective fields, as is shown below by analogy to applied magnetic fields.
The Zeeman energy density εZeeman related to an applied field Ha is given by:

εZeeman = −µ0Msmi ·Ha. (A.8)

with m the normalized magnetic moment.
Field and energy are therefore related by:

H = − 1
µ0Ms

∂ε

∂m . (A.9)

The interfacial anisotropy was introduced before in section 3.2. Its energy contri-
bution is given by:

epma = −Ku (m · ez)2 , (A.10)

which yields the effective anisotropy field:

Hpma = 2 Ku

µ0Ms
mz êz. (A.11)

Where mz is the z component of the normalized magnetization.
The exchange interaction is that what is responsible for the spontaneous order in

a ferromagnet, and results from the combination of the Pauli exclusion principle and
the Coulomb interaction. A more detailed description will not be given here, but
can be found in many introductory magnetism books (e.g. [1]). The most widely
known exchange Hamiltonian is the Heisenberg Hamiltonian:

HHeis = −2Jabsa · sb. (A.12)

This Hamiltonian describes the exchange interaction between 2 spins, sa and sb,
with a material-dependent paramater J . When J > 0, the energy is minimalized
for paralally aligned spins, and the system will tend to ferromagnetic order. For our
purposes, a different but equivalent form of the exchange integral is more convenient:

εex = A (∇m)2 . (A.13)

The derivation from equation (A.12) to equation (A.13) is not included in this
thesis but can be found elsewhere [105]. Equation A.13 is also the exchange energy
that was cited in chapter 2 (equation 2.1).
Applying equation (A.9) yields:

Hex = 2A
µ0M2

s

∇2M. (A.14)
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A.4. Magnetostatic energy
To calculate the magnetostatic energy, we start from Maxwells equations in a static
situation. We will show that the demagnetization field is comprised of the dipolar
fields of the spins throughout the material. Next, a general calculation procedure
is proposed and it will become apparant that the inclusion of the demag fields
is computationally expensive. We will then further concentrate on the thin-film
geometry with a gradient of the magnetization in x.

Note to reader: The process of calculating the dipolar coupling is quite involved.
The central result of this section will be equation (A.30). A reader that is only
interested in the physical outcome can skip ahead to this equation.

A.4.1. General solution

The magnetostatic interaction is governed by Maxwell’s equations. We start Gauss’s
law for magnetism, which demands that there are no magnetic monopoles:

∇ ·B = 0, (A.15)

and, disregarding oersted fields and assuming no change in electric fields:

∇×Hd = 0. (A.16)

Since Hd is curl-free, it can be expressed in terms of a scalar potential φ:

Hd = −∇φ. (A.17)

Furthermore, we know that:

B = µ0 · (Hd + M) . (A.18)

Combining equations (A.15), (A.17) and (A.18), one arrives at Poisson’s equation:

∇2φ = ∇ ·M. (A.19)

This equation is quite interesting, since a parallel can be drawn to electrostatic
fields. A scalar potential is defined, describing the field produced by a magnetic
volume charge density ∇ ·M.
The general solution to equation A.19 is:

φ(r) = 1
4π

∫
R3

∇′ ·M (r′)
|r− r′| dV ′. (A.20)

Rewriting this equation and subtituting −∇′
(

1
|r−r′|

)
= ∇

(
1

|r−r′|

)
yields:

φ(r) = 1
4π

∫
R3
∇′ · M (r′)
|r− r′|dV

′ + 1
4π

∫
R3
∇
( 1
|r− r′|

)
·M

(
r′
)
dV ′. (A.21)
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The first integral in equation A.21 yields zero: it can be rewritten to the surface
integral over all space, where the magnetization is 0. Furthermore, since the magne-
tization outside our material is zero, the integral can be restricted to the magnetic
volume V . The last step is to calculate the demagnetization field by taking the
negative divergence of φ:

Hd (r) = − 1
4π

∫
V
∇∇ 1
|r− r′| ·M

(
r′
)
dV ′ (A.22)

= 1
4π

∫
V

[
3[M (r′) · (r− r′)] (r− r′)

|r− r′|5
− M (r′)
|r− r′|3

]
dV ′. (A.23)

The term inside the integral can be recognized as the dipole field of a single dipole.
So, as was expected, equation A.23 represents the fact that the fields of all dipoles
inside our magnetic sample should be summed to arrive at the dipole field.
A general way to do this computationally is to split the volume integral in equation

A.21 in smaller volumes where the magnetization is constant. In our geometry, this
could be done by splitting the material in slices which are thin in x. Since the
magnetization is then not a function of r′ anymore, we can move it in front of the
integral and only solve the geometric part. This has to be done only once, after
which the integral can be computed for different magnetizations in time by simple
multiplication. However, since all cells interact with each other, this straightforward
algorithm is of order O

(
N2). Most high-performance solvers (such as OOMMF and

MuMax) use a method based on solving equation A.22 by Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFT). By exploiting the convolution structure of equation A.22, these algorthims
achieve an order O (N logN). The multipole method is of order O (N), but has a
high prefactor and has not found much use in micromagnetism (e.g. [106]).
We do this by considering the fact that there are 2 kinds of magnetic charges:

those due to gradients in the magnetization inside the material and those due to the
material being bounded (where we have a sudden jump in magnetization). We can
rewrite the solution to Poisson’s equation to reflect this:

φ(r) = 1
4π

∫
V

∇ ·M
|r− r′|dV

′ + 1
4π

∫
S

M (r′) · n̂
|r− r′| dS

′. (A.24)

A.4.2. Implementation via magnetic surface charges

Our aim here is not to compete in speed with existing solvers, but to devise a
relatively simple scheme to account for the demagnetization fields. At first sight,
it seems that the most straightforward way is to evaluate the integral over the
dipoles equation (A.21) directly. There are some subtle problems with this approach
however: at r = r′ there is a divergence which originates from a self-interaction,
which is not trivial to correct for. Here, we will however derive a different approach:
that of magnetic surface charges. First, however, from geometrical considerations,
it will be shown that only the x component of the demagnetizing field is required to
be computed explicitly at every timestep.
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The demagnetizing field is related to the gradient of the magnetization (see, for
example, A.20). The important length scale is thus the typical length scale over
which the magnetization changes. We will refer to these length scales as λx,λy and
λz. In the y and z direction, the magnetization is constant inside the material,
and the relevant lengths are therefore respectively the wire width Ly and the film
thickness Lz. In the x direction, we have our domain wall, and λx scales with the
domain wall width parameter d.
In the y direction, there will be surface charges at the boundaries at ±Lz

2 . In
almost all parts of our nanowire, the distance to these surface charges is very large.
Therefore, the demagnetization field along y will be very small. The demagnetizing
factor will be in the order of 10−4 (as can be calculated from equation ), which leads
to an effective dipole field of Hd,y << 1mT. Since these fields are negligibly small,
we choose to set Hd,y = 0.
Along the z direction, we can make the opposite argument. The demagnetization

field can definitely not be neglected, since the length scale of change in magnetization
is very large in this direction. In the following, we will refer to λx,λy,λz as the
typical lengths scales over which the magnetization changes in the system. Since
λz << λy, λy, this is almost an infinitely thin plate. Thus, in the z direction,
throughout our material, a demagnetizing factor of Nz = 1 is found. To check this
assumption, the resulting demagnetization field in the z direction was compared to
a full calculation of the demagnetization field by the procedure outlined below for
a domain wall of 2 nm, giving an error << 1%. In the simulations, the changes in
magnetization are always on a larger length scale in x and the error will therefore
always be even lower. Hence, it is safe to use this simplification.
The calculation procedure for the x component of the demagnetization field will

now be discussed. Our starting point is equation A.24. We split the integral into a
sum of integrals over the different volumes Vi. Within the slices of material, we have
∇ ·M=0, so the first term of equation (A.24) is 0. Furthermore, the magnetization
can now be brought in front of the integral:

φ(r) = 1
4π
∑
i

Mi
∑

j=side1,side2
±side

∫
Si,j

1
|r− r′|dS

′. (A.25)

The ±side symbol refers that we have to take the integral positive on the right side
of the cube and negative on the left side of the cube, since n has opposite sign here.
The only charges that are left are the surface charges on the surfaces of our slices

of constant magnetization. From equation A.24, we find that the surface charge ρi
between slices i and i+ 1 is:

ρi = Mi,x −Mi+1,x. (A.26)

The next step is to calculate the magnetic field from these surface charges. The
x component of the field produced by a charge ρ placed at the origin is:

dHd,x (x, y, z) = ρi
4π

ρdydz
x2 + y2 + z2 cos (θ) = ρ

4π
ρdydz

x2 + y2 + z2
x√

x2 + y2 + z2 . (A.27)
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So the x component of the field at a position x, y, z of a plane of charges with
dimensions 2ly × 2lz in the plane x = 0 centered in the origin is:

Hd,i,x (x, y, z) =
∫ lz−z

−lz−z

∫ ly−y

−ly−y
dHd,x

(
x, y′, z′

)
dy′dz′ =

ρi
4π

[arctan
(

y′z′

x
√
x2 + y′2 + z′2

)]z′=lz−z
z′=−lz−z

y′=ly−y
y′=−ly−y

. (A.28)

As a quick check, one can show using a Taylor expansion of the arctangens that
in the limit of x >> lx, ly and y = z = 0, equation A.28 reduces to:

Hi,x = lylzρi
πx |x|

, (A.29)

which is the field of a point charge 4lylzρ, as expected.
The field at each point can now be calculated by summing equation A.28 for all

sheats. Remember however that our cells have a finite volume. To incorporate the
effect of the field on the magnetization of the cell the average demagnetizing field in
each cell is required. Hence, we have to integrate yet again over the 3 dimensions
of our cell. At this point, it is not convenient to continue analytically, and employ
a numerical integration scheme is employed. The demagnetizing field is now:

Hd,i,x = 1
4π

1
8lxlylz

∑
j

Mj

∑
2 sides

±side

∫ lz

−lz

∫ ly

−ly

∫ (dj,i,side+2)lx
dj,i,sidelx[arctan

(
y′z′

x
√
x2 + y′2 + z′2

)]z′=lz−z
z′=−lz−z

y′=ly−y
y′=−ly−y

dxdydz. (A.30)

Equation A.30 is the final result of the derivation, and is the equation that is
implemented in the PINO demagnetization field algorithm.

A.4.3. Interpretation and implementation as generalized demag
tensors

The approach presented in this work and the expression above can be interpreted as
a generalization of the theory of demagnetizing tensors. First, we rewrite equation
A.30 as:

Hd,i,x =
∑
j

Mjψi,j . (A.31)

If we gather the x components of the magnetization and the demagnetization field
at positions i in 2 vectors:
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Z = (Mx,1, . . . ,Mx,i, . . . ,Mx,N ) Y = (Hd,x,1, . . . ,Hd,x,i, . . . ,Hd,x,N ) . (A.32)

We can now express the demagnetization field at all cell positions by the NxN
matrix Ψ, built up by coefficients ψi,j , which we will call the geometrical coefficient
matrix.

Y (t) = ΨZ (t) . (A.33)

The terms on the diagonal are directly linked to the conventional demagnetizing
factors. Here, we have ψi,i = −Nx,i, the demagnetizing factor of our slab in the x di-
rection. This is no surprise: we have calculated the space-averaged demagnetization
field of the cell itself. Aharoni [107] has derived a complicated analytic expression
for the demagnetizing factors of rectangular prism (equation A.4.2 in the Appendix).
We find a perfect agreement with this expression, with an error in the order of the
relative tolerance of the numerical integration scheme (10−6). On the off-diagonal
positions, we find ’pseudo-’ demagnetizing factors. These factors describe the effect
of the magnetization of one cell on a piece of material in its vicinity.
The calculation of Ψ is computationally expensive. However, it does not de-

pend on the magnetization but only on the simulation geometry (hence its name)
and therefore has to be computed only once. During the timestepping procedure,
the demagnetization field can now be calculated by matrix multiplication (equa-
tion (A.33)). Also, Ψ merely depends on the distance between cells and we can
therefore construct Ψ from only N evaluations of the integral. Finally, our algo-
rithm is still of order O

(
N2) because of the matrix product A.33 that has to be

evaluated. Since it is only a matrix multiplication, the prefactor here is very low.
The numerical integration is implemented using the subregion-adaptive vegas

(Suave) method from the Cuba library [108], written in C. The relative tolerance
is set to 10−6 and we use its built-in support for parallelized computing. Although
more advanced algortithms are also available, they are harder to parallize, yielding
a net increase in calculation time in typical calculations that are needed here.

A.5. Technical details

Now that the basic physics is covered, a few technical details will be covered here.
This includes a short description of domain wall analysis and a summary of the
speed performance and parallelization scheme that was used.

A.5.1. Determination of wall position and width

To specify the wall position, we use 2 different schemes. To center the simulation
frame to the center, the site where |Mz| is minimal is taken as the center of the
domain wall. However, when determining speeds, a more accurate scheme is usefull.
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The Mz component is fitted to the 1D model profile which was introduced in
section 2.1.6:

mz = −A tanh
(
x− xp
d

)
. (A.34)

In normal situations, we can choose A = 1, since the magnetization is normalized.
If there are large torques which pull the magnetization in plane, A is used as a fit
parameter more accurately describe the profile.
A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is employed to fit mz to equation A.34. It uses

a linearization of the magnetization, where we calculate the gradient with respect
to the fitting parameters xp, d analytically. To estimate the errors, we calculate the
square root of the diagonal elements of the variance-covariance matrix. In this way,
one estimates the statistical error on the best-fit parameters from the scatter of
the underlying simulated data. For the implementation of this algortihm, the GNU
Scientific Library [109], written in C, was used.

A.5.2. Parallelization and computation speed

Micromagnetic solvers are usually the product of years of development, and are
highly optimized. PINO is only a rudimentary solver, and was developed with
only the most basic optimizations. Throughout the code, little use of function calls
or variable lookups is made, and the data structure is made in such a way that
subsequent variables can often be loaded in the processor cache simultaneously.
Also, the use of the hard disk is minimalized; the output data is written compactly
and using a buffer. Finally, the use of the GNU C++ compiler allows the use of
well-developed optimizer that is part of the compiler. All these optimization gave
rise to a >10x speed increase with respect to the first, unoptimized Matlab test code.
Still, using these optimizations, the calculation of the time evolution of a domain
wall long enough to extract its speed is in the order of 8 hours on a single core of
an Intel Core I7 processor. About 70% of the time is spend to calculate the dipolar
fields, which is similar to other micromagnetic codes.
Since one is usually interested in the domain wall velocity as a function of Slon-

czewski torque, in-plane fields in 3 dimensions, anisotropy, and both gradient torques
arising from a current, a multitude of these measurements is usually required. To
this end, the a pseudo-parallelization has been implemented using the open source
OpenMP library. The coefficient matrix algorithm, which is the same for all runs
because it depends only on the nanowire dimensions and grid spacing, is truly par-
allel, since it employs the built-in parallization of the Cuba library. This calculated
geometric coefficient matrix is then passed to a number of threads, which individ-
ually calculate one parameter combination. OpenMP handles the distribution of
these parameter combinations to the threads as well as the shared memory usage.
Figure A.2 shows a schematic overview of the information flow in the program.
A shell script was developed to run multiple instances of the parent of the threads

at once at different computation nodes using multiple input files, to allow the use
of the code on cluster computers. For the final domain wall flow calculations, the
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>_

ASCII input �le Main script

>_

Geom. Coe�.
 matrix

>_

>_

>_

>_

Low-level 
solver scripts
for single set of
conditions

ASCII output �le

Figure A.2.: Schematic representation of information flow in the PINO solver. The
gears in the icons represent the internal parallelization.

Polyxena cluster of the EUT is used. It is equiped with 12 8-core Intel Xeon E5620
processors and 36 8-core Intel Xeon E5420 processors, with 1 GB of memory available
per core.

A.6. Discussion

In this chapter, a new micromagnetic solver has been introduced. In section 4.2,
the code was tested against an analytical model and a commercial solver, yielding
almost perfect results. Hence, one can be very confident that the results are correct
within the boundaries of the initial assumptions. However, these assumptions do
not always hold in our experiments. Here, a brief description of the most important
differences with reality and the resulting strategy to interpreting the simulation data
is given.
The most important aspect that is lacking in PINO is the thermal energy. Espe-

cially in depinning or switching experiments, where an energy barrier needs to be
crossed, the thermal energy can be of significant influence. In a depinning experi-
ment, it can help to overcome the anisotropy energy barrier, leading to the Arrhenius
law. Although some basic Boltzmann statistics have been achieved with the inclu-
sion of stochastic effective fields to simulate temperature effects, this has not been
persued further in view of time constraints. These kind of simulations are computa-
tionally expensive since the results are no longer deterministic, and simulations have
to be repeated to obtain meaningful, averaged quantities. Since the driving force
on a domain wall is implemented correctly, one can expect that the basic trends
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in our simulations will be retained at room temperature. Quantitative calculations
of switching fields or depinning fields are impossible within the present calculation
framework, but the inclusion of temperature would still not allow one to calculate
such quantities. To do this, the full energy landscape has to implemented, including
material defects and edge effects, something that is notoriously hard to do and far
beyond the goal of this thesis.
A second limiting factor is the fact that no magnetization gradients perpendicular

to x are allowed. In the z direction, this assumption is probably always satisfied,
since the height of our strip is only 5Å, and of the order of the exchange length. In
perpendicularly magnetized materials in nanostrips, the domain walls are usually
very simple Bloch walls, and the assumption of no gradients along y also holds.
However, the magnetization dynamics of domain walls subjected to a Slonczewski
torque has not been studied before. However, the experimental system has a trans-
lational invariance along y, and one can therefore expect this invariance to hold in
the magnetization as well. PINO can be easily extended to include magnetization
gradients in all directions by calculating on a 3D grid instead of a 1D grid. Since
this would greatly increase the number of sites and thereby the calculation time,
especially for the calculation of demagnetization fields, and yield not much more
physics, a 3D grid was not implemented.
Finally, material defects are not included in the simulation. These defects lead

to pinning sites for the domain wall which have a very significant influence on the
domain wall velocity at current densities typically used in this research. However,
the basic driving force on a domain wall remains unaffected, and one can expect that
trends in observable quantities can still be deduced. Furthermore, the simulations
of depinning from a step in the anisotropy (which is implemented in PINO) due
to Ga+ radiation, can serve as a starting model for the magnetization dynamics of
depinning from natural pinning sites.
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B. The intrinsic contribution to the
anomalous velocity

In this appendix, more details about the origin of the intrinsic contribution of the
spin Hall effect will be presented. In section B.1, the basic theory of a Bloch state
under the application of a bias voltage is reviewed. This theory is very general, and
readers with a background in solid-state physics will be already familiar with it. The
section’s main goal is to introduce the time-dependence of the crystal momentum
k. After this section, we introduce the idea of a Berry curvature in k space, and
give some comments on the curvature of Pt. Finally, in section B.3, the anomalous
velocity will be introduced on the basis of this Berry curvature. Here, intuitive
understanding will be chosen above mathematical rigor, and some conceptual sim-
plifications will be made. The reader will be notified when this happens and at those
points, relevant citations will be given to the more complex treatises.

B.1. Bloch electrons in an electric field

The theory of the intrinsic spin Hall effect of Pt is rooted in the band-structure
approach to conduction. In this section, we will very briefly review this topic, and
introduce the dependency of the crystal momentum k on time, when an electric field
is applied over a crystal. Readers with sufficient background can skip very quickly
through this section without missing essential descriptions of the effects relevant in
this research.
The eigenstates of a perfectly periodic Hamiltonian can be written, according to

the Bloch theorem, as a function with the same periodicity as the Hamiltonian (and
therefore of the crystal), times a plane wave envelope function:

ψnk = unk (r) eik·r, (B.1)

with energy eigenvalues εn(k), which form bands with index n.
One can now substitute this equation in the normal Schrodinger equation:

Hunk (r) eik·r = εn (k)unk (r) eik·r, (B.2)

which yields the eigenvalue equation for unk (r):

Hkunk (r) =
(

~2

2m

(1
i
∇+ k

)2
+ V (r)

)
unk (r) = εn (k)unk (r) . (B.3)
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This equation can now be solved by other techniques, such as plane-wave ap-
proaches, which lead to the typical band-structure images.
There is however a problem when a bias voltage is applied over the crystal, because

the Hamiltonian looses the periodicity of the crystal:

H = − ~2

2m∇
2 + Vlat (r)− eEx. (B.4)

There are now 2 contributions to the potential: Vlat, describing the periodic lattice
potential, and eEx, which describes the potential of an applied electric field E along
x. This last term breaks the perfect periodicity that is required for the application
of the Bloch theorem, and k is not a good quantum number of the system anymore.
The periodicity of the Hamiltonian can however be restored, at the cost of making the
Hamiltonian time dependent. This is done by the following gauge transformation:

A→ A +∇χ (B.5)

|ψ〉 → exp
(
−i e

~
χ

)
|ψ〉 , (B.6)

with
χ = −eExt. (B.7)

This procedure yields the equivalent, time-dependent Hamiltonian:

H (t) = − ~2

2m

(
i∇− et

~
E
)2

+ Vlat (r) . (B.8)

For this new Hamiltonian, the wavefunctions have picked up an extra phase vector
due to the gauge transformation according to equation (B.6), which is irrelevant
since it is equal for all states. From the form of equation B.8, one can immediately
recognize that substituting the Bloch states (equation (B.1)) in this time-dependent
Hamiltonian, leads to the same Schrodinger equation for unk (r) (equation B.3), but
with a time-dependent crystal momentum:

k(t) = k(0) + et

~
E . (B.9)

Hence, when adiabatic conditions apply (E is small), to solve the Schrodinger
equation for a perfect crystal with an applied E , one just needs to solve the equation
for the perfect crystal, yielding the normal band-structure solutions, and allow k to
change in time.

B.2. Geometric phase in k space
The intrinsic contribution to the spin Hall effect has its origin in a Berry curvature of
the crystal momentum space. The main goal of this section will be to introduce this
Berry curvature, which will subsequently be used to explain the intrinsic anomalous
velocity.
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kx
ky

k k
1 2

(a)
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at start 

phase
after rotation 

(b)

Figure B.1.: Evolution of a state through k space: (a) a sketch of a closed loop; (b)
After this loop, a geometric phase has been acquired

In section B.1, it was explained that, under the application of a voltage, the
normal Bloch eigenstates become time dependent via a time-dependent k. Hence,
in time, a state that was previously characterized by a certain k and corresponding
periodic part of the Bloch function unk (r) will evolve to a state with a different
crystal momentum and a different periodic part of the Bloch function. This unk (r)
evolves as well, because it is subjected to a different Hamiltonian, which is explicitly
dependent on k (see equation B.3). Hence, two states in k space, labeled k1 and k2
in Figure B.1a, will be associated with a different Hk and corresponding unk (r).
Let us now consider a closed loop in k space ∗. This situation is reminiscent to

the most conventional example of a situation in which a Berry phase arises, which
considers a spin 1/2 particle in a time-varying magnetic field. In both situations,
we have an adiabatic motion through the states {|ψζ〉} in a closed loop C in some
dimension ζ of the phase space (in the conventional example, the spin moves in
time). In these situations, a Berry phase γ can be picked up, which is the line
integral over the Berry connection Ab:

γ = i

∮
C
Abdζ = i

∮
C
〈ψζ | ∇ζ |ψζ〉 dζ. (B.10)

Via Gauss’ theorem, this can be written as an integral over the Berry curvature
Ω:

γ = i

∫∫
S

Ω (ζ) dζ2 = i

∫∫
S

(∇ζ ×Ab) dζ2. (B.11)

In Figure B.1b, this process is sketched. In this figure, the phase is denoted by
a clock, which turns in the complex plane. Upon completing 1 turn over a path
in k space, the phase is not equal to the phase in which it started. This difference
in phases is composed of the normal dynamic phase, and Berry phase or geometric
phase. For the closed path in k space, this Berry phase is expressed as:

γ = i

∮
C
〈unk | ∇k |unk〉 dk. (B.12)

∗Even a constant electric field can achieve such a closed loop, because of the periodicity of k-space.
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For a Rashba or Dresselhaus systems, it is now relatively straightforward to cal-
culate this γ [110] [61] [111]. In such systems, the spin orbit coupling can be writ-
ten as a k dependent magnetic field, which makes the analogy to time-dependent
magnetic field even stronger. Like the Berry phase in this time-dependent field, a
spin-dependent Berry curvature is found.
In Pt, the situation is more complex, because Pt is both symmetric under the

inversion and time reversal operators. As was already explained in section 3.3, this
leads to Kramers degeneracy. The k dependent magnetic field like that which exists
in Rashba or Dresselhaus systems cannot exist in such a system, since it would lead
to a k dependent band splitting. This band splitting is not allowed, and hence, we
cannot describe the band with unk; the band forms, at every k point, a Kramers
doublet which has twofold degeneracy. As a result, a more general concept of the
Berry connection phase is needed. In such cases, when multiple degenerate states
evolve together, they have the freedom to not only obtain a phase factor, but a
matrix describing the evolution in the degenerate subspace. Hence, for Pt, the
Berry connection is written as a non-Abelian gauge field, with 2x2 matrices as its
components. The discussion of these gauge fields is quite involved, and falls beyond
the scope of this text. Interested readers are referred to [67,112,113].
It is however still possible to understand the role of spin orbit-coupling in these

systems. If we have two Kramers-degenerate bands, the spin orbit coupling mixes
the character of the bands, depending on the energy splitting between these bands.
At points close to a near-degeneracy of these bands, this mixing will become more
important. When the system evolves in k, this spin-orbit coupling will hence intro-
duce a large change in the character of unk, especially close to the near-degeneracies,
which leads to a high Berry curvature, as can also be seen from equation B.12. With-
out spin-orbit coupling, the Hamiltonian would be independent of spin, and therefore
no spin-dependence in the curvature is allowed. From time-reversal and inversion
symmetry, it is also clear that a spin-independent curvature is not allowed, since it
would give rise to a charge Hall current, thereby violating time-reversal symmetry.
We therefore conclude that the spin-orbit coupling is crucial for a system to obtain
a Berry curvature.
A full calculation of the spin Hall angle from the Berry curvature of Pt was

performed by Guo et al. via first-principles band structure calculations [63], where
it was found that the Berry curvature of Pt is large enough to account for the
experimentally observed values of the magnitude of the spin Hall effect. Indeed,
they find that the spin-orbit coupling is crucial and that the near-degeneracies that
Pt exhibits strongly enhance the spin Hall effect.
Hence, we have argued in this section that there is an additional phase factor

when these k states evolve, and that it is related to the Berry curvature the in
crystal momentum space, which is a material parameter. It has an opposite sign
for spin up and spin down, and in the next section, the anomalous velocity will
be derived. In the next section, we will consider a conventional Berry curvature,
without the added complexity of the Kramers degenerate states. However, similar
equations of motion can be derived for such states [113].
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∆k ∆k
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Figure B.2.: Explanation of the anomalous velocity: (a) When the two k states
evolve, they pick up a phase factor which is composed of a geometric and dynamical
phase; (b) The two line integrals of the Berry connection A can be interpreted as an
integration over Ω.

B.3. Anomalous velocity from k-space Berry curvature
In the previous sections, we have discussed the appearance of a spin-dependent
Berry curvature in k space. It will be shown via an intuitively simple model, how
the resulting spin-dependent geometric phase can lead to the extra anomalous com-
ponent of the group velocity of an electron wave packet. During this section, we will
consider the following wave packet, centered around k0:

ξn (r) =
∫ ∞
−∞

φn (|k− k0|)unk (r) eik·rdk, (B.13)

= eik0·r
∫ ∞
−∞

φn (|∆k||)unk (r) ei∆k·rdk. (B.14)

Note that, by definition, φn is only nonzero in a small range around 0, so that the
momentum of the wave packet is well defined. Therefore, we only need to consider
small ∆k = k− k0.
The time-dependence of the wave-packet can now be written by making k time-

dependent, as was explained in section B.1, and including the two phases: the normal
dynamic phase −iEt~ from the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, and an extra
geometric phase γk,σ, which was introduced in B.2.

ξn,σ (r, t) = eik0·r
∫ ∞
−∞

φn (|∆k||)unk (r) ei∆k·r · e−
i
~

∫ t
0 E(k(t′))dt′ · eiγk,σ (t) dk.

(B.15)

The consequences of this equation are less complicated than appears from the
math. An intuitively more simple picture can be sketched by considering a Bloch
wave packet that is, for now, only composed of 2 k states, k0 and k. Figure B.2a
shows these two states in k space, and how they evolve in a period ∆t in accordance
to equation B.9. In this period ∆t, both states acquire a phase, which is indicated
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by the phase-clocks in Figure B.2a. The difference in the change of phase between
the two states is now given by both the dynamic phase and the geometric phase,
which are both different for the two k states considered. If we let ∆t become small,
the change in phases ∆ς, between the two k states is the normal group velocity vg:

vg ≡
1
~
∂ε

∂k = dω

dk
= d

dt

∆ς
∆k . (B.16)

However, the difference between the change in phases between the two k states
has an extra component, because both phases have the extra geometrical phase,
which is k-dependent. Hence, the group velocity of the electron will be modified
via the geometric phase, leading to an anomalous contribution, referred to as the
anomalous velocity va.
There is an interesting technical detail here: the change in phases for each k

state are gauge-dependent, and they can therefore not lead to observables. The
resolution is that the difference between the change in phases of the two k states is
gauge-invariant, and that this leads indeed to an anomalous velocity. This idea is
shown in Figure B.2b. The phase picked up by a movement in k space over a distance
dk for one k state is given by line integral over the Berry connection A, which is
gauge-dependent. However, for small ∆k, the difference in two line integrals is equal
to the integral over the closed loop between the 4 points, as is shown in Figure B.2b.
Such a closed loop over the Berry connection is the Berry phase, and this is always
gauge invariant, and can therefore lead to observable quantities. Furthermore, via
the Gauss theorem, it can be shown that this closed loop integral is equal to the
surface integral of the Berry curvature. Now, we can also see why the anomalous
contribution to the velocity is always perpendicular to k, as was originally shown by
Chong [114]. The surface integral over the Berry phase will yield the product of the
k-space surface multiplied by the (spin-dependent) Berry curvature Ωσ. Combining
this with equation B.16 yields:

∆k · va =
(
∆k× k̇

)
· Ωσ, (B.17)

va = k̇× Ωσ. (B.18)
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C. Appendices

C.1. Symmetry tables

Table C.1.: Symmetry table for equation C.4. σab is mirror symmetry in the plane
ab and R2c refers to π rotation symmetry along c.

VCI = J Hz Hy Γ check
Transforms like X - polar X - polar Z - axial Y - axial Z - polar

σxz + + + - - ok
σyz - - - - + ok
σxz + + - + + wrong
R2z - - + - + wrong
R2x + + - - - wrong
R2y - - - + - ok

C.2. Curie’s principle

Symmetry analysis can be a very powerful tool in experimental physics. Although
sometimes relatively straightforward, at some points it becomes very difficult to
draw sound conclusions solely on the basis of intuition. Hence, a formalism will now
be introduced, which is used to analyze the data of Lavrijsen [19], and that will also
find its use in the analysis of the new experimental data presented in this thesis.
Although symmetry theory is generally deeply nested in group theory, the formalism
will here be described in terms that will be understandable for readers not familiar
with this subject. For a more detailed introduction, see [115] or [116].
All ideas that are presented here are captured in the symmetry principle, alterna-

tively known as Curie’s principle [116–118]: The symmetry group of the cause is a
subgroup of the symmetry group of the effect. First, we will define the words "cause"
and "effect". It is not trivial to define these terms, since such topics are prone to
paradoxical thinking ∗. When 2 systems (system in the most general sense of the
word), A & B, have a causal relationship, we define the cause as the subsystem which
∗A good example of a difficulty with causal relationships is given by Rosen [116]: When you are
clapping your hands together after a concert, is the produced noise an effect of the clapping, or
vice-versa? One could intuitively argue that the applause is an effect of the clapping, but could
also wonder if it is actually the (desire to produce) noise what is causing the clapping? (By the
definition in this thesis, they are both cause and effect.)
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System A System B

Operators under which symmetric:
A,B,E

Operators under which asymmetric:
C,D,F,G,H

CAUSE EFFECT

Operators under which symmetric:
A,B,C,D,E

Operators under which asymmetric:
F,G,H

minimalistic

maximalistic

Figure C.1.: Abstract example of Curie’s principle and the minimalistic and maxi-
malistic use thereof.

state is determinant for the state of the other. When there is a one-to-one relation-
ship, A & B are both cause and effect. On the other hand, when a many-to-one
relationship exists between A and B, B is the effect and A the cause. An example
of the latter situation is given by a system of which the magnetization is reversed.
This reversal could be induced by a spin current, an applied magnetic field, or some
other mechanism. Hence, without more information on the nature of the system,
the spin Hall effect can be a cause of the reversal, and not vice-versa.
We will now return to Curie’s principle, and derive 2 techniques that will be

applied throughout this thesis. In the discussion of these techniques, it will be
important to look at the notion of an operation in relation to symmetry. Symmetry
is a property of a system, and can be defined with respect to an operator. For
example, a triangle is symmetric under the operation of a rotation under a rotation
of 2/3π (threefold rotation).
Consider, as an abstract example, a system A that represents the cause, and

system B its effect, and a set of operations (A-H), for which the systems are either
symmetric or asymmetric. This example is tabulated in Figure C.1. Curie’s principle
states that the group of operators for which system B is symmetric should be a
subgroup of the group of operators for which system A is symmetric. Hence, all
operations under which A is symmetric have to be symmetry operations of system
B. If one fully understand the cause, a minimum for the symmetry of the effect can
be given. We will refer to such reasoning as a minimalistic use of Curie’s principle.
In magnetism, this principle can be used, for example, in the calculation of the
acceleration of a test charge that moves parallel to an infinitely long current-carrying
wire. Since the cause is mirror symmetric in the plane containing the test charge
and the infinite wire, the resulting acceleration of the test space can never have a
component perpendicular to this plane, since this would break the mirror symmetry
present in the cause. In this way, a minimum of the operators under which the effect
(the acceleration) is symmetric can be established. One can however not know from
symmetry principles, whether the cause has even more symmetry than the cause.
Alternatively, when an effect is observed, one cannot make claims about which

symmetries its cause possesses (see Figure C.1). However, it is possible to draw
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Figure C.2.: (a) Definition of axis system for domain wall motion; (b) Table describ-
ing the response of a domain wall when it is subject to a positive current as a function
of its polarity (controlled by Hz) and the in-plane Hy field. Note that the image of
the domain wall is to indicate the polarity, the in-plane angle is chosen arbitrarily.

conclusions about the symmetry breaking operations by applying Curie’s principle.
Hence, one can hunt for certain symmetry breaking factors in the cause. Here,
Curie’s principle can be applied to establish a maximum for the symmetry of the
cause, and we refer to this technique as a maximalistic use of Curie’s principle. This
will, for example, prove important in the switching of ferromagnetic elements, since
inducing a difference between the up and down state of a ferromagnet is only possible
by an effect that is asymmetric for all operations that map the up direction to the
down direction. It will be shown in this thesis that indeed, by only injecting y spins
in a ferromagnet, we cannot make a distinction between +z and −z. In this thesis,
this symmetry in the cause is broken by additional x field (for a further discussion,
see section 3.5.3.) Alternatively, this can be seen as "defining" the z direction, which
is possible with an imposed x and y direction.
Finally, note that the application of symmetry in magnetism is slightly more com-

plex. The first complicating factor is that one will often work with pseudovectors,
such as the magnetic field H, which have a nontrivial behavior under mirror oper-
ations. To make this text more intuitive, we will try to circumvent this difficulty
where possible by using rotation operators in situations where both are applicable.
Time-reversal symmetry is also non-trivial in relation to magnetism, and will be
avoided where possible. Secondly, internal symmetry breaking is present in a mag-
net, which should be properly accounted for. Failure to account for such behavior
can result into apparant violations of the symmetry principle.

Results Lavrijsen

To make the discussion as clear as possible, we will work with empirical equations,
based on the data by Lavrijsen. First, we focus on the results of one stack, in the
experiments where a 25 mT in-plane field in the y direction, Hy, is applied, and
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the velocity of the current-induced domain wall creep is studied. We will discuss
the Pt (4 nm) /Co (0.6 nm)/Pt (2 nm) stack, and mention here that an analogous
reasoning holds for data on Pt (2 nm) /Co (0.6 nm)/Pt (4 nm). The results of the
current-induced domain wall velocity vx in the x direction can be described by the
empirical equation:

vx = ζ(4,2) (Hz, Hy, J) , (C.1)

with ζ a function which is odd under all its variables, describing the essential,
dominant mechanism for domain wall motion in this system. For example, when Hy

is reversed, vx changes sign and when both Hy and Hz are reversed, vx remains con-
stant. In Figure C.2a, a definition of the axis system is given, and in Figure C.2b,
the observed behavior is illustrated. Hz functions here as a drive field, assisting
the current induced domain wall creep and setting the polarity (quantity describing
whether the domain is up or down, see Figure C.2b) in the experiment. Note that
these results are extremely surprising, since the sign of the current induced contri-
bution to the domain wall motion can be reversed by both Hz and Hy, a behavior
that was never seen before. However, it will now be shown that equation C.1 is
in violation with Curie’s principle, by using the minimalistic technique described
before (section C.2 & Figure C.1).
From the symmetry principle, one can learn that if the cause of an effect has

a an operator under which the cause is symmetric, the effect must also have this
symmetry operation. Here, this does not hold: the cause (the combination of Hz,Hy

and J) is symmetric under a π rotation along the z axis (R2z), while the effect (vx)
does not possess this symmetry. Note that the cause is symmetric for R2z, because
both Hy and J yield a minus sign under this operation, and one has to consider
the transformation of the combined system. This is elucidated in Appendix C.1,
where a decomposition of equation C.1 is presented, showing the way its variables
transform under various symmetry operations.
Hence, there appears to be a violation of the symmetry principle†. In reality, the

symmetry principle is of course not violated, so equation C.1 cannot hold. Since
this equation is based on experimental data, apparently the author did not have
sufficient control over his experimental setup: at least one critical component, that
is of influence on vx, is missing. In other words: there is a parameter breaking the
R2z symmetry which is not experimentally controlled.
The results that have been discussed so far, an Hy field was always applied.

†A less rigorous way of approaching this symmetry operation is to do the measurement with the
surface normal of the sample pointing towards you, once in a normal position and once while
standing on your head. When standing on your head, you have apparently rotated the x and
y axes and thereby changed the sign of I and Hy. From the equation, the two minuses picked
up cancel and should not change the direction of motion of the domain wall, and the equation
dictates that the domain wall should move along x. However, since x → −x, the domain wall
should now move to the opposite direction as before. But surely the domain wall does not pay
much attention to your acrobatic endeavors! Its physics does not change and it keeps moving
along x, which is now −x. Hence, the equation cannot be a good description of the system.
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Interestingly, without applied Hy, more surprising results were measured, which will
be discussed now. The equation describing the current assisted domain wall motion
without Hy is:

vx = ξ(4,2) (J) , (C.2)

with ξ(4,2) again an odd function of J . This equation and the corresponding
experimental results are consistent with symmetry principles. It becomes more
interesting when we compare the results between the two stacks where the layer
thicknesses of the Pt have been reversed. For the Pt (2 nm) /Co (0.6 nm)/Pt (4
nm), the results can again be summarized in the form of an equation:

vx = ξ(2,4) (J) . (C.3)

The surprising result however was that the sign of the domain wall motion was
opposite to the previous stack (qualitatively, ξ2,4 (J) ≈ −ξ4,2 (J)), which is a very
important and surprising result in itself. However, if one beliefs that this behavior
is not accidental, but driven by the stack inversion, the domain wall motion can be
expressed as:

vx = ξ (J,Γ) . (C.4)

In this equation, Γ represents the stack symmetry, so that Γ changes sign when
switching between samples. Again, there is an apparent violation of Curie’s princi-
ple. In this case, the effect is asymmetric for the R2y operation, whereas the cause
is symmetric for this operation, leading to another apparent violation of Curie’s
principle. Again, see Appendix C.1 for the appropriate symmetry table.

C.3. Standard parameters Pt/Co/Pt

Table C.2.: Standard parameters Pt/Co/Pt

’

Parameter Symbol Value
Exchange stiffness A 16 pJm−1

Saturation magnetization Ms 1.40 MAm−1

Gilbert damping constant α 0.1
Uniaxial anisotropy Ku 1.5 MJm−3

C.4. FEM analysis spin bridge
As explained in section 7.2.1, when sending a current through one Pt lead to inject
spins into the bridge via the SHE, some of the current will run through the bridge
and into the Pt lead. This will result in an additional voltage signal in the Pt
detector lead on top of the inverse SHE. To make an estimation on the sizes of two
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Figure C.3.: Analysis of the leakage voltage: (a) Results of finite element modeling
of current distribution (streamlines) in a typical spin bridge geometery; (b) Typical
leakage voltages, as a ratio of the applied voltage over the left lead as a function of
the bridge length (distance between 2 leads). The typical leakage voltage is 3 orders
of magnitude smaller than the voltage over the injector lead.

signals, 2 rudimentary and simplified finite element simulations were performed.
Figure C.3a shows the voltage distribution and current streamlines for a typical
spinbridge geometry.

C.5. Drift-diffusion model
We start with the continuity equation, including a sink via the spin lifetime τs:

∂∆µ
∂t

+∇ · J − ∆µ
τs

= 0 (C.5)

In this equation ∆µ is the difference in chemical potential between the 2 spin direc-
tions, and J is the total spin current.
The spin current consists of a diffusion current Jdif and a spin Hall current Jshe.

The spin Hall current has no gradient since it is constant in the Pt layer. The
diffusion current is dependent on the gradient of the spin polarization via Ficks law
with diffusion constant D. In 1 dimension:

Jdif = −D∂∆µ
∂x

(C.6)

This equation also allows us to write the spin lifetime in terms of a spin diffusion
length λs [119]:

λs =
√
Dτs (C.7)

In steady state, equation C.5 yields:
∂∆µ
∂x
− ∆µ

λ2
s

= 0 (C.8)
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Its solution is given by:

∆µ = Ae
x
λs +Be−

x
λs . (C.9)

We apply the boundary conditions:

∂∆µ
∂x

(x = 0) = −Jshe (C.10)

D∆µ (x = d) = 0 (C.11)

where d is the thickness
Which yield, respectively:

A = −Jshe
D

λs +B, (C.12)

A = −Be
−2d
λs . (C.13)

This can be solved for A and B:

A = Jshe
D

λs

(
1

1 + e
−2d
λs

− 1
)
, (C.14)

B = λsJshe

D

(
1 + e

−2d
λs

) . (C.15)

And the polarization in a Pt thin-film of thickness d with a spin diffusion length
λs is hence given by:

∆µ (x) = λsJshe
D

sech
(
d

λs

)
sinh

(
d− x
λs

)
. (C.16)

This yields a total current:

J = Jshe −D
∂∆µ
∂x

= Jshe

(
1− cosh

(
d− x
λs

)
sech

(
d

λs

))
. (C.17)

C.6. Spherical coördinates

C.7. 1D depinning model
In this section, we will briefly present the details on the analytical depinning model.
From the definition of γ (see section 3.5.5) and the domain wall profile (equa-

tion (2.19)), we can deduce that γ and the normal domain wall position x0 are
related by:

x0 (γ) =
√
A

K eff
log

(
cot

(
γ

2

))
. (C.18)
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Figure C.4.: Definition of the spherical coordinate system, with inclination angle θ
and azimuthal angle φ

The total energy density of the domain wall is the sum of the anisotropy energy
density (equation (2.2)) and the exchange energy density (equation (2.1)). When
the standard domain wall profile (equation (2.19)) is substituted, we find for the
total energy density w:

w (γ) = 2Keff sech
(
x

∆ − log
(

cot
(
γ

2

)))2
, (C.19)

with ∆ =
√
AKeff the domain wall width.

The quantity that we are interested in is the derivative of the total energy, which
is the derivative of the integral of w. Using the fundamental theorem of calculus,
this yields:

dW
dγ = 2

√
A
(√

K1 −
√
K2
)

sin (γ) . (C.20)

As expected for a system with a step in the anisotropy parameter, the "Force"
−dW

dγ is always positive, because this pushes the DW to the low anisotropy region
(it favors high γ). The force is highest when the domain wall is right at the anisotropy
step.
A magnetic field can be included in the model via a simple proces, but the equa-

tions become impossible to solve analytically. However, numerically solving these
equations is possible and yields a promising correspondence to the micromagnetically
simulated results [39]. Furthermore, in the limit of a small step in the anisotropy, a
series expansion yields up to first order:

Hdepin = K1 −K2
2µ0Ms

(C.21)

which was also derived by Franken [39], starting from a rigid domain wall ap-
proach.
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